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IN SEARCH OF THE SUPERNATURAL.

CHAPTER I.

When I was a little girl living in Ire-
and the great desire of my life was toee a fairy. I was staying with my

wt, who lived in a country village,
lear enough to Slemish (Slieve mis) to

Watch him putting on his night-cap ofClOud when a storm was brewing.
Y education in fairy lore had been

e8ected. Father said, " The child is
imaginative, her mind must not beed with lying wonders." My dear

ýGther, who thought she had been in-
Ired by such stories in her youth, con-

ed m y reading for amusement to
tt's Hymns, and Pollock's and Miss
eeworth's Tales. I enjoyed them

sory Much ; but while I wept over theSo1rows of " Helen of the Glen," *or
1dered at the namby-pamby silli-

of Rosamond, I was so little in-Seflced by these authors that I back-
thd into fairy tales whenever I got
hOPPortunity. I was not tempted at
ere, where nothing of the kind was
S allowed to enter. I did indeed,
boce bring home " The Yellow Dwarf,"
caTowed from one of the pupils at Mrs.
rpbell's preparatory school; but our

ri g Power, the maid, Lizzie Beve-
trash, flung it into the fire as '' bein
Wra enleuch tae pit ony lass bairn

gi' the head."

When Uncle West came to our house
in Edinburgh and borrowed me for a
long visit, because he had no little ones
of his own, while father had a houseful,
I was allowed to go, and I went gladly,
and found myself at once in Wonder-
land.

Uncle had some appointment under
Government that had taused him to
move about a good deal ; so that his
home had for a time been in different
parts of Ireland, Scotland and even
Wales. His sojourn in each place had
been long enough to justify him in
taking his family with him. The family,
when I went to visit them, had been
for some time back in their original
home in the North of Ireland. They
lived in a delightfully rambling old house,
full of unexpected places, where any
amount of ghosts might be hidden away.
It was covered with ivy, and. Mary
O'Neil, the ruler over aunt's house,
told me that the banshee never cried
round a house that had " no coverin' of
ivy to show its ancientness."

Mary liked her mistress, and was loyal
to the family as an Irish servant should
be-had followed them in all their re-
movals ; but deep down in her heart
she nourished a pride of the name she
bore, and a belief that if ever the ban-
shee cried round uncle's, it would not
be for any of the family, but for herself,
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" come of the gran' ould race an' en-
titled to the fine ould name."

Besides Mary O'Neil, and a slip of a
girl to help her, who spoke as broad
Scotch as if she had come from Glaisga,
though she was thoroughly Irish in
every other respect, there was William
O'Hara, the gardener, who also drove
the car and did a great many things be-
sides. He was a thin, wiry man, and
one of his eves was white and of no
use to him ; but the other was a quick,
bright eye, dark and funny, and he cer-
tainly saw more with it than many a
man does with two. Uncle had picked
him up in far-away Kerry, and he be-
longed to the family ever since. Mary
O'Neil and he quarrelled sometimes.
When she was cross she called him
"Silver-eye" and he called her "Mother
Bunch."

They both joined in flying out at the
"slip of a girl," whose name was Bella
Wiley, in the most outrageous manner,
if she said a word between them when
they quarrelled i for Mary said she vas
a stranger just come in for a bit, while

they were " residenters," whatever she

meant by that.
When I came to uncle's first, he gave

me a great many story books, in a little
box with a sliding [id, that had been
his when he was a boy.

" Here, Miss Janetta Nicholson," he
said, laughing at my wondering grati-
tude, " here are some of my favorite
authors. Here you may read the
melancholy 'History of Cinderella,'
and the lamentable tale of' Bluebeard,'
'The Sleeping Beauty,' ' Beauty and
the Beast,' 'The Yellow Dwarf,' and
many others equally true and interest-
ing."

I revelled in my books, finding in
them the Wonderland I had longed for
but never entered. Before I had ex-
hausted them I discovered that as won-
derful stories were told around the
kitchen fire by William O'Hara and
Mary O'Neil, and the stories they told
they believed in entirely themselves.

Aunt West, although she indulged
me very much, disapproved of my stay-
ing in the kitchen-not for fear I would
listen to fairy stories, for I think she
half believed them herself-I knoW
that she believed in banshees-but for
exclusive reasons, lest I might acquire
Mary's vulgar manner of speaking or
William's Kerry brogue; and Williafi
had enough and to spare of the rich
Kerry brogue-could have supplied a
dozén little girls.

" It would be too dreadful, Janetta,
said aunt, " for you to learn vulgar man-
ners, or acquire a Kerry brogue, vo-
have imitation so large. (I had been
mimicking William O'Hara, I am sorrY
to say). What would your dear mamilna
think ? "

To wean me from the kitchen, aunt
made me a present of a beautiful doll,
dressed, she said, like the lovely LadY
Blessington. Indeed her ladyship's
portraits show her in just such a funnY
cap as my doll wore when in full dress,
stuck up in the crown and with Brussels
lace side-whiskers. I think my doll
was the prettiest, and might have ad-
dressed her ladyship in her own verses,

"Who'd rave about my lady,
With her pale and languid face,

If they could see my pink cheeks,
Edged round with Brussels lace?

I named my doll Lady Blessingto0 '
Mary shortened it up to Lady B., and 1
took great delight in her. But wheC'
uncle and aunt were out spending the
evening, and it came to be between the
daylight and the dark, the kitchen dre'
me down to it. It was a nice kitchen'
had once been small-an apartment il
the house, but uncle had enlarged it
by building an addition, and took the
wall away, leaving a supporting arch
between the two portions. There Was
a very large double window at the
further end filled with geraniums, o1
which Mary bestowed great care.

Iknew that whenthe evening droPP.ô
down there was a bright peat fire, Wit
a bit of blazing bog fir in the front, iP

38b
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the funny corner fire-place ; that the
candle was lit in the wonderful wooden
Candlestick, ever so old, brown with
age, tali enough to stand on the floor,
all carved work, its socket a serpent's
head, that opened to receive the candle
and shut on it again like a bite. Mary

'Neil sat in one corner in a straw
chair which William O'Hara had made
for her when he was more than usually
eOod-natured. She was always, I think,
darning stockings; I always remember

er with one arm enveloped in a sheath
of stocking-leg, her fat fist clubbed op-
Posite the weak spot that needed her
attention, her basket on the floor at the
foot of the long candlestick, " the slip
of a girl " on a stool beside her, some-
timries knitting, oftener with her back
arched and her elbows on her knees
îOoking into the fire. William O'Hara
5at in, the other corner, reading the

0ur Masters " when he was not
41king or nending a basket. Beside

h'liam there was just room for my
creepie stool, and very soon I would

'd lyself in my place with Lady I
ny arms.

0 »Now, Miss Janetta darlin'," Mary
eil would feebly remonstrate, " sure

fi to put you to bed whiniver you're

tIred of your books an' Lady B. Thim's
he mnistress's orders, dear."

Oh now, you darling Mary," I
honlld plead, " you know you could not
hal'e the heart to do it. You know very
well you will be talking about banshees,

d they will come up-stairs and
frghten me. . Aunt did not think of
them when she said so ; she would not
want Me to go to bed to watch the win-
dov for a banshee."

b Mary's authoritygenerally went down
efore Imy coaxing, and William would
ay, " Let the deluderin darlint' staytid us, and I'l spake to the mis-tress.»

i lie did so, and aunt allowed me to
81 l the kitchen when she and uncle
were both out. I settled myself on my
CreePie, determined to know all that

William and Mary could tell about ban-
shees and fairies.

" William," I said, " why is it that
there's no fairies in Scotland ? "

" Och, there may be, darlint, in holes
an' corners an' out-ov-the-way places.
They niver throive well where there's
many Prasbytarians. They have a cowld
breath, Prasbytarians have, an' they
droive off the tinder crathers in green,
for they can't stan' the cowld."

" I'm very sorry, William. Do you
think there's none at all in any corner
about Edinburgh, up on the Calton Hill,
or down by Holyrood Palace or the
Queen's Park ? "

" Not in Edinburgh by ail places, Miss
janietta. There might be some among
the mountains, in glens or lonely, shel-
tered places in the Highlands. There
was wance a moighty wizard in Scotland,
a praicher too, as I hear, an' whin he
shuk his fisht, or thumped his staff on
the flure, ivery fairy in Scotland thrim-
bled loike a lafe. An' shure they
cuddn't stant to be fritened that way out
ov their wits, an' they forsook Scotland
an' kem over to IFeland, where the ' God
save you kindly' was waitin' for thim."

" William," I said, "you talk m ost of
fairies, and Mary of banshees-how is
that ? "

"That is aisy tould. Mary belongs to
the North, an' the fairies have mostly
forsook Ulster for the same raison as
they forsook Scotland, an' I come from
Kerry, where they linger among the
kindly people yet."

" Is that the reason ? What are
fairies, William ?"

" Is it fairies ? Och they're crachures.
They're powerful in wan way, an' they're
young an' tindher in a sinse. They
spread and flourish where the ould race
is multiplying; they like to be about
the cradles, where the babies are lying
in happy drames. It's thim shure that
gives gifts ov light hearts an' heels,
ready wit an' contintment to thim that
don't own the breadth ov their fut ov
the land ov their fathers', not even
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their graves but's in the hand ov the
stranger."

And William looked far away and
laid the " Four Masters " down on the
little window sill at his elbow, softly
and tenderlv as if it were the " ashes of
his fathers."

" You're forgetting about the fairies,
William," I said, to call him back to
the subject. "You were speaking about
why they went to the South."

" Fairies cannot throive unless they
can get from the fire on one hearth-
stone ov the ould race to another, wid-
out crossin' Sassenach homesteads.
They kin do that in Kerry, where I come
from, an' there theyflourish to thisday."

"Do you mane to say there's no
fairies in the North ? You silver-eyed
thafe ov' the world, to steal the very
people in green from us !" said Mary
indignantly.

" I didn't mane to say any such thing,
Mary avourneen," said William, apolo-
getically, "only they're more plintiful
wid us."

" Don't be cross, Mary, like a dar-
ling," said I. "What are the banshees,
William ? "

" To my mind, Miss Janetta, they're
ould ancient fairies that took sarvice,
as a body may say, wid the ould high
families, an' whin they're down they
wouldn't forsake them, but mourn an'
wail for them wheniver they drap into
the grave or are under misfortune."

" True for you, William," said Mary.
" Sure it's give out, for it's come down
from father to son as raal born truth,
tliat whin Phelim ier oe O'Neil was
undher the murdherin'hansthat tukhis
life, after the rising in-when was it,
William ? "

" It was in sixteen hundred an' forty-
wan, Mary."

"Well it was the wail ov'the banshee
tould of his death first. They knew that
all was over before iver the news came;
an' long as Dunluce is a ruin the ban-
shee has niver left it. She keeps Lady,
Evaleen's room yet, an' at night wrings

her hans an' moans an' cries over the
vanished McQuillans."

"Did you ever see a banshee, Mary?"
" No, Miss Janetta, I niver did see

thim; hearin' thim's enough for me.
" Did you ever hear them ?"
" Yes, I did whin I lived with Squire

O'Ruarke, at the time the ould mistress
died. She was an O'Neil like myself,
an' the night she died the banshee cried
three times. Miss Elizabeth O'Ruarke
heard it as well as me, an' it's my be-
lief, an' will be to the end of my days,
that she saw something."

"What was the cry like, Mary ?"
" It was loud an' solemn, like one

crying bitterly, an' the third time it
moved away, an' as it went off it
sounded like sweet, sad singing, goinlg
off up into the air. This place Of
your uncle's belonged to the O'Ruarkes
once, an' they lived in the gazabbeY
that's in ruins up on the hill there."

" That round thing up there? 
thought it was a windmill. What is a
gazabbey, Mary ?"

" You are a pattern for asking ques-
tions, Miss Janetta. Ask your uncle 0
look in the dixnery. It is a gentle-
man's house, shure enough. The
O'Ruarkes quit livin' in it whin I wa 5

a girl. It was goin' to ruin thin, a"
since, an' the O'Ruarkes are goin' wid
it."

" Will ever the banshees go quite
away from here ?" I asked.

" Whin the ould ruins are all pulled
down, whin the ould naines an' the 0 1ld
race disappear off the land, they'll go
too, for why would they stay ? The
O'Neils an' O'Ruarkes an' O'Haras
are all that the banshee concerns herself
wid in all the country side here, an
there's no ruins they frequent, to 10Y
knowledge, but Dunluce an' Shane's
Castle," said Mary.

" Do they not stay round the gazab-
bey, or whatever you call it ?"

" I don't know, I'm sure ; nobOdY
ever goes near it to see ; it's just an Old
ruin."

A

388
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But you said they staid near old
rumis, Mary."

"Well, they do ; everybody knows
that. I suppose they are there."

" Ov coorse they are, Miss Janetta,"
Said William, " as long as Miss Eliza-
beth an' Mr. Dan's to the fore, an'
they're likely to last a good while,
though they're creepin' up to ould age."

I determined as William spoke to go
somTe day to the old ruin, and perhaps

IwouIl hear or see the banshee.
" What is a banshee like ?" I asked,

tlat I might know one if I happened
to see it.

" Like a wizened ould woman bent
down with sorrow, moanin' an' groanin'
with helpless grief."

"Were they always friendly to the
People that saw them, or the people
that they followed ?"

I asked this question to find out in-
directly if it was dangerous to meet a
banshec.

" Yes, yes," said Marv. "They
lever harmed any one, unless one of

the ould race that they followed went
llto deadly sin."

" What is deadly sin ? Is not all sin
deadly? "

"Ov coorse, Miss Janetta," said
illiam, coming to the rescue, for fear

Mary's theology was not equal to an-
swering my question, " but sone sins
is deadlier than others-such as cuttin'
down the big blackthorn trees that wor
anicient landmarks, or wrongin' the poor
til they cried, or doin' any hurt to
Wideys an' orphants that had no one to
take their part."

They are good then ? Are they
SPirits, Mary ? "

They're betwixt and between spirits
and crachures, like the gloamin' that
oIles between daylight an' dark," said

William.
What is a fairy like, William ?"
Och, the fairies are lovely crachures

faces like flowers, hair like spun sun-
barnes, dressed in grane satin or velvet
a11sparklin' wid diamonds, loike the dew

on the shamrocks, wid ropes an' ropes
ov pearls roun' their white throats an'
soft arums; sometimesthey're in white,
loike a lily leaf or a white cloud. What-
iver dress they wear they're always
lighthearted and gay, dancin' loike alafe
in the sunny air, singin' swater than the
burds, an' playin' music on little goold
harps, tunes they remimber since the
earth was young. An' they help kindly
all distrest, dacent crachures."

" Did you ever see a fairy your own
self, William ? "

" Is it see a fairy, Miss Janetta ?
Do you think I could live on the
blessed Kerry hills, or about the lakes
ov loveliness, an' the swate lone glens,
widout scein' iver a fairy ? "

" Tell us about seeing one, William,
do tell us," I coaxed.

"The first wane'er saw was whin I was
a slip of a gossoon. It was the year of
the scarcity, whin the pratees rotted in
the ground, an' the people dhropped
loike dead laves an' died wid the hunger.
All the people in the counthry wor
starvin', an' we wor starvin' wid the rest.
It's well for you, Miss Janetta, that you
don't know what that manes. There
was my father and mother, Nora an'
Ellen, Jimsey, a wee dawshy crachure
on the brust, an' meself. We had
boiled nettles an' sourocks to ate ; we
hadn't a bite or sup ov anythin' whole-
some for days an days, an' we wor
wake wid the fastin' an' sick wid the
thrash that we ate, an' the hopelessness.
My father wint away somewheres
where there was road- makin' to be done,
an' the laborers wor paid wid male.

" Whin he wint away, white an' wan
he was himself, to work for a bite an'
a sup for us, he says to my mother:
' Bear up, Mary achushla' says he,
'for by the blessin' ov God, l'Il not
come home widout a lock ov male
itself, anyway; an' ye'll have a bowl
ov warm gruel for you an' the childher
to put away the gnawin' ov the hun-
ger.'

"Well, my mother was wakely wid the
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starvin', and Jimsey the crachuredrawin' over to the dresser, an' they got a boWt
the heart's blood out ov her, in place an' a wooden ladie, an they lifted out
ov the milk that wasn't there, an' Nora some ov the broth, an' thin tbev broke
an' Ellen moanin' wid h.unger; an' so wbite bread into the bowl an' stirred
she said we would creep into the rags an' tasted again before our hungrY
ov bed clothes, an' try to kape warm, eyes. The weeny Nora could stand it
an' maybe slape till he'd come back no longer, an' she cried out:
again an' bring the male. "'Give us some, av ye plaze; wc're

" Well, sure enough we did doze off very hungry.'
into a kind ov hungry slape. Myself "An' they turned, both 0v thim at
dramed that I was aitin' my fit 0V wance, an' looked at us, an' the oavl
floury potatoes, an' had lashins ov milk said to the other 'Tbey're awake.'
to thim, an' salt an' ail, an' I cuddn't "One oV tbim came to tbe bcd Wid
taste thim at all at atl, for my teeth tbe bowl in ber hand, an' my mother
kep' comin' together as if nothin' was tuk beart wid the fear, an' she says:
betwixt thim. We lived in a lonesome 'Don't be angry at the girleen, she
place among the hills where there was meant no barrum, but the bunger's 01,
no comin' an' goin'. My mother she ber, an' the good srell's too mucb for
dramcd, 0v att things, that the fainies ber.'
wor cookin' ber dinner. She drard o Tbhe fairy put the bowl into WY
that sae woke up an' saw two beautiful mother's and an she said to het,
fainies lookin' in 0V the cabin door, an' ' Ate that an' feed the girîcen wvid it.
sayin' wan to the other, ' Tbey're dyin' We give it to you because we borreyedov tbe hunger' says one, 'We won't your ire an' your dishes.' An' toeYlet tbin die,' says another. ' Let us fihted a bowl for me, an' for Ellen, aid
make tbcm sometbin' good,' says tbe filed my motber's again, fuît up, be-botb. Weil I woke up heaein' my cause she ad Nora an'cJimsy to feedi
motber/ sayin' in a wbisper, 'Lord "An' then tbey put tbe tid on the pOt
keep us an' save us!' I was bebind agin, an' et down tbeir gownsayte
ber in tbe bed, an' I lifted ry bead an' tbe pins out V tbe skirts you knoa
looked over ber, an' tbere forninst me an' put on tbeir ctoaks an' hats an' wOr
on tbe flure wor two illigant faines, ready to go.
wid tbeir gowns pinned up an' tbey as " 'Do you know wbo we are? said
busy as bees. Before I wint to bcd I tbey to my mother.
buitt a ire an' hung on tbe pot wid "' Oh, you're tbe good peopte, sbure
watber in it-fult to tbe top-tbat ail enough,' says she.
migbt be ready wbin rny father kimn I "'How did you like tbe brotbP' saYsbote wid tbe lock tv mate an we wan.
wuddn't bave long to wait on tbe grue' D't was gran', my lady,' says nY
be promised us, an' I fitled tbe watber mother, ' an' the blessin' 0v tbe pcrish'can be fear it rnigbt boit away. in's on ye, an' it't do ye good, sO it

IlWetl, tbey bad tbe roanin' fire, and wilt, wboiver you are. *'the pot was boilin' like mad, an' tbere I'Wbere's your usband?' says the
was a div me smetin V raat broth wid other fairy.

rate in it ait over tbe cabin. The pot "'He's away workin' at the road t
boiled an' boileé, an' thy stirr d an' fetcb us boe a lock ov maie,' says
stirred, an' tasted an' tasted an' tey mother.
niver let on to se us watchin' tbim wid I'Weil,' says she, 'set te pot affthe
bungry emys. One says to the other, crook an' don't take the lid aif tilt heIt's donc, so it is, an' tbe otber said, comes boe, an' give him wbat's in 
It's raa good.' An' tben they wint then, to stingthin im. Don't disob

390
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te, for fear the luck I brought will
lave ye.'

" ' Thank ye kindly,' says my mother.
'lIl do as ye say, niver fear.'

If ve think we belong to the good
People,' says the other lady, ' why don't
YÔu ask us for somethin' ?'

"' I do be afraid to ax yer ladyship
for anything, for fear ov makin' too
bould an' givin' offince,' says my
'nother, all ov a trimble.

"' Ask,' says she, ' Try our power.'
"' Well,' savs my mother, 'if you

give me lave, L'll ask for help to feed
the childher, that I mayn't see them
die before me eyes ov starvation.'

"' Do vou know the clump of whins
On the top ov the hill behind the cabin?'
says she.

" 'Sure there's many a clump of whins
1P there,' says my mother, ' an' how
WilI I know the right one?'

"'The ciump I mane,' says the fairy,
'is beside a big grey stone.'

"'I know it well,' says I, spaking
0ut ; ' there's a stone-chicker's nest in
't, Iy lady.'

' ' That's the very one, my boy,' says
e. 'Ivery mornin' whin tlie sun

rses, if vou or vour mother gocs up to
the whins by the big stone you will

dfl(1 somethin' there, if you never tell
any one.'

"''ll never brathe it to man or
tnortial,' says my mother, 'you may
dependi upon that, mv lady.'

"So they wint off wid themselves, in
their grane gowns an' rid cloaks, an'
We liver saw thim more ; but ivery
Tflornin' at sunroise I wint to the whins
by the grey stone, an' there was always
solfethin' there for us for many a
day."

" Were they not splendid ? Was your
father glad when he came home and
round the broth waiting for him, Wil-
liam ?"

"ie was that, Miss Janetta, an' the
s vP ov warrum broth was the beginnin'
ov good luck to him. He got work wid
the 'laster here, God bless him. After

a while I tuk sarvice wid the master too,
an' I have been wid him iver since. I
don't forget the time, though, whin I
wint to the whin bush ivery mornin' for
somethin' for us to ate."

The story was hardly done when
uncle and aunt came home, and I was
so full of it that I could not keep from
telling it to them.

Uncle was much interested, and so
was aunt. They exchanged glances
and laughed between themselves.
Uncle asked me if I would like to be a
fairy, and said, pinching my cheek,
that I would be an active and benevo-
lent one.

I thought they werc laughing at me,
and I did not like it ; true I was
ridiculously full of belief in fairies and
banshees, and had a desire to be per-
sonally acquainted with them, but I
did not want to be laughed at, for all
that.

CHAPTER II.

William's story made me desire to
see a fairy more than ever. They
flitted and danced through all my
thoughts.

I was reading Byron's narrative of the
loss ofthe"Wager." and Bligh's voyage
in an open boat. Feeling heartsore for
the starving men, I wondered that no
fairies came to help them in their
great need.

I asked William O'Hara about it,
and he said he did not think there were
sea fairies, or fairies in foreign parts at
all, at all, though it was a pity, so it
was. The very next evening on which
I occupied the creepie beside William,
I asked him did he ever see any more
fairies.

" I heerd tell ov them from know-
ledgeable people often an' often," said
William, " but I niver seen them my-
self agin, but wanst.

" It was after the scarcity. My
father w4ý workin' stiddy for the
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master here, an' I got the word one " Is it me, Miss Janetta, an' me at
day to go down to the house in the the bottom of the ditch, crouched
evenin'. Whin I went, the ould down, an' half dead wid the fright I
mistress, who was livin' thin, guv me was in? Oirra! I niver opened rnY
a big apple pie, baked in an earthen lookin' eyes to have e'er a peep at
dish-big enough for supper to us all, thim till they jumped open wid the
because it was Halloweve, she said. dread that the riders were on me, whin
And so it was Halloweve, an' a beautiful I saw thim tearin' through the gap, an'
bright night, for the moon was at the scourin' away across the counthry. 1
full, an' the sky was blue, not a cloud knew by the look of thim, an' the size
in it to hide the purty bright stars that of thim, an' the way they wint, that
wor lookin' down on us kindly. I was they wor no mortial sheep, but the
comin' whistlin' along the bridle road good people goin' to their place Of
thinkin' ov nothin' at all, wid the big meetin', an' they just tuk that shape for
dish in my arrums, whin I hurd the convanience like. An' my mother said
sound ov many horses trottin' along the same when I tould her all about it
forninst me. It seemed as if it was a whin I got home wid the pie. I had
whole troop ov horse dragoons. I was no bad luck afther meetin'thim, mebby
terribly afeerd to meet them. ' Mebby,' because I got out of the way. An' the
says I to myself, 'it's martial law pie was a thumpin' good wan, an' we hed
agin as it used to be, an' the country's a plisint night of it, I remimber well.'
unsettled mebby, as they say it is, an' "When is the best time to see
they might run a sword through me as fairies, William ?" I asked.
if I was a puddock.' Thin I remimber- " By moonlight," said Willian'
ed it was Halloweve, an' that the good promptly.
people might be about. I was not " It was daylight when you saw thern
afeerd of thim, but it might be un- first," I objected.
convanient for thim to meet a mortial " That's thrue for ye, Miss Janetta,
on their track. By this time I heerd bût I didn't go to see thim thin ; theY
the gingling ov the bridle reins an' the came to see us. An' whin they are so
clank ov accoutrements. I was at the agreeable an' condescendin' as to coie
fut of a hill an' I knew I would meet to see wan, sure they're welcome anY'
thim, whativer they wor, before iver I time, night, noon, or mornin'."
got to the top. I looked roun,' an' I " Moonlight is the best time to see
saw there was a dry ditch to wan side them, then, William ?"
of the bridle road that I was on, an' as " Yes, it is. An' ov all moons the
quick as a flash I slipped down into harvest moon is the best, whin she
it an' hid, wid the pie beside me. There walks among the stars an' her at the
was a thorn hedge to one side ov the full, the broad flure ov heaven clear an'
ditch, an' the straggling branches blue, an' her lookin' down in her glory
shiltered me. The troop of horse on the harvest fields, glad I do belave
came jingling on till they wor forninst that the earth has plinty on her brUst
me, an' my huart stud still wid the for man an' baste. Thin it is that the
fear, an' me trimblin' like a lafe, good fairy people come out to dance il
whmn all at wance they changed the light of the moon."
into a large flock of sheep, an' jumped " Is that so, William ?"
overthe ditch througha gapin the hedge " That's so, Miss Janetta, an' ov al
an' tore across the meadow like mad." nights in the year, sure Halloweve is

" Did you see them changing into the night they 're most sure to be ot.
sheep, William ?" I asked, breathless I think they settle up their business
with interest. - like on that night."
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" Do you know where they meet on
.Ialloweve about here ?" I said, speak-
1lg carelessly, as if I asked out of
Ilere curiosity.

" Meet ! oh, many a place, in the
Woods or the park on my lord's place,
or at the big thorn tree on O'Ruarkes
long meadow behind the gazabbey
Where the strame crosses."

I determined in my heart to try tO
see the fairies for myself-not that I
dOubted William's word, but I wanted
to see fairies with my own eyes that I
"ight tell about it to my brothers and
SiSters at home as every bit true; so
that Jamie, best loved' of all, but
greatest tease, would have to believe
4le whether he would or not.'

Autumn was come, and we were
enjoying the glory of the harvest moon,
and the nights were unusually clear
and cloudless, for cloudy skies 'are the
rule in Ireland. To make sure, I
thOught it best to wait to Halloweve,
which was not far off. I did hope
that night would be cloudless, and that
the imoon would kindly give all the
1'ght she could to help me in my
Search. I wondered if it were best to
go alone, or ask Bella Wylie to go with

e. There was danger that if I told
e y secret she would tell aunt, and
Would be prevented from going.

his was likely, for Bella w as but a
k leaky vase," and seemed unable to

eep anything she heard to herself.
And, again, the fairies might not ap-
lear if I was too fearful to go alone.

0 the other hand, the big thorn was
agOod piece off, and two would be

aOelPany, and not so easily frightened
s onie. As Halloweve drew nigh Iwas glad to know that aunt had invited

a few friends to partake of an oldfashioned Halloweve supper ; this, Ithought, would make it easier for me to
8 away unobserved. I thought of

project while aunt prepared for her
ests, with Mary to help, and'Bella

I to hinder. Halloweve came atast, and with it aunt's guests. I was

so petted and taken notice of by them
that I thought I never would get away.
After supper I stole from the room and
went down to the kitchen, which was
empty. If ever I went on my ex-
pedition, now was the time to go.
Uncle and aunt were engaged with
their guests. Mary and William busy,
and the coast was clear, as William,
would say. It was not a bright night;
the sky was cloudy, and the wind was
blowing a brisk gale. The moon was
hurrying through the clouds, now
shining out brightly, flooding the
whole landscape with silver, now
plunging among dark clouds as if she
were playing at hide and seek. I was
afraid the fairies would not be abroad,
because it was not a bright moonlight
night. I slipped a mante of aunt's
off the hat tree in the hall, and stole
out of the back door, and was crossing
the stack yard on my way to the lane,
when I overtook Bella Wylie with Mary
O'Neil's shawl over her head.

" Where are you going, Bella?" I
said.

" I'm gaun up the lane a bittie; ye'll
no tell ony o' them, if ye please, mem.
It wad be an ill thing for me if ye tellt
the mistress."

" What are you going up the lane
for, Bella ?"

"Ye see oor Rab, that's my brither,
reads tae us bits o' Burns, an' I thocht
I wad try ane o' the freits for fun, ye
ken."

" What are you going to do ?"
" I'm gaun to dip my sark in the

burn beyont the gazabbey. Burns
says the sleeve an' Wullium says the
hale sark. 'll dip it a' in, sleeve an' a',
to mak sure."

" Are you sure you 're going to the
right place ?"

" I canna be far wrang. Wullium
says, south runnin' water; an' Burns
says, whaur three lairds' lands meet.
It's south runnin' water, nae dout, an'
three lairds lands' meet no that far aff,
sae I'm gaun to try."
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"Must you go alone ?"
"Aye, I maun that."
"IH tell you what, Bella. l'Il go

with you as far as the big thorn, and
l'Il wait for you there, till you go to the
burn ; will you have much farther to
go ?"

"Na, O'Ruarke's land an' the master's
meet at the lang meadow, an' Adair's
is no that far aff, only a bittie."

Off we set together; I was well pleas-
ed with the arrangement, for while she
went on to the stream, I could watch
at the big thorn for the fairies. As
ve went up the lane, Bella showed me

a coarse linen chemise, rolled up in her
apron, which was the undergarment that
was to get " droukit." The lane had been
a carriage-drive when the ruin was a
habitation ; it was now a farm lane,
common to two or three places, and
went back a good piece beyond the
rumn. I looked up at the sky, and
wished the moon would come out from
behind the clouds and smile on our
undertaking. She did not ; on the con-
trary, the flying squadron of cloudland
were closing up their ranks, not leaving
the smallest crack or rift of blue through
which their prisoner, the lady moon,
could peep at us. We walked on in
silence, discouraged more than we
wished to own to each other, because
of the increasing darkness. We had
neared the ruin-it loomed up, black
in its covering of ivy, between us and
the dark sky-when the noise of many
feet at a sharp trot, struck upo'n our
ears.

" It maun be the fairies," said Bella,
and turned and fled down the hill in
the most cowardly manner. She let
go her apron in her flight, and the
" sark " rolled out and remained behind
for the fairies or whoever liked to pick
it up.

I was very much afraid, but I did not
think of running,-fear prevented me; I
thought there was less risk in standing
my ground than in running with the un-
known terror pursuing me. There was

no dry ditch to take shelter in, but there
was a young hedge-too young for
purposes of concealment, yet I could
reach no other refuge ; so gathering
my aunt's mantle close around me,
sat down beside the hedge, crouching
up into as small a compass as possible-
I was none too soon in deciding, for
the feet, trit, trot, trit, trot, were verY
near now. I could not, though I liste"'
ed -with all my ears, detect the jingle Of
spur or bridle-rein, or the clank Of
cavalry sabre-no sound but the steady
trot. I was sorry I could not hear alY
noise like what William had heard ;
could not even imagine I heard it.
looked towards the ruin, frightened, but
eager, and here they are, turned into
sheep already, coming on at a slOq
trot, and in the dim light looking very
much like common earthly sheep. Even
the ram, with his horns curling round
his cars, looked very much like Adair'
imported prize ram. They passed
slowly ; then all at once took a panic'
at the sark, may-be-and scurried do"O
the lane as fast as they could go, leaviflg
me undecided whether I had seen the
fairies or Adair's sheep. I got 1P
after they were gone, and lcaving the
sark to its fate, went on over the hill-
The wind was rising, dashing itself
against the old ruin, tearing at the iVY'
drawing off as if to take breath, then
rushing madly at it again as if deterl3il'
ed to have it down, and, disappointcd'
howled and whistled through the gaPS
where windows had been. I was get-
ting horribly afraid, and felt more tha0

willing to turn back ; but I never had
heard of any one turning back after
they had once set out in quest of ad
ventures ; besides, it was but a little
farther to go anyway. After passinl
the ruin a little way, I entered the 109
rneadow, and leaving the lane, struck
across it in a slanting direction, the
sooner to reach the rendezvous of the
fairies, the great thorn tree.

I forgot about a deep drain that ran
across the meadow, and tumbled intOit'
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I scrambled out again without any , I dare not go forward to face the new
darnage except wetting my feet, and danger, and the bull was behind me, as
Pursued my wav, reaching the big thorn I heard plainly; so I saw no way of
tree at last. Not a single fairy to be escape but in taking shelter at the old
seen anywhere in all the dim landscape! ruin.

he moon was struggling to break I turned to enter the doorway, a
through the barricade of clouds that mere hole in the ivied wall, but the
shut ber off from the earth, but did not black darkness of the inside stopped
succeed ; now and then a luminous me. There was a low pillar close by-
Patch revealed a hint of where she part of a ruined porch, perhaps, muffled
Walked in her brightness. Dark as it up to the very top with ivy w

Was, there was light enough to show matted and festooned everywvere
the total absence of the fairy folk. could bide beside it. I took a step in-
l'he wind was blowing as if it had blown ward, put out my band and toucbed the
thel off the face of the earth, and in- pillar as I croucbed down beside it,
tenlded to blow me after them. There when a most unearthly screech sounded

W's nothing to be done but to turn and close to my ear. I started up. On the
gO home disappointed and sad of heart. pillar close to me was what seemed to

Walked along carefully to avoid the my excited imagiation a pale, frilled
drain I had stumbled into already. Ail face witb a pair of immense shinin
at 0nce I heard heavy footsteps behind eyes. I SCreamed and ran, but blinded

e and the rattle of a chain. You may witb excessive terror, did fot know
Well believe I was frightened. vhere 1 vas runninor to 1 took a few

It was dreadful tc'look round to see steps and dashed into mv uncle's arms.
what it was, and perhaps see something I was safe. William O'Hara and tbe
t0 awful to look at ; but it had to be gentlemen guests were witb uncle.

,oe lest it might catch me before I
kiew. I nerved myself and looked uncle.
tollnd and saw a large bull with a ring "The banshee-it is there," I whis-
»l his nose and a chain to it. He was pered, afraid to let my voice be beard.
941ite near to me, walking along with "The banshee!" said uncle aloud,

's head down. I think he tramped up- and William lifted bis lantern to throw
0n the chain sometimes and hurt him- ligbt on the ruins.
Self, and shaking his head with pain As be spoke a large wbite owl that
11ade the chain clank. bad been sitting on tbe pillar, disturbcd

I expect I thought of this afterwards hy tbe ligbt and tbe noise, spread ber
hen I was out of danger. I had heard wings and flew slowly and decorously
rIVir. Adair's bull that came from xy
nglad, and cost ever so much, and good story spoiled, said one of
at he was a vicious, unmanageable the gentlemen, laughing.

rute. He must have ·broken out of "Yes,'ý said my uncle, also laughing,
s Pasture to be in O'Ruarke's meadow. "the banshee tbat frightened vou,

t '.thought all this, I did not stop to janetta, has flown away; the bansbee

tbhnk, but ran for dear life. I heard the tbat frightened us, we bave taken
ull running heavily behind me; but I captive, and will carry home a

rever looked round or stopped to take prisoner."

reatb till I reached the old ruin again. As we came down the lane, uncle

t8stopped there because I was not able carrying me, much against my wil on
i run any farther, and saw with alarm of the gentlemen noticed something

ghts coming towards me up the lane. white underfoot and lifted it witb bis
s8t tbe last sbred of my courage now. walking stick. It proted to be Bella's
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under garment, which had escaped
getting " droukit," but was all soiled
with the mud of the lane. They
gathered round to examine it by the
light of the lanterns, and roared with
laughter.

" This explains Bella's hysterics,"
said my uncle; "the young ladies have
been off on a divining expedition, as it
is Halloweve, to find out who their
husbands are to be, or if they will get
any."

"I did not, Uncle," I whispered,
very much ashamed.

We came home, the gentlemen talk-
ing and laughing over the superstition
of the peasantry all the way.

On leaving me, Bella had run home
in double quick time, but lingered
awhile in the yard to take breath, and
smooth down her hair, that was stand-
ing on end with fright. She was
smoothing it down with her fingers,
and, looking at the roof of the barn,
which was opposite to the big window
of the kitchen, she saw it was covered
with light, and there were small dark
figures rnoving about in a kind of
dance over it. She rushed into the
kitchen, tripped on something in her
fright, measured her whole length on
the stone floor, and raised a howl that
brought every one in the house round
her. While they were trying to get
some explanation of what had frighten-
ed her, uncle missed me, and enquired
where I was.

" Awa, up at the gazabbey," gasped
Bella.

" At the gazeebo! What took
either of you there ? " said uncle.

So all the lamps and lanterns come-
at-able were lit, and uncle, William
O'Hara, and the gentlemen guests
came away to seek for me, leaving
aunt and the ladies of the party to
listen to Bella's tale of horror. Their
lanterns were the moving lights which
terrified me. When aunt found out
what had caused Bella's fright, she
took her out to the yard again, and

convinced her that the light on the
barn roof was thrown by the big
window, and the little figures vere the
shadows of the geraniums which moved
about as the fire light, and the fitful
blaze of the bog fire, rose and fell.

" Wullium said," whimpered she,
"that it was the ghaists o' weeunchris'
tened bairns that were shiverin' 'e'
cauld oot there, an' dancin' to keCeP
theirsels warm."

" I'll talk to William about this
nonsense," said aunt

Wh'ch she did afterwards, vith very
little effect, for he said,

" I tould her it moight be thim an'it
moight be they 've to be somewhares,
an' why not there as well as any other
place ?"

Alas ! for the wonders I expected to
see, and the dreadful things Bella and
I did see! Not only did my banshee
turn out a feathered owl, and her un'
christened ghosts the shadows of tbe
geraniums, but, as we left the gate
open behind us when we set out 01
our expedition, there was no doubt
left on our minds that it was sheeP
and not fairies we met in the lale'
for they were found in the garden
next morning, the curly-headed ral
at their head, and aunt's cabbages
were all eaten with every other green
thing.

Now, Janetta," said aunt, " thouUb
banshees and fairies are very nice 1"
stories, see what has become fromh y 0ur
trying to bringthem into actual life''

I still clung to the idea that if I had
owing to untoward circumstance5'
missed seeing the good people 10
green, still there were faines, for
William had seen and spoken eith
them. lie said to me, " Nivir niind
thim, Miss Janetta, dear, sure we kno"
there's fairies, an' they 'Il appear to
you yet, so they will."

This small item of comfort I had to
enable me to endure the teasing and
joking about our Halloweve explO't'
until uncle deprived me of it.
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"I am sorry to destroy illusions, up in a corner asleep under some rags.
Janetta, they're nice and comforting There was a fire burning on the hearth
as William finds, but his fairies were and a pot with water in it hanging on
related to you, and were neither more the' crook over it. Filled with pity,
"or less than two harum-scarum young they stole out softly and ran home.
girls," said he. Your grandmother and I happened to

" Oh, Uncle !"-I could say no be out. They could not wait, so leav-
1ore. ing the necessity of the case to excuse

"A long time ago," he went on mer- them, they made a raid on the pantry
'ilessly, " when your dear grandmother and abstracted whatever came first to
vas alive we lived in Kerry. I was hand. There did not happen to be

lot married then. I had two young much in the pantry, but they seized on
Sisters twins, named Sydney and a dish of soup made the day before,
flarriet a great deal youngçr than I. jellied that they might have thrown it
T hey were very much indulged, for over the house, the remains of a leg of
they were, except myself, ail that were roast mutton, and a loaf of bread.
eft to your grandmother out of a large They made haste back with their plun-
arnily. They were pretty, golden- der, and pinning up their dresses
haired girls, very small of their age; turned cooks for the first time. When
they were thirteen at this time, and as the pot was already on the fire, it was
like one another as twin cherries. not difficult to make soup out of what
'hey were kindhearted girls, but as they had brought with them. Do you
tricksy as kittens. As William told wonder, Janetta, that when ignorant
ý0, it was a year of scarcity-a dread- and superstitious people, wealk with

Year of privation and suffering to sickness and hunger, went to sleep
the Poor, and of hard self-denial to us famishing, with not a scrap of anything

O strove to help them. A rumor eatable in the house, and woke up to
ad corne to the girls, through the ser- find food provided for them unexpect-
atlts I suppose, that a family up the edly, and to them, miraculously, and

41ountains were dying of hunger. They were waited on by two pretty girls,
tole away up the mountain to see if whom they had never seen before, and

e Story was true. They happened to never saw again, that they thought
e dressed that day in green French them fairies, and what they received

delaine dresses and short red mantles, from them fairy gifts ?"
their gipsy hats trimmed with ivy " And did they never see them again,

reaths. I dare say that Sydney and Uncle ?"
aarriet made two very nice respectable " No, before William's father or him-
faines. self began to work for us my sisters had
. Uncle !" I almost screamed, a new gone away to school."
leht breaking in on my mind, " you "Oh, Uncle, are there no fairies at

rnean to say that mamma and ail ?"
Sydney were the fairies." "Ithink yourmamma and Aunt Syd-

t' Wait, Miss Impatience, till I have ney made very good fairies that time."
eld ,rny story and then judge for your- " Did grandma know about it ?"Relf."," She did, when they came home

"Weil go on, Uncle, please," I said. again, and melted our hearts to pity
They found the cabin easy enough, with the story of what they had scen."

and went in, for it was on the latch, " We laughed when we heard they were

aerd saw a pitiful sight. The poor mistaken for fairies. I think I see your
eatures wasted to skin and bone dear grandma laughing, with the tears

sickness and want, were huddled of pity on her cheeks."
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" Our fairies had to deny themselves
many things to be able to leave the
secret supply in the whin bush by the
big stone every evening."

" Oh, they would be willing to do that
I know. Why, Uncle, only think,
mamma and Aunt Sydney could say like
the pretty text I learned, ' The blessing
of him who was ready to perish came
upon me!' Theywould not mind giving
up when they had that."

"They never faltered or grew tired of
being good fairies while the hard times
lasted. When they went away to school
I had to promise to be good fairy in
their stead."

"Ah, you were a fairy too, Uncle!"
Not till after the girls went away."

" I wonder, Uncle, that the O'Haras
never saw them putting the things in
the bush ? "

" Oh, they were afraid to go near it,
except in the morning, when they were
told to go."

" How long were you good fairy ?"
" Not long, in that way, Janetta.

I wanted to help them, and I did this
effectually by giving the father work as
soon as I had an opening for him. I
took a fancy to William too, and hired
him, and he has been with us ever
since."

" Was it far, Uncle, to go up the
mountain to the whin bush every
night ?"

"It was farther away than the gazeebo
or the big thorn either, but your mother
and aunt could take as much trouble to
be fairies as somebody took to see
them."

"And do you really think, Uncle, that
there are no fairies ? "

"I never saw any but the two spoiled
girls I have told you about now, and
your search after them was rather un-
successful too."

" I am ashamed of myself, Uncle, and
yet I am ever so sorry that there are "0

real fairies."
" My dear Janetta, we do not mean tO

abolish Wonderland, but we will kecP
the fairies there and not try to bring
them into every-day life, to the aestrUc-
tion of the cabbage garden. Good-
nature, contentment, loving-kindness,
cheerfulness, are four domestic fairiS
that should be at home round every
heárth."

" Oh, Uncle, please don't begin to
make a moral yet; let me fancy that
there are* real fairies a littie longer.
Why did you never tell William who
the fairies were, Uncle ?"

" William would no more thank Ine
to destroy his illusions than my little
niece does when I dispel her's."

" Dear Uncle, forgive me if I w
pert, but really it is hard to part with
the fairies."

" Dear Janetta, no one will seek to
deprive you of them in books, only do
not any more go searching for thele*
Wait, as William says, till they are So
agreeable and condescending as to
come and see you."

" Well but, Uncle, I do not want to
believe what is not true."

" There is a truth underlying fairy
stories which you will discover in tifle
at present you have found out what 1s
untrue."

So ended my foolish adventure in
search of the fairies. I never went.io
search of them again, and when 1 re-
turned home I did not, as I intended tO
do, tell of it to my brothers and sisters.
I have kept it a secret, even from i'y
favorite brother Jamie, until now. After
I returned to Edinburgh I seemed to
have left the land of romance for the
land of reality.

NoRAI·



THE GIRLS' VOYAGE.

(BY ONE OF THEM.)

(Con/inued.)
MANILA,

Dec. 28th, 1870-

We have crossed the China Sea to
the Philippine Islands, and are enjoying
a life of luxury in the tropics such as I
have dreamed of on many a summer
day, never thinking to experience. At
the house of a hospitable merchant in
One of the suburban villages that lie
aroufnd Manila the " Lyra's " passen-
ýers are handsomely entertained, and
Ouir kind host and hostess meet all ex-
Pressions of our gratitude with repeated
assurances that our visit is a favor to
then. A halcyon state of things, as
We Were strangers of whom they had

on"y heard through friends in Hong
Ong during our long stay there !
Sarn writing out of turn, as last

tnOnth's communication came from my
hand, but Marion has so large a pile of
rall matter weighing on her mind that

tOld her she must forego the pleasure
a letter to her Gussie, and attend to

those which I could not undertake for
her.

you believe that we had more
dfculty and danger of real trouble in

than 111g over here from Hong Kong
nri rounding Cape Horn ? It was

evl 80, as I will explain, and to begin
7Q account of our ten days' voyage I
'4st say that sea-sickness laid hold

a.on1 us before China was fairly out of
ght; not severely in my case, for

f arin found me in my berth, singing
T a book that lay open before me.

k ked herto join me, telling her I was
keeping the malady at bay, but she was
htin a tuneful frame, and preferred toave " a good, square fit of sickness,"

for which purpose she shut herself into
the opposite stateroom.

We regained our equilibrium in a day
or two, and resumed our methodical
sea-life to some extent in sewing and
reading aloud to each other. Homer's
Iliad (Lord Derby's translation) was the
work with which we beguiled a rather
disagreeable passage across the China
Sea, and for days the weather was rainy
or cloudy, until there came a calm, fair
Sunday when on the horizon Luzon's
blue mountains appeared. If we sup-
posed that there was nothing before us
but a speedy sail into Manila Bay, it
was a mistake, indeed, for baffiing
winds and perplexing currents met the
" Lyra," and drove her in a zigzag
course among dangerous rocks and
islands, and at last, on the evening of
Nov. 29th, the captain resolved to
anchor where the wooded "Corrigidor,"
curving toward another island, formed
a sheltered bay, and to wait there for
morning. He was tired out, poor fel-
low, after a week of anxious navigation,
and when the anchor was dropped he
did not refuse dressing-gown and slip-
pers, and an arm-chair in the cabin
wheie I was reading " Dombey " aloud,
while the rain pattered on the skylight.
Suddenly our comfort was put to flight
by Mr. Duncan bursting in upon us with
bal news. " She's dragging, sir !" he
cried. and Arthur, getting quickly into
rubber coat and boots, found it too true.
The anchor had not taken a firm hold
of the sandy bottom, and there was
danger, if the wind had risen, of the
vessel's stranding on " Corrigidor."
To heave the anchor and sail on in the
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foggy darkness would have been as
much of a risk as to remain where we
were, and daylight relieved our fears,
showing that the anchor had been
dragged only a short distance. Away
we sailed under clearer skies, and con-
gratulated ourselves upon the prospect
of a speedy arrival in Manila. The
track we had been making, as shown
by Arthur's chart, was a labyrinth of
zigzag lines, often re-crossing the same
spot three or four times, and at the end
of four days of constant " tacking " it
reached the point where it began.

The sun had gone down free from all
clouds, save a few gold and purple
specks that lingered in his track, and a
half moon began to whiten the sails as
Marion and I walked up and down on
the house, arm in arm, talking cheerily
of the past six months' events and plan-
ning a distribution of presents among
the friends at home. Arthur stood be-
low on the deck, intently watching the
forward sails. " We are all right now,
are we not ?" Marion called to him.
" If this breeze holds until we pass the
next island, 'Caballo,'" and almost as
he spoke the light wind died away,
and a strong current bore us toward an
island that rose up from the sea in a
steep bluff, and when near enough to
hear the waves roll up on the beach
and crickets singing among the trees,
our hearts suddenly stood still, for we
knew that our ship was in peril.

" Let go the anchor! " rang out the
captain's voice, sharp and strained, as
we had never heard it, and in one
moment more there was a bumping,
grating sound under us, and the great
helpless ship had gone on the sands.

A commotion ensued; orders were
shouted, and men rushed to and fro
obeying them. We poor girls, bewil-
dered, hardly knowing the extent of the
trouble, but believing that shipwreck
stared us in the face, went below to be
out of the way and calm ourselves as
best we could by considering the situ-
ation. Our ideas of the threatened

shipwreck were vague, but we kneW
that a sudden gale of wind might easilY
drive the " Lyra " upon the beach, and
our voyage thus be sadly ended.

" What will become of us if we have
to go ashore ? " Marion asked mie*
" There is a lighthouse there, and We
should take refuge in it, I suppose, but
it is well known that the Spaniards O11
these islands are not apt to be friendly
to foreigners. However," I added, "we
might as well be ready for what nay
come,-and I can't go scrambling through
woods and swamps with these thin
shoes on ; " so I put on thick boots, and
advised Marion to do the same. "lDon't
talk of boots," she said, dolefullY-
" Only think of losing all the lovely
things we bought in China! " " Oh!
they will save them probably, even i
the ship never gets off again ; but OUt
precious ' Lyra ! ' Think of leaving
her to go to pieces here! No, don"
think of it while there is hope. Let "S
go up on deck and see what they are
doing to save her."

Some of the sailors had the sinal
kedge anchor in one of the boats with
a rope attached to it, of which one eld
was around the capstan, and rowing 0
about a quarter of a mile, they dropPed
it into deep water, then the men 0
board the ship worked hard at the caP
stan, turning it round and round, and
singing meantime to help them pll
hard together. All the familiar sons9
which used to make us merry on haPPY
evenings sounded at this time to otr
ears like dirges over a lost shiP•
Eagerly we watched the rope on which
so much depended, fearful that it col
not bear the strain, and almost icruî
ceptibly the ship moved backward to
ward the buried anchor, till at last, jt

was nearly midnight. Mr. Dunca0

5hegave a joyful shout, "There sh
swings! " and once more the l Lyrad
was afloat. To raise a few sails aIl
put a safe distance between ourselives
and " Caballo " was the next action'
and in the morning we looked back at
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lts faint outline with very thankful
hearts for our deliverance.

One more day and night of slow
sailing brought us into the wide, open
harbor of Manila, where the few
vessels at anchor seem very far apart;
"ot neighborly, as in Hong Kong, and
Oing into it the Pasig river bears

dOWn myriads of drifting plants from
the great Lake Bay in the interior of
the island. The city is built along the
river banks, and there is nothing
beautiful in its aspect, yet even to live
there, we thought, would be better than
to remain in the harbor with nothing
at all to see. Several American gentle-
een came off at once to call upon us.

n3re of them was Mr. Irvine, who told
18s that his wife had made preparations
o receive us at their house in Santa

Aria, and he hoped we would stay with
em as long as the " Lyra" remained
Port.
Through a gateway in the massive

eity wall we drove into Manila, where
re gloomy Spanish houses, that with

their few windows high above the
reet are suggestive of captive maidensch an imaginative mind, and gray old

'hirches in every stage of dilapidation.
This one," said Mr. Irvine as we
rove past a ruin, "was shaken down

" the earthquake of 1843, and the one
Yol see at the end of the street suffered

FM the earthquake of 1852," and so

a, until we thought we had come to
very shaking and quaking part of the

carth. There were enough whole
hrches, though, most of them ugly

Weather-stained. Tagal (native
thdian ) women in gay costumes walked

streets, or stood about shop-doors
the Public squares. One fashion of

ress is closely followed by all. It
estaSists of a skirt striped in the bright-

Othe clrs, and a piece of cloth of an-
t er color fastened over it like a
aghtly drawn overskirt; a loose jacket,
etd a handkerchief above that, with
the ends crossed in front complete the0 stume. The men all wear their

shirts hanging airily outside their
trousers, and look as if the chief busi-
ness of life was to keep cool and
lounge on street corners, amusing
themselves with fighting cocks.

The Calzadas, a wide, shady avenue,
leads from the dingy town into rural
scenes, where on either hand stretch
rice-fields of brilliant green, and
thatched huts of the Indians are upon
the roadside among tall bamboos,
wide-spreading mango trees, and the
great, glossy leaves of the plantain.
There are the well-built and painted
dwellings of the better class of Indians,
or of the Mestizos, a race of people
partly Tagal and partly European,
many of whom are very wealthy, and
in the midst of luxuriant gardens are a
few large houses occupied by foreign
merchants. Into one of these we
drove after coming to the suburban
village of Santa Ana ; mio it, literally,
for instead of a front door is an arch-
way through which the carriage passes
into a stone-paved hall, and we, alight-
ing there, were led up a flight of stone
steps to the second floor, always the
dwelling place in Manila houses. At
the head of them stood a lady to
receive us, and never, I am sure, did
two seafaring girls find themselves
welcomed into a more beautiful
home.

From a wide hall that they call the
"cayeda" open spacious apartments
on either hand, with polished floors
and cane furniture, and from any one
of them we step into a tiled corridor,
where the sliding sashes are thrown
back to admit the air and light.
There are no glass panes in them, for
in this region of earthquakes that ar-
ticle is generally dispensed with,
because of its frailty, and its place
supplied by oyster shells, ground and
polished, and each fitted into its own
socket. They are not transparent, and
light is subdued by them as much as
if they were of thick ground glass,
which must be an objection in the
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rainy sèason if the casements have to
be closed.

Marion and I felt almost lost in the
great roorn that was given to us, and
were bewildered with so much space.
In our adjoining dressing-room there
were huge bowl-shaped tubs of stone
or bronze, filled to the brim with
water, and after surveying these with
some amazement we wandered out into
our own especial corridor, and were
charmed to find that it overlooked the
Pasig river, flowing down beyond the
distant city, and a peculiar rustle made
always by a breeze among banana
leaves mingled pleasantly with the
murmur of its swift current. " It is
more like a fairy tale than anything has
been yet," said Marion in rapture,
leaning out to gaze far up the winding
river. " We are like two princesses in
the Alhambra, with our lofty syalls and
marble pavements, and we are going
to have a great deal better time than
any of those poor souls ever had."

Arthur was unable to share with us
the elegancies of shore life; his
presence being required on the ship,
where Mr. Duncan was not at all well,
and a new comer occupied the position
formerly held by Mr. Fordyce, who left
us in Hong Kong. ( Did I tell you in
my last letter ? He was sorry to leave,
but had a chance to be mate in a home-
ward bound vessel.) Our captain
gladly avails himself of an invitation to
be with us, whenever he can leave his
duties, and makes morning calls in our
corridor to read and talk over home
letters with us, or he appears at dinner-
time and meets the foreign element in
the evening.

As we sit around the table, at the lower
end of the " cayeda," enjoying fruit and
coffee atour leisure,. steps are heard upon
the stone stairs, andwe hurriedly adjourn
to the parlor, there to receive our
callers; American, Scotch, and English,
partners an d clerks, elderly and young ;
so many gentlemen that it brings my
mind into a state of confusion to try

to remember their names and attach
them to the proper owners. Our host
is most diligent at all times and seasonls
to imprLss upon us the fact that o0f
visit here is causing a commotio"
among this part of society ( I mean
the bachelors), because the coming to
this island of young ladies from the
United States is an event of more rare
occurrence here than an earthquake,
and perhaps only less so than the aP'
pearance of a comet. Whether this
may be credited or not, we are assured
that the " Lyra's " arrival, and the kind
of passengers she would bring, had
been matters of speculation in Manila
for months before that vessel left 1 0n
Kong, and any one who came here
from the latter port was called upon to
contribute his knowledge of the subject
for the public good. One report that
came before us was that said lady pas'
sengers were " both thirty-five years
old at least, and blue stockings of the
severest description !" What could 'e

have done or looked like to deserve
that ? On some evenings, when there
are five or six callers at once, we do
not have a chance for conversation'
with all, and so it was in the case o
" the man who had great expectationS'
as Marion will call him. He sat at a
little distance from us, conversing 'etb
Mr. Irvine, and would frequently sure1
us with an air of such-what shall 1
say ? disapproval or disappointmelt-
that we came separately to this conclî'
sion: he had expected two extraordi'
nary beings, and, as his ideas were
rapidly descending before the realit,
was mentally exclaiming, " What
fall is here, my countrymen!" He Ifh
never made a second call. Those W
pleased us the best on first acquaintace
come here often, and we spend the
evenings very informally when theY are
our visitors, often gathering around the
piano for singing, or near the ches
table, if Marion or myself have beeo
challenged to a contest with the ivory
men.
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The days begin with a meeting of
the family in the " cayeda " for " des-
ayuno," or early breakfast, a light meal
Of toast, cold meat, guava jelly, etc.,
and then comes a drive into town
while the morning breezes are refresh-
"ng. Not always into the city, really,
Unless there is shopping to be donc;
oftener the carriage is drawn up on a
grassy common near the sea, where we
look at the ships and inhale the salt
air, and after a pause go back to Santa
Ana, glad to seek shelter in the cool
house from heat that by ten o'clock is
Often intense on these December
days.

erom eleven to one, a sewing and
reading circle with our hostess, then

,'breakfast," which corresponds with
tifin " in China, and a long afternoon

sPent in our corridor with books -or
writing, until the monotone of the
river among the rustling plantains
assists an overpowering drowsiness,
and a siesta must be indulged in.

As shadows lengthen we awake and
lrepare for the pleasantest hour of the
daysuînset, when everyone goes out
to drive, and in a barouche we roll
toward the town again. If it is band

ight on the Lunetta, a lamplit-park
close to the water, the wide common is
astir with countless barouches, and
80cial intercourse goes on in Spanish
anld English. Dark-eyed ladies lean
back on the carriage cushions, and

ave their fans languidly as young
Cavaiers advance to pay their respects,
ald some of our friends who are
careering about on horse-back ride up to
bid us good evening, or those on foot
invite us to alight and promenade the
l1Iletta with them, that we may hear
lore distinctly the plaintive music of
the Indian band.

Our bands at home generally play
irring music for an open air concert
hen crowds are moving about, but

here it is soft and sad, the right kind toilSten to if you are sitting in a quiet
'att Of the park, looking out to sea,

though not easy to appreciate while
mingling in the chattering throng and
stopping to shake hands with some-
body every few minutes.

On other evenings we go out upon
a mole that extends a long wayinto the
bay, and forms a smooth stone walk,
where a few people are always saunter-
ing up and down in the twilight. At
such times the dreamy enchantment of
the Lotos Eaters is upon me; home
seems very far off, unreal, and I feel
that I would be almost willing to stay
forever where tropic stars look down,
and let the " Lyra " return without me.
But even if Marion would stay too,
could Amy give up her brother Arthur,
and all the attractions of her native
land, for any charm in the Island of
Luzon ? I think not, Gussie. We
drive quickly out to Santa Ana, for
romancing on the mole has led us to
forget invited dinner company, and
among the dark foliage by the roadside
the firefly trees flash out, sparkling all
over like Christmas evergreens lit up
with little candles. I don't know the
real name of this peculiar tree that is
so attractive to fire-flies, but itforms the
prettiest feature of a drive out of town
when there is no moonlight.

Last evening we drove to San
Gabrielle and San Miguel, two
"pueblos," or villages, on the out-
skirts of the city, and found our home-
ward way closed up by a torchlight
procession in honor of the saints. It
was composed of women chiefly, and
large images were borne along on ele-
vated platforms all ablaze with candles.

In a recent drive after dark through
a more distant " pueblo," we were
startled by a sudden glare of light that
was from no fire-fly tree. Around an
Indian hut twenty people were kneeling
in silence, each with a lighted candle,
for the Last Sacrament was being
administered to some dying person
within the hut, and these friends were
keeping a solemn watch with the de-
parting soul.
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At the sunset ringing of the church
bells, all good Catholics here pause in
whatever they may be doing to repeat
a prayer. The men stand with un-
covered heads, and some kneel on the
wayside grass, while all talking and
laughter is hushed for a few minutes.
One instance of the peculiar way in
which those of the Romish Church can
glide from gay pursuits to religious
performances and back again, was
observable at the Christmas Eve balls.
The z5 th of December occurred on
Sunday, and before the stroke of
twelve on Saturday night, all the
dancers betook themselves to church
for devotional services ; then returned
to the ball-rooms and danced until the
day was several hours old. Christmas
Eve and the Sunday passed quietly
with us. There is no Protestant
church in this island, and Spanish rule
has but lately allowed the ex'istence of
a regular burying ground for "heretics."
Every Sunday evening there is a little
meeting in Mrs. Irvine's parlor, and
one in another house nearer town,
attended by some who feel it a privilege
for even two or threc to gather to-
gether in Christ's name. There are
very few who show interest in them,-
only six young men come here for the
service ; but it is always the pleasantest
evening in the week, we think, and after
prayers and the reading of a sermon,
we all spend an hour by the piano,
singing the dear old hymns.

I must not forget to give you an
account of a funny adventure that befell
us last week. One afternoon, Arthur
and Mr. Duncan came out in a barouche
for us to drive with them, and we took
a romantic road that wound among
rice fields to the Indian village of San
Pedro, and through a narrow pass where
the rocks were heavily draped with
vines, and feathery bamboos growing
on them ; far above us, bent over in an
arch, making a soft green gloom from
which we emerged upon the Pasig
river, and there the road ended. Then

it was proposed that we should leave
the carriage to return through San
Pedro, while we went down the river in
a banca, or Indian canoe. There
were several floating near the bank,
and although Marion and I were un-
suitably dressed for such an adventure,
we could not refuse anything so jollY-
Gathering up our white muslins, we
crept into the long, narrow canoe vith
some difficulty, because of its very loi
roof, and were soon speeding down the
river, apparently in high glee at 0 ur
situation. It might have been more
comfortable, for the roof interfered with
our view, and Mr. Duncan was obliged
to sit in the stern where he could raise
his lofty head, and let part of his in'
convenient length hang over the side
of the banca. With broad paddles Ou't
boatmen made swift progress, and
when we reached a place where the
river branched, our mirth was turned
to anxiety, for we asked one of the ne'
which way would bring us to Manila,
and he pointed that by which we had
come. This puzzled us, for it "a
difficult to see how we could have been
so mistaken, and at first we did n0
believe him, but we had lost all idea O
locality, and at last allowed him to turo
back and go in the direction that he
declared was that of the city. By this
time night had come upon us suddelly'
as it does in the tropics, and we began
to fear we should be carried beyond Oti
landing place. A few lights twinkled
from huts among the bamboos on the
banks, and every other minute a flasb
of lightning illumined the dark river.

" We must have been on the waY .
Lake Bay when we first set out," sai

Arthur, " and I never had my head S
completely turned before. Look Ont'

shipmates, for Santa Ana church, be
cause it is high time to see it, and 1
shall believe these Indians are takin
us to the lake, after all, if we don't di,
cover some familiar landmark soo10

" There it is now," said Mr. Dunca'
his keen eyes first discovering the grea1
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building looming up in the dusk, and dinner-parties, notwithstanding the dis-
feeling much relieved, though rather turbing consciousness that if a single
guilty, we soon encountered Mr. and lady converses more affably witb ber
Mrs. Irvine, who had been very much rigbt hand neighbor tban with the gen-
concerned for our safety, as the driver tleman at the other side it wili be com-
of Our barouche had returned a long mented upon in various offices next
timne before, leaving some indefinite morning, and the fact will be food for
ilessage about the Senors, the Seno- much speculation. Those who believe
tdtas, and the river. that gossip is atogether within the pro-

Not dinner-time yet! exclaimed vince of womankind should see how
surprise, seeing the table in the easily the stronger sex indulge in it

cayeda" had no adornments oft when their minds are sot too much en-
'larask and silver. -"I thought we cumbered wih weightier things.

er 0 very late." " And sm you areu," The best part of the evening to me is
ried our hostess ith a dismayed face. the homeward drive near midnight,

" MY dear girls, have you forgotten our when such moonlight as we neyer saw
sragemt to dine at the Senora Bar- elsilycre illumines our way, for a haif

'eda's to-night?" Indeed we head, moon seems to give as bright a light
and with one glance at Mrs. Irvine's here as the fuli orb does in the tem-

igatcostume and at our draggled perate zone. Banana leaves, haîf
erevins, we rushed to our room, and screening the thatched Indian bouses,

arrayed ourselves for a dinner party in reflect its gleam from their polishied
ri flurry from which we did ot recover surfaces; the war air is filled with the

fytil haf gilsin town, wh en oun sweet, h perfume of the Dama aes

red's that she "had Ieft her gmloves br- Noches (Our Lady of the Night), and teh
hind during our excited preparations. three ladies in Mr. Irvine's barouche

We wer guests of a Spanish lady find littie need for any head-covering,
that evening, and after saring obueos or even for thin shals over their uhite

ary to er at first, I as at a loss dresses on these December nights.
for any more pure Castilian with which The way that we were taken home

to address lier until our departure, after one dinner-party deserves to be
ih lf I distinguished mys f by bring- described. We went to a house that

out "h h tenido una noche muy stands so close to the river that a flower
aindadurin (1 have had a very plea- could be tossed into it from its back

sant evening.) After ail the studying windows, and found after ieaving the
douring thervoyage to San Francisco table at half-past nine o'clock that our

Shold you ot have thought I might host had a littwe steam-raunch in wait-

have had the language at my tongue', ing to convey ail the company who
end? But six months in China caused ived near the Pasig to their homes.

nY learning to meit away like morning This, at least, was his original inten-

n"1st ; 1 was either too bot or too niuch tion, but it expanded into nothing less
santertained by other things to attend than a journey to Lake Bay, twenty

SinY " Ollendorf." miles above the city; and crowded to-

sThere vere people enough a the gether in the bow of the boat for the
aeoras to talk English with, and the purpose of seeing at best advantage the
e who we were invited especially moonlit scenery before us, we steamed

to rnet was a pleasant litte bride, who on toward the lake, of which we ad

carIn out recently to thie Philippines on heard strange tales enough to make it

ier father's vessel, and was perwuaded seem like a fabulous place to Marion
by a Scotch merchant to ramain here. and myse'f.

We aiways have a good time at these After many windings of the Pasig
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our launch came to the entrance of a as the barouche rolled out through the
broad sheet of water, fifteen miles
across, and about a hundred in circum-
ference. In the distance were moun-
tains, dimly seen, for the moonlight had
become hazy, and after a brief pause we
began our return trip at the witching
hour of night. The chilly dampness
of the air brought shawls into requisi-
tion, and jokes did not fly about with
such startling velocity as during our
upward way, for some of the gentlemen
were cold and sleepy, but a good deal
of fun was kept up among a few of us
until half-past two, when we arrived at
Mr. Irvine's house. There the shallow
water would not allow a near approach
to the shore, and on went the boat to
the domain of a neighbor, where they
barely succeeded in making a safe land-
ing for ladies by means of a narrow
plank, down which we tottered into
outstretched arms and found ourselves
on dry ground, almost too stiff and tired
for a walk of five minutes to our abode.

"After so many gay evenings, one of
you girls might have the charity to come
off to the ship for to-night and console
two dismal fellows," was our captain's
plea when he came ashore to sec us the
next afternoon, and as I had visited the
" Lyra " for that benevolent purpose
quite recently, Marion said she would
accompany him. Our kind host evi-
dently thought she was making a sacri-
fice to. exchange an evening on shore,
with the social pleasures of his beautiful
and brilliantly lighted " sala," for the
melancholy harbor and a ship's cabin,
and he followed her to the carriage
with persuasive words. "I am sure you
would stay if you knew who are intend-
ing to call to-night, Miss Marion," was
the last arrow in his quiver, but her
firmness elicited from him the quota-
tion:

"When a woman will, she wili,
And you rnay depend on't ;

But when she won't, she won't,
And there's an end on' t,"

which he delivered in a despairing tone

gateway.
On the quiet upper deck of the

'Lyra," watching the sunset fade froT'
sky and water, and trying to cheer both
captain and mate, who in truth were
dismal, as the former had said, being
heartily tired of Manila Bay, Mariol'
called their attention to a steamer that
was approaching them. As she ai-
chored quite near they recognized the
English man-of-war " Hanover," fronl
Hong Kong, among whose staff of Of-
ficers is Lieut. Olney, the gentleman
who discussed the Assembly's Cate-
chism with Marion at the musical party
in November, and did not appear tO
have had too much of it on that occa-
sion, as Arthur surmised from the
friendliness with which he pursued our
acquaintance afterward. Darkness
soon hid the steamer from the sight Of
the trio on the clipper ship, but through
it came a boat to the gangway of the
latter, and by light of the deck lanter»
was revealed the jovial visage of the
lieutenant. He was a walking neWs-
bag on this occasion, and regaled thefl'
all with the substance of what had beel'
said, donc and contemplated by the
hundred (more or less) of our acquailt-
ances in that mountain-walled city since
we left it. Then we had to be told
what entertainments Manila was able
to afford, and declared it would be "a
jolly lark" for Captain Roslyn to give
a party on the " Lyra " and treat our
city friends to a ship supper ; the
novelty of which, at least, would be sure
to please them. Acting on the sug-
gestion we did have an impromptu party
the next night, and the fun of it was "0
less than if it had been longer in co"'
templation ; but there was not qulte
such a merry-making as upon a similar
occasion in California, for the etiquette
of Manila would hardly allow of ladies
mounting the spanker-boom.

Not believing in the proverb that ad-
vises one to do in Rome as the RomflanS
do, we did not attend a bull-fight given
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here last Sunday, and I do not suppose
We missed any great enjoyment, or that

YOu will regret that I cannot give you a

description of such an entertainment.

I could spin out this letter indefi-
'itely were I to describe our visits to

shops where the exquisite pina embroi-

dery is sold, or to the old Spanish

churches, where are seen the usual glit-
tering altars and amazing pictures of
the saints ; or to the houses of Mesti-

zos, to watch torchlight processions
frot their balconies, or merely to re-

turni civilities by a short call ; and at
SuIch times our conversation with the
ladies of the mansion has to be carried

011 by means of an interpreter, who

knows both Spanish and English. It

is not fluent, but generally very funny.
I might do better to follow the example
of a young American gentleman who
made calls with his pocket-dictionary,
and would refer to it whenever he was
obliged to pause for a word. Above
all, I could lengthen this epistle (if it
were not too long already) with sketches
of many friends who are so agreeable
that even Marion's confidence in man-
kind seems to be reviving. You can
hear about them all when we come
home, for it will take more stamps than
I can well afford to secure the safe
transportation of these pages, and I will
not add to their number, therefore

Farewell, from
Amy.

(To be continued).
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EV O LUT ION.

The history of Evolution has been
the subject of so much comment
and discussion of late, that a statement
of its chief outlines in the pages of
this journal may be in order.

The theory in its full expression
fills many large volumes, and, therefore,
a popular summary like this must, of
necessity be very imperfect, and can
merely allude to arguments that, in
theircomplete statement, would demand
chapters by themselves.

The chief authority on the subject is
Herbert Spencer, who has organized
the results obtained by the labors of
Laplace, Lyell, Darwin and the rest,
into a philosophical system. His
definition of Evolution, in simple
terms, is the unfolding of the universe
in all its present variety and diversity
from the simplest conceivable state, by
processes of change, such as we can now
see in progress around us. This de-
finition shall be explained more fully
and clearly in the course of this paper.
Mr. Spencer, in giving the a priori
arguments for his theory, shows that
the efforts of science have been con-
stantly exerted in proving how minor
and special laws of Nature are derived
from higher and more general ones.
Yet were enquirers able-as they are
not-to arrive at some simplest form
of matter and motion, from which all
Nature could be traced to have sprung,
that matter and that motion could not
have their origin explained from the
absence of anything simpler to explain
them by. Wherefore, the conclusion
follows that human knowledge can
only rightly concern itself with the
history of things, not with their ultimate
oriein.

Let us now trace the manner in
which the view of the history of

Nature, as one of development, bas
arisen. When savages have just
curiosity enough to try to account for
the kindly or terrible forces of Nature
around them-the sun, the rain, the
storm and the earthquake-they ascribe
their action to spirits. Even the lower
animals and trees have thus been suP-
posed to have had souls. Similarly the
Hindoos, Egyptians and Greeks had
mythologies, where gods represented
not only creating and sustaining
powers, but even the pursuits and
passions, the virtues and vices of mel-
As men have risen in the scale of il"
telligence they have observed that
many of the appearances and forces
they have dreaded or desired, have
seemed to be subject to rule. The
succession of the seasons must have
been one of the first and most iin'
portant series of such recurrences ob-
served by primitive man. The Chal-
deans bytheir long records of eclipses Of
the moon, became aware that they were
exactly repeated in periods of z23
months; thus they were enabled tO
predict them and divest them of their
terrors. Lucretius, the Roman poet,
chid hisreaders with theiruncleanliness,
and bade them not blame the gods for
sicknesses and plagues while their
houses and persons remained unwash-
ed and filthy. And, to-day, the recitals
of trustworthy travellers acquaint us
with the existence still, in Africa and
elsewhere, of tribes of fetish-worshiP-
pers, who believe that individual spirits
control pestilences, harvests and the
chances of war. Such crude supersti-
tution, now shrinking away from light il
the most inaccessible parts of the earth,
was once widespread, as ancient history
tells us. The notion of a spiritual
essence in every wind, tree or



stream, passed into a belief in gods of that air has weight, that pressure on a
ider and wider power. whose laws, fluid is propagated equally in all

the products of their arbitrary and directions, and that pressure in one
changeful wills, their domains in earth, direction, not opposed by equal pres-
air and sky obeyed. As knowledge in- sure in a contrary direction, produces

creased, the arbitrariness of these laws motion, which does not cease until

gradually passed away from the minds equilibrium is restored. Now principles

Of men. Patient observation and like these have been studied, and very
reasoning revealed an agreement be- many of them explained in turn by

tween all the parts of Nature, which others of still wider generality, so that

could be so far proven that the con- the question which students now ask

viction gaiaed ground as generations is, to quote Mill: " What are the fewest

of thinkers and workers succeeded each and simplest assumptions which, being

ther, that the universe must have had granted, the whole existing order of

a Single First Cause, whose works har- Nature would result ?" Many phases of

o10nize perfectly in one system. Winds matter and forms of force, once thought
ald storms, once referred immediately to to be quite distinct and unrelated by
8Piritual direction, were observed to be any tie, have been connected together

dlue to the sun's heating action on by intermediate stages of gradual

the great ocean of air that envelops change. In this way the great laws of

the world. Earthquakes, at first at- Nature are being constantly reduced in

tributed to the movements and belch- number and specialty. Prof. Andrews

'1gs of subterranean giants, were has shown in a remarkable series of

nticed to be allied with volcanoes ; experiments that the change from the

and their action was then believed to solid to the liquid consistence in bodies,
arise from fires in the bowels of the and from the liquid to the gaseous, are

earth. So sudden and awful a power perfectly continuous processes. The

as lightning, however, resisted ex- differences between ice, water and

Planlation until Franklin's day; and steam are linked together by insensible

cornets, although in some measure now 'transitions, which, while never abrupt,
reduced like earthquakes to study and follow each other too rapidly for

Prediction, continue to alarm the un- ordinary observation. In some sub-

educated in civilized countries, who re- stances, as wax for instance, the

gard them as omens of iii. The gradual change from brittle hardness to

ability to reduce intricate forces to plasticity and thence to viscosity and

laws of order is remarkably exempli- liquefaction can be plainly noted as
fied in recent meteorology. The heat is applied. Such experiments

serican Weather Bureau now daily have led to the opinion that all matter
ISSues its " probabilities " for the can exist either as a solid, a liquid or

cOming twenty-four hours, and they a gas. Faraday liquefied by cold and

Prove correct four times in five. Here great pressure several of what had
's a remarkable case of what Comte been called permanent gases ; and the
Said was the object of science:-" To extension of our means of producing

see so as to foresee." pressure and cold will doubtless en-

Let us now illustrate the process of able us to liquefy every gas. Although

explanation, and we shall observe how the greatest heat we can bring to bear

special laws may be derivable from on carbon does not fuse it, still analogy

general ones. We shall take the case would lead us to believe that coal in

Of the rise of mercury in an exhausted burning, for a brief instant, too short

barometer tube; this on analysis we for observation, exists in the liquid
find to be due to three general laws, state.
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The earlier works on physics abound discovers the wisdom of the ancient
with distinctions, which 'minute and saying that all our senses are but touch
careful observations have since re-
moved. Iron was once thought to be
the only magnetic substance ; now
every form of matter has been proved
susceptible to this polar force. In like
manner, with respect to heat and
electricity, conductors and non-con-
ductors were regarded as radically
different things; now they are all in-
cluded in one unbroken list; for while
no material transmits either force
without some resistance, this resistance
is in no case indefinitely great. Trans-
parency is not now held to be the ex-
clusive property of some few substances,
-air, glass and the like ; it is extended
to matter universally. Experiment and
reason lead us to suppose that any sub-
stance, if reduced to a sufficiently thin
film, would be pervious to light. Gold,
one of the heaviest metals, has been
beaten into leaves so fine as to faintly
transmit solar beams; while many
translucent chemicals, as the salts of
silver and copper, are compounded of
elements unknown as yet in any but an
opaque condition. Upon such grounds
stands the modern opinion that all
matter is capable of receiving, holding
and giving out any kind of force what-
ever.

Sound, heat and light have been
satisfactorily explained by comparing
their methods of propagation with that
of water waves. And besides the
forces just enumerated, electricity,
gravity and the rest are now referred
to the motions of the ultimate particles
or atoms which make up all masses,
for any force can be converted by
suitable means into any other, and all
into common mechanical motion. In
this view, every change in Nature obeys
the laws of a single science,-mechan-
ics, even in those cases where they
elude our powers of direct investigation
by their minuteness and intricacy. The
comprehension of all the variety of
forces under the single head of motion,

and its modifications. Sight results
from rays of light striking the eye,
hearing from waves of sound impinging
on the drum of the ear; smell from the
contact of floating particles with the
olfactories ; and taste from soluble or
liquid matter touching the gustatorY
nerves.

The first books written on chemistrY
regarded acids and alkalies as substances
of directly opposite properties ; at
present all are united in a single series,
with the most different farthest apart.
Chemists have analyzed by all the
forces at their command, every knowNf
substance, and have reduced the numT-
ber of elements contained in the al-
most boundless variety examined tO
sixty-three. Whence it follows that
the innumerable properties of the host
of chemical compounds are contained
in and due to the properties of but
sixty-three substances. Many eminent
chemists deem this small number
reducible were the powers of analysis
increased. In a laboratory we cal
notice some cases where the structural
forces of Nature begin imperceptibly at
the unstructural. We can take a soln-
tion in which no microscope can detect
any definite formation whatever; Yet
from it the symmetrical architecture Of
crystals may be seen slowly arising;
and if we take a perfect specimen and
break off a corner from it, on replacing
it in the solution the damage will bc
accurately repaired.

Between the inorganic and organiC
kingdoms of Nature, the partition walls
have been removed at several points.
Formic acid, such as ants secrete, has
been artificially made by the synthesis
of its elements ; and so have som1 e
other products formerly regarded as
purely organic. Professor Huxley, whO
is a very thorough-going evolutonist,
holds the opinion that highly conple%
chemical compounds finally reach the
condition of what he calls protoplasr0,
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the simplest basis of organic life.
This speculation, suggested by the E
Wide areas of truth through which the
Principle of continuity or unbroken
·relationship is traceable, is hardly yet t
accredited with a position higher than
that due to an ingenious but indemon-
Strable hypothesis. t

As investigation goes on it becomes
Tiore and more plain that all the divid-
'g lines drawn for convenience' sake
by the various sciences, do not corres- i
Pond to realities in Nature; and the
tendency of increasing knowledge is
constantly to efface them. The lowest
forms of vegetable and animal life may
be followed down until they seem to
fleet in the so-called " protistae,"-
Organisms which can neither be classed
as animal nor vegetable. Plants like
the fly-catcher, which closes on venture-
somte insects and absorbs their juices,
show us how powers commonly sup-
Posed to be animal only, may belong
to some members of the vegetable
kingdom. The Sensitive Plant has
something very like a simple nervous

systern, for it not only folds up and
roops when rudely touched, but also

When exposed to fumes of chloroformi.
The same line of suggestion may be

carried forward by observing in plants
What seems parallel to instinct in ani-
41cals. If a layer of soil near the surface
Of the ground be unusually rich and
rnOist, the rootlets are spread almost
Wholly along that layer, while in any
Other case they descend. The tendrils
Of vines find points of support two
inches from their lines of growth, and
a Pumpkin leaf moves toward-a conven-
lent water-pan and immerses itself
therein. Ln cellars and caverns the
feeble sprouts grow toward the light,
which they seem to feel is their life.
Instinct in animals, particularly in in-
sects, invades at times the higher
donain of intelligence. The forms of
nlests, of wax-cells and so 'on are not
rlgidly invariable, but are always adapt-
ed more or less to circumstances.

Glass rods have been set in a bee-hive,
nd the little workers to avoid them
iave sprung all sorts of arches and
buttresses, such probably as neither
hey nor their ancestors ever did
before.

The discussion among naturalists as
o what constitutes a species, shows
how hard if not impossible it is to
draw impassable lines in nature. Some
systems divide existing forms of life
into thrice as many species as others.
The production of infertile hybrids,
such as the mule, is the chief test we
are told of true species; yet two species
of pheasants yield fertile your.g, while
two varieties of pimpernel, a common
meadow plant, stubbornly refuse to
blend. The lesson taught by these
examples is confirmed by the study of
ordinary growth. Newton had once
to be told that two and two are four,
yet from that day to the culmination of
his powers, he grew without any sud-
denness from the ignorance of common
infancy to the wisdom of a great philo-
sophical genius.

Considerations like these have led to
the theory of evolution, to the opinion
that the whole body of natural laws ex-
ist in lines of family descent, and that
these lines, unlike those of human
families, never suffer by death ; so that
the whole of them, simple and involved,
are active at once. Gravitation and
the subtlest nerve-forces are present
and obeyed in one and the same human
frame. All the rules and principles of
the present universe are believed to
have arisen by the interaction and
mutual influence of a very few funda-
mental laws. Now the evidences of
science tell us that in the ages of the
past, Nature and her laws were less
multiform than now, and the less so as
those ages were remote. Hence thinkers
of the evolution school are of opinion
that all that now is-the suns, their
attendant worlds, the vegetation that
clothes our planet, the animal life that

peoples it-have come from the simplest
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state of matter known to us, by virtue
of the simple forces inherent in it, act-
ing through time all but infinite.

Such in its widest acceptation is evo-
lution. As a philosophy it regards all
the forces in nature and all the phases
of life as developed in unbroken series
from simpler ones which have preceded
them. It looks upon all the laws of
the universe as interwoven with each
other, because of acomnmunity of origin;
and it expects these bonds to be re-
vealed in the future in all the cases
where our scrutiny is baffled now.
With this brief exposition of the views
of evolution, let us pass to the evi-
dences in fact that are adduced in its
support.

The first in order is the theory of the
origin of the solar system, now accepted
universally; even among eminent men
who do not believe in the general phi-
losophy of evolution. The nebular
theory, as it is called, begins by con-
sidering all the matter now composing
the solar system as originally diffused
throughout an enormous space as an
attenuated gas, forming a vast irregular
mass. This mass tended to concen-
trate by gravity, and gradually con-
densed ; in doing so, the irregularities
of its form gave rise to a rotating
motion. As condensation proceeded,
the swiftness of rotation increased and
with it the centrifugal force at the ex-
treme parts of the mass, which resulted
in detaching various portions from time
to time. These portions formed the
planets and their satellites; the remain-
ing central mass is the sun. The force
of gravity acting as it did, through
enormous spaces, caused great heat on
the collision of the gaseous particles :
just as a leaden bullet may be melted by
its discharge from a rifle against a solid
wall, and just as a meteorite may be
fused and vaporized by its fail to the
earth. In a similar way, but on a scale
of transcendent grandeur, the primitive
solar system was rendered fiery hot.
The sun is the only member of the

series which retains that conditiol,
owing to its bulk being greatest and its
radiating surface being therefore less
than that of any of its planets. That
the sun and its attendant spheres have
had a common origin is inferred froîn
the fact that all its rembers move il
the same direction, that all the planet-
ary orbits vary but little from a unifori'
plane, and that all the worlds, with the
exception of Uranus, and perhaps NeP'
tune also, turn from west to east 011
their axes.

The exceptions just stated have rnet
with ingenious attempts at explanation,
which, however, are not deemed satis-
factory. The most striking confirma-
tion of the nebular theory is that givfl
by the spectroscope, which shows that
chemical clements such as we find on1
our globe, enter into the compositioln
of all the other members of the systerI'l
and also into that of the distant stars.
Farther, this wonderful instrument tells
us that the lighter substances are
the more abundant on the remoter
planets, as might be expected froni the
greater weight of the heavier ores
carrying them toward the centre. Be'
sides all this, as the spectroscoPe
enables us to tell whether a shininf
body is solid, liquid or gaseous, it has
disclosed to our view throughout the
starry heavens, enormous nebular
masses that seem to be systems such as
ours in the making. Sir William Hers
chel long ago maintained that true
nebule existed in space-but as ifn-
provements were made in telescoPes
from year to year, manv masses that
had been supposed to be nebular vere
resolved into clusters of stars, and it
seemed as if Herschel's opinion Vas
wrong, until the invention of the spec-
troscope settled the question by sho"'
ing that some of the masses that aP-
peared nebulous were really so. And
here it may be proper to give sone re-
cent discoveries made with this remnark-
able instrument, on which speculations
relevant to our subject have been based
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Itis found that the elements contained in the nebular theoryof ourplanet's origin;

lebulæ and in the brightest (and there- land the successive contractions of the

fore hottest) stars are few in comparison crust in cooling are held to explain in

'With the elements contained in our sun large measure the gradual upheaval of

and stars of a similar yellow color. mountain-chains and the subsidence of

Ferom this it is conjectured that whatj ocean-beds, which, imposing as they

'Ne call chemical elements arise from seem to us in extent, are really small in

simple substances, which cooling from comparison with the size of the earth.

an extremely high temperature makes Lyell, the greatest geologist who has

combination possible. yet appeared, fully adopted the theory

The nebular theory, it must be con- of evolution, although it required a

ceded, gives a decided direction to the thorough re-statement of much of his

Probability of evolution in other fields writings, where formerly he had op-

of investigation. Here it is shown how posed it. He deemed the evidence

a shapeless, gaseous mass, acted upon geologically to be in favor of the view

by simple gravity, contained within it that, in millions of years, such forces as

all the possibilities now realized in our we now see at work have produced the

systemn-as series of worlds with their earth as we now find it. In his " Prin-

restraining bonds to a prime luminary, ciples" he points to the enormous forces

With their satellites to modify night, of volcanoes and earthquakes, which

'Nith such inclinations of their axes as never cease, and whose effects are felt

give rise to the succession of the sea- overvast areas. Hecla in 1783 vomited

sOns, and with those slight causes of forth matter equal in volume to Mont

iutual perturbation which require vast Blanc, submerging hundreds of towns

cycles to run their course, and which and hamlets, destroying thousands of

subject all planetary life to searching lives and millions of treasure. The

Strains at intervals of thousands of years. beating of the sea on its shores, reduces

Surely no more striking example of a them and distributes the particles on

variety of forces lying latent in a simple the floor of the ocean as a fine sedi-

Dne, could be given than this. ment, to appear as a distinct stratum in

The science next in order of gene- future ages. The erodng action of

rality to astronomy, is geology. The rivers likewise encroaches on their

Old books on this subject, written when banks, and the matter carried along

the Opinion prevailed that the world either builds up deltas or is carried to

W'as Only about six thousand years old, the sea. It has been computed that

teferred all the important changes on the mud carried away by the river

the earth's surface to catastrophes Ganges during the four months of its

Vastly' greater than any recorded in annual flood, is 12,ooo tons per hour.

hinnian history. As observation went Glaciers and icebergs conjoin in the

On by students whose fields of view farther sculpture of the features of the

Were necessarily limited, single causes earth. The relative distribution of

OF change were thought to be equal to land and water, and the great prepon-

accounting for all that had happened. derance of water, Lyell also shows to be

Thus one school espoused the doctrine the main causes of climates, with all

Of the universal agency of water, and the different effects they produce.

another that of fire; now both of these While Lyell accepted the theory of evolu-

Dverw orked causes have been absorbed tion as one in accordance with the facts

'nto a long list of geological forces, to as he saw them, he did not dogmatize

which additions are constantly being about it, not thinking it right to do so.

ni1ade. The evidences of internal heat In the course of his " Principles" he

I the earth coincide perfectly with comments with great plainness on the
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spirit actuating some observers of na-
ture, who whenever they find a difficulty
resort directly to the theory of super-
natural intervention, instead of indus-
triously trying whether natural laws may
not yield an explanation.

Geology brings us to the subject of
paleontology, or the natural history of
organic remains as found imbedded in
the earth. In consequence of the ac-
tion of the tremendous forces which
have submerged entire continents and
converted them into ocean-beds, and
by volcanic and chemical action, the
fossil record has been largely placed
beyond our reach, or completely ob-
literated. Footprints have been pre-
served in strata found in Connecticut
of a bird whose skeleton is as yet un-
known. Sometimes a tooth or a frag-
ment of a bone is all that has been
preserved of some large animal. The
imperfection of the record has long
made paleontology a weapon now for
now against evolution. Such facts as
the great age of the most remotely de-
posited human skulls, together with
their high grade, and the existence in
far distant times of a higher type of
fish-the ganoid-than any now living,
are adduced against evolution. While,
on the other hand, the comparative re-
cency of man's development to a state
when he began to tnake and transmit
records, the general simplicity and
fewness of organisms as time is traced
backward, are cited. When Darwin
first issued his " Origin of Species " he
frankly admitted that what was then
known of the fossil record did not bear
out his views. That was in 1859, since
which time the discoveries chiefly made
by Professor Marsh in the Rocky Moun-
tains, have brought to light a series of
fossils giving what are claimed to be
decided illustrations of evolution. A
series of bones has been found which
Professor Huxley, the first living Eng-
lish biologist, holds proves the descent
of the horse from an animal but little
larger than a fox. In this deduction

Professor Huxley is opposed by Princi-
cipal Dawson.* Between two such na-
turalists who shall decide ? Parallel in
suggestion with the fossils just referred
to, are the skeletons found of forms il'-
termediate between those of birds and
reptiles. Professor Marsh also shows,
in the Peabody Museum at New Havell,
the finely preserved head of a bird il
which the teeth are distinct. Here We
reach the ground where the contest
about evolution has been fiercest,
namely that of natural history.

About the beginning of the present
century, Lamarck, a French naturalist,
brought out the theory that species
could merge into each other ; that
changed conditions through long ages
powerfully affected an organism, and
that with a certain subtle internal force
an animal could not only change sonfe
of its organs, but produce others. This
latter proposition was deservedly ridi'
culed and served to cast discrcdit ol
the reasonable parts of the theory. It
had long suggested itself to thoughtful
minds that such species as differ il'
little else than size, as the leopard and
cat, goose and duck, rat and mouse,
might have had a common origin. La-
marck thought that such cases were
examples of divergences which change
in circumstances might produce in a
more marked degree. His friend
St. Hilaire concurred in his views and
added to his arguments; he pointed
out the rudimentary organs in certain
animals, as the suppressed hind-legs 1i

some lizards, and the teeth in fotal
whales; these he explained by their
being inherited from ancestors who had
very different habits from their livin
progeny, and had transmitted organis
which from disuse had in part disaP-
peared. He showed how disuse had
affected the eyes of moles and cavefish,
that had almost or totally lost their
sight ; and he argued that if a lack Of
exercise could cause the eye to wither

*See Literary Notices at the end of this number,
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and nearly vanish, so might active use embryos look alike. With time come
for ages develop that organ from an the changes of form that mark first the
licomplete state to perfection. Goethe class, then the family, and last the
and Oken in Germany about this time species that the organism belongs'to at
gave to the world their remarkable dis- birth. The resemblances between the
coveries, by which they held that a embryos of allied species are very
skull is a transformed vertebral bone, marked up to within a few days of
as all the various divisions exactly cor- perfection. A dog in the sixth week

respond. And farther that all the of fœtal life is scarcely distinguishable
different parts of a flower, sepals, petals, from a man in the eighth week ; the
Starens and pistil are but modifications human embryo having a distinct tail
Of- the leaf. In the same direction which afterward disappears. Animals
also point the facts of typical structure, destined to be as remote from each
that is the fixed likenesses with respect other at maturity as the tortoise and
tO number and disposition of parts, common fowl, at the fourth week of

Which pervade the great kingdoms of incubation are scarcely to be known
latural history. Thus all insects and apart; and the forms then presented
crustaceans have twenty segments ; the differ very little from those of man and

bee and the spider, the butterfly and dog at the same period.

the lobster, all yield on examination Haeckel, a German naturalist, has

the same number of case-divisions. recently published a bold and ingenious

All the vertebrates possess strong work entitled " The History of
analogies with each other ; the short Creation," in which by classifying

"eck of the elephant and the long one embryos, and noting their likenesses
Of the giraffe are made up of the same and differences at various stages of

r1umTlber of bones. The wing of a bat, development, he attempts to draw
that of a bird, the fin of a porpoise, the family lines between species and

iaW of a dog and the hand of a man species, genera and genera. He

have precisely an equal number of regards embryology as a necessary
Parts; and the whole series can be complement to paleontology, and
Placed in such an order as that but believes it can bridge over the chasms
little difference appears between one now existing in our imperfect fossil
forn and the next. records. He considers the develop-

An argument for evolution of much ment of an individual from conception
Weight, is that offered by the classifi- in the cell to birth, as an epitome and
cation ot organisms due to Profs. illustration of the history of not only

I1'tley and Haeckel. They describe the human species, but all organic
a tree of life, the main branches of' life.
Which are the great classes ; the diver- Having thus sketched with great
gent branches are the families and the brevity the bases of the opinion that

twigs are the species. This classifi- plants and animals as known to us,
cation is widely accepted by naturalists have descended from fewer forms of
as true to fact, and since the differences simpler structure, it is now fitting to

between living things are comparatively state the theory which purports to ex-
tIfmIiarked as they touch the great plain how these changes may have
trunk of the tree, and increase with come about. This is Darwin's theory
the distance from it, a very significant of natural selection. It begins by

inference favorable to derivation is noting the tendency of all organisms to

presented to us. The study of embryos multiply in geometrical progression ;

has also yielded like suggestions-in thus a single pair of herrings could
the earliest stages of foetal growth all pack the oceans solidly in a few years,
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if all their eggs were hatched, and all
the young survived and bred in turn.
The acorns from a single oak, if all
planed and grown to maturity, and if
their fruit were planted and so on,
would in a few generations cover the
earth. Now, plainly this reproductive
tendency cannot be satisfied; the food
of animals, and the circle of growth for
an average plant, practically, do not
vary from year to year. Hence, as
more organisms begin life than can
possibly continue it, a struggle for
existence ensues. And, here a slight
force comes into play with the most
important results-that slight differ-
ence which exists between organisms
of the same kind, offspring of the
same parents, or seeds of the same
plant. The children of an ordinary
family may average the same as their
parents, but one may be brighter than
that average, and another duller. Such
differences may registerthe comparative
vigor and health of the parents in the
successive years when the children
were born. In the same way in
Nature at large, such individuals as
have been a little the stronger or more
intelligent or plastic, have kept their
foothold in the severe struggle for ex-
istence, while their neighbors have
perished. Now, among the unmistak-
able lessons of geology is that which
tells of wide and striking changes
which the surface of the earth has
undergone. Continents and seas have
replaced each other; islands have
arisen and disappeared in the oceans ;
isthmuses have been removed, or
have been uplifted, where former-
ly straits connected seas together.
Besides all these, we find proofs of
world-wide variations in climate, among
which may be stated the arctic temper-
ature which at least once prevailed over
nearly the entire globe. By all these
various means Darwin argues that
species havwe been urged by necessity
into new conditions; the upheaval
which would convert an archipelago in-

to a single island, would expose plants
and animals in one area to new ene'
mies from another; the changing of a
climate by banishing a particular kind
of food would require the adaptation Of
an animal to another and also call forth
its powers of resisting cold or heat.
Thus such individuals of a species as
have been elastic in the direction
marked out by nature have survived,
and. been enabled to transmit their
valuable peculiarities to their offspring-
Thus there has been a " survival of the
fittest," and we find organisms adapted
to their surroundings, because such as
do not become so cannot live. The
plasticity of organisms is proved in the
domestication of wild animals and the
culture of wild plants. We have onlY

i to compare a wild boar with a hog, a
wolf with a dog, or a crab-tree in the
woods with a Baldwin or Fameuse
apple-tree in an orchard to see this.
Upon this plasticity the breeder of fine
cattle bases his operations. Let Ils
suppose that he seeks long fine WOOî
for his market. He selects from his
flocks of sheep, the pair having the
longest 'and best wool; these he mates ;
from their young he selects again and
so on, until from ordinary stock he de-
rives an improved variety in a feW
generations. In the same way, the
" early " varieties of cereals and kitchen
vegetables have been provided for our
tables ; gardeners have selected seeds
from the plants that have ripened first,
sown them and selected again, until
they have reached the smallest limits
in which a plant may grow and mature

Co-operating with the powers O
extra strength or craft or plasticitY in
animals are the effects of beauty and
vocal endowment. The e latter when
possessed by males often decide the
mating with the most attractive femalest
and particularly among birds have been
concerned in the improvement o
species. The hues of flowers are some'
thing more than ornament,-nor are
their scents useless and wasted; the
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serve to attract the insects that are the
chief agency by which pollen-grains are
distributed and the flowers fertilized.
Evolutionists do not hold that there is
an inherent power in a species to vary;
they hold that it is the effects of com-
Petition and changing conditions that
tend, in part at least, to modify and
eventually alter species There are to-
day living mussels precisely such as
those whose shells are embedded in
strata formed in distant ages. Such
organisms are commonly low in the
SCale of life, and have touched nature
at but few points ; equable conditions
such as a sea-bottom affords, and a
lnOderate rate of reproduction have

Ierhaps shielded them from extinction
or change. So far from there being
any intrinsic improbability in living
things, we know that parasites taken
.rOm) the outer world of conflict for food,
lato the bowels of a horse, where nour-
'shnent abounds, undergo a degrada-
tiOn of form.

With regard to the descent of man,
barwin holds it probable that we corne
froml an ape-like animal, which has not

any direct representatives alive.
e says that when the first decided step
as taken toward manhood, it is very

likely that that degree of superiority
enabled our remote ancestors to exter-
nlliate allied inferior tribes and leave
themselves in seeming solitude. He
draws attention to the parallel process

b Which differences in variety among
a.lirnals tend to widen,-the more va-
nous the tribes living on, say an island,
the More individuals can find subsis-
tence there. Therefore any occasional
habit Of eating a new food, or of swim-

IQng or diving or climbing tends to

econe confirmed, resulting in marked

tang1es of structure. Darwin point-
o the vast differences between the mosl

savage and the most civilized men

tifferences, he thinks, nearly as great a,
Separating savages from gorilla,

Or chimpanzees. His arguments, whicl
ave here been referred to mercly, oc

cupy a large volume, which in but
eighteen years has by its truthfulness,
its admirable candor in stating the ar-
guments against the theory advocated,
and by the complete and minute know-
ledge of naturali history revealed in it,
won its way to the acceptance of at least
one half the naturalists in the world.

In the foregoing sketch the limits of
space have made anything more than
an imperfect outline of the principles of
evolution impossible. Enough has
been said, however, to lead some of the
readers of this paper perhaps to farther
study of the subject in the volumes
where its details are set forth. If the
works of natural historians and geolo-
gists are deemed too difficult for study,
simpler topics quite as much lit up by
the theory of evolution may be found
in tracing the growth of an invention
like the steam-engine ; or the gradual
improvement of houses and their furni-
turc ; or the development of systems of
water-supply. All these subjects will
be found to yield the progressive
changes from simplicity at the begin-
ning to final complexity, in which evo-
lution consists.

Let it not be supposed for a moment
that any claim can be made that this
theory is demonstrated in all the de-
partments of nature; all that can be
justly said is that many different kinds
of testimony,-in some cases complete,
in others only suggestive, converge to-
ward establishing its probability. We
are not warranted in asserting that
there is proof that man with his enquir-
ing mind, his moral sense and restless
aspirations has corne from a nebula by
processes of change such as we can
now see at work around us. That uni-
form laws have been concerned in it all,
no one questions ; but tlhat we are yet

t very ignorant of those laws is plain to
; any reflecting mind that ponders on the
s littleness of the known, and the infinity

of the unknown. Darwin, the chief
i working builder of .he theory of evolu-
- tion, and Spencer, its philosopher, be-
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lieve that future investigation may bring possibility of reducing tbem, by follow
to light forces as potent, or more so, ing the unes of genetic relationship, tO
in transforming organic structures, than the most primitive laws of nature.
that of natural selection. Our acquain- gives us the best plan yet devised Of

tance with law is itself subject in its classifying inforipation on any givel'

growth to law, and our stores of knowl- subject, thus confirming that anciet

edge are as yet but very fragmentary. thought by which knowledgewas caIled

In these days when the extent and a tree. But perhaps its supreme worth

specialization of the sciences would is that in alleging that there are eVl

threaten to make a student either shal- dences of a universal community Of
low or narrow, the theory of evolution origin and a unity of government it

is of great value. It connects by lines sheds a strong light on the idea of a
of continuity diverse classes of facts, single First Cause-a Creator whose laWs
and shows us how differences in degree the progress of knowledge constantlY

may at last amount to differences in proves "have no variableness, neither
kind. Lt suggests in every enquiry into shadow of turning."
the causes of complex phenomena, the GEORGE ILES



NANCY CARTER'S THEFT AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.

BY E. H. N.

CHAPTER XII. that he was anxious to spread the news
as far as possible that night, and had

"I remember now," the Doctor gone on after alarming the Greelys.
sad, turning to Squire Greely, "that One of the men who returned with
two rascally-looking men stood in the Seth, Joshua Tyler, wbose lot joincd
store, eying me all the while I was the Squire's on the north, was a sharp,
getting the money changed. They quick-sighted, wiry littie man, from
Nere whispering together, and watch- Vermont, and had core to the -Greely

me ; but I never thought anything Settiement" some ten years previous to
Of it at the time." the time of which we are writing.

'We must make a strict search as His first question was, "XVhere's the
ýOn as it is daylight," answered thp handkerchief that stopped his mouth ?
qlire. " I and my people will be Let's see what it's like.

ready very early. Possibly we may re- Every one looked at Seth, who, of
cover the money and bring the villains course, had taken it out-every one
t0 justice! but Alice, who had no care to sec the

lIlS b ready for one," said Neef farce carried on.

W ho bad joined the party at the "Here 'tis," said Seth, pulling a red
àO-tor'sq looking commiseratingly at silk pocket andkercbief from the

ce, as he spoke; and I only hope breast of bis jacket. He spoke huskily,

'Stilt catchl'em." and bis baeds moved nervously. He

Alwas confusion and bustie, s0 that had flot quite expected this-that in
and ber littie charge scarcely ex- getting the neighbors together he was

eha"ged a word. Tbe child, truly virtually instituting a court of enquiry

"larred, and understanding that tbe which it would take al his tact-and a

11101eY was gone, and witb it ai hope great deal more, if that pale, sent
Olarry being set at liberty, stood girl would only speak-to outwit.

besi'lderedfoonsadNefaccaido.

a, her friend, lovingly clasping one " Here 'tis," he went on ; "as like
olice's hands, gistening to tbe eager Uncle's own as two peas."
COliversation wbich was going on "Yes, yes! " broke in tbe Doctor,

e4o'd'without haif comprehending it. "lthe fellow took it from my pocket-I

e Si blue eyes filed again and remember it now.v o

all with tears, and ber uead sunk on " What was the tying done with
Alice% shoulder, and she murmured continued Tyler; "we can, maybe,
chaed ahe buzz of words was in ber ears, make evidence out of that."

o wope, no more hope for poor The tying," said Seth, bastily, for
arry be was beginning to be seriously

ide gone, and no hope, whispered alarmed, and was extremely glad the

li reply, and they were both te'l-tale veil was out of the way, "with
again. At this moment Setb some bungling piece of old rope, I

wthe accompanied by two of the think, tbough e'm not sure. I cut it,
.lgneigbors who lived a little whatever 'twas, and tbrew the pieces I

eyond Greely's farm. It appeared don't know where."
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" No use to look for them, I
suppose ? " said Tyler. " You are sure
there were two of the robbers, Doctor ? "

"I am sure there must have been,"
he answered. "Yes, one could not
have donc it all. You've no idea how
quickly it was got through."

Tyler knitted his brows as if in
thought, but said he did not see how
they were to get a clue to work on. He
and the others soon left, promising to
be on the spot as early as possible to
commence the search.

Alice returned with Susie to Squire
Greely's, and in the quiet of their own
apartment the two desolate ones
mourned together over their misfortune.
A little before daybreak the child fell
into an uneasy slumber, but to Alice no
such balm came that night. She felt
herself now, indeed, alone. Even the
child must not share her secret, and
she must leave the place. But how,
and when, she knew not, but soon-
very soon.

The following morning the search
began in earnest, Seth leading the
party. There were a dozen or more,
men and boys, who joined the ex-
pedition.

When the hunt had fairly begun,
Alice bade Susie go with Mrs. Greely
to the dairy work, and she sat down to
think over her position, and form some

plan by which she might leave the
"Greelv Settlement'" at once.

She determined to leave the child as
much in ignorance of her movements
as any one. Susie was firm and rather
reticent, but Alice thought the tempta-
tion too great for one of her tender
vears. There was no way but flight,
and she must leave her friends to
imagine whatever they liked. She
dared not remain near to Seth Wheeler.

During the morning Alice took her
resolution, and made what little prepa-
ration she considered necessary for a
lonely .girl going out a stranger, and
almost penniless, into the world. She
tied up a very small bundle, too small

to attract attention, of such articles
of dress as she fancied Mrs. GreelY'
who was not thoroughly acquainted
with her wardrobe, would be least
likely to miss from among her stock Of
clothing. She next looked over a
packet of old letters which had belon'
cd to her father, and selected two frO'"
among them, which she placed in her
pocket. These were from a brother 0
her father, who had at one time, per-
haps fifteen years before, resided il
some part of New Hampshire. 4e'
might be dead-he might have returl'
ed to England; or possibly he might
have gone "West." But, however
that might be, he was all the relative
she had ever heard her father speak Of,
and towards him her heart turned il
ler misery. The few dollars which re'
mained to her would help her aloflg
the first part of the journey which sbe
desired to make with as much speed as
possible, and for the rest she rn1tIs
trust to charity, believing she would be
watched over and cared for by Ilie
who taketh thought for the least 0
His creatures.

No one, not even Susie, knew that
Alice had a relative except in England'
consequently, there was little probabilitY
of her being traced in the direction she
had chosen for her flight.

In the afternoon, the two girls
walked to the moss-covered rocks Il
the river bank-Alice to muse and WOn'
der, Susie to ask a thousand questio
which it was impossible for her friell
to answer. At another time it WOol
have been a hard struggle for Alice to
leave the child. But now every othef
consideration was swallowed up in ber
dread of Seth Wheeler, and her anxiety
to fly his hateful presence. id

The Squire's dog Rover-now
and useless-followed the girls tO e
bank of the little stream, and laY
stretched out at Susie's feet while theY
sat on the soft green moss. He looke
wistfully from one to the other as
trying to comprehend what had So
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th. 'He was very fond of the child, band says."
d almost always accompanied her and " So I would, dear Mrs. Greely," she

ck in their rambles over the fields. replied with a sigh, " on any other sub-

lice endeavored to say something to ject ; but there is something here," laying

e child to prepare her for their her hand on her breast, " that tells me I

Paration, but found it impossible shall never see my money again."
ithout arousing Susie's suspicions. " Dear, dear! how strange !" said Mrs.

hey talked of Harry, of Mrs. Clifford, Greely, " a kind of supers/iï/ous feeling,

nd of their new sorrow, until the sun is it ? Well-well, likely enough that's

as getting low in the west, and they what breaks you down so about it.

PPosed the search was over for the Husband says Seth is the most earnest

ay. Susie had a lingering hope that of all the lookers," she continued, giv-

e money would be found, but after a ing Alice a sly glance to remind her

hile gave it up, seeing that Alice that she-for one-had not forgotten

oul4d not be induced to share in her his liking for herself, " and they're

elings going to keep on hunting to-morrow.

Alice dreaded to return to the house, Tyler went to the village where the

readed to see them all so interested money was changed, and found out

nd excited. When the girls entered that the two men the Doctor thought

he kitchen it was evident that Mrs. looked suspicious were honest farmers

reely was full of news. She began that the merchant knew quite well.

t Once But come, Alice, try to cheer up; I can't

I Husband and Jack have got home, bear to see you so miserable."

t husband has gone again. They Alice tried to call up a smile, but tbe

ay Seth Wheeler has found a place in tears drowned it, and she rose up

he bush where the wild grass is quickly and went to her room. Susie

rarnpleù not far from where the Doctor remained with Mrs. Greely awhile, and

aS tied ; and what's more, two or three then went to see Jack milk the cows

)ieces of copper coin that the Doctor and hear what he had to say about the

Says Were in his purse. were scattered search for the robbers and the money.

abOut. Husband thinks the robbers Alice had chosen a very suitable time

Stopped there to look over their booty- for her flight. She knew that every

'or of course they had a lantern with one would sleep soundly after the

dark sides-and dropped these copper excitement and want of rest on the

Piece. He feels sure they'gl succeed previous night, and the hunt of the

a the search at last." day, and consequently she would be

"O Alice ! how joyful !" cried Susie, less likely to be observed than if she

farly dancing in her glee. " ow delayed for a time. She took her sup-

Joyful to think we shall have the money per with the family, and returned at

back! We shall ! we shall !" once to her room. Her preparations

"Perhaps so," Alice answered, " but were all made. and when the house was

We Irust not be too certain. I am quiet and the child-worn out with

afraid we shall never hear of our her feelings-soundly asleep, Alice

Part." crept softly down stairs and shipped

This quiet answer quite hushed out at the back door. She was soon

SIsie, and astonished Mrs. Greely, who on the road, and almost flew till she

Said, was beyond the immediate neighbor-

'Why, Alice, I thought you'd cheer hood. She was a good walker, and had

"P with the news. I don't think you no fears of her strength failing her in
0 "ght to feel so down about it. You'd this extremity. She had provided her-
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self with a few biscuits from Mrs.
Greely's ample stock, and a slice of
cheese from the dairy-room. She
dressed herself in a plain dark chintz,
and wore a bonnet which she had that
morning so changed and re-trimmed
that no one would recognize it. A
thin old-fashioned shawl was wrapped
around her shoulders to protect her
from the chill of the night air and dews,
and as she speeds on her way with
many a heart-ache, we will follow the
hunters who on the following morning
engage in a search of a different
nature, with feelings awed and solemn-
ized.

CHAPTER XIII.

When Susie awoke next morning
she was greatly surprised to see that
Alice was not in the room, and still
more so when she discovered that she
had not been in bed through the night.

She dressed hastily and ran down to
the kitchen, where Mrs. Greely was
preparing breakfast.

"O Aunt Sophy," she cried, " where
is Alice? Do you know where she is ?"

" Why, no, child," Mrs. Greely re-
plied. " I haven't seen her. Isn't she
upstairs ? "

"Oh no, Aunty, she is not; and I
think I've been alone all night ; for the
bed was not touched a bit where
Alice always sleeps 1 "

Mrs. Greely ran upstairs, looked
about and hurried back, appearing
much agitated. She next went to
grandmother's room and told her that
Alice was not in the house, and that
she feared something dreadful had
happened. She then went to where
the people were milking and gave the
alarm.

All was now anxiety. Everything
was left, and a search began around
the place for the missing girl. Very
soon the neighbors began to assemble,

intending to separate through the sur-
rounding country, and take a wider
range to look for the robbers and
stolen property than they had done o1
the previous day. But now their
energies were needed in a more in-
portant search.

The poor old dog appeared greatlY
perplexed by this unwonted corn-
motiorn, and it seemed that he missed
Alice from the group of eager talkers.
He began sniffing about, but did not
become satisfied. All at once, as if
some new idea had just entered his
brute head, he commerced whining
around Susie, licked her hands, and
then bounded away towards the balk
of the river, to which spot he had
accompanied herself and Alice the day
before.

This singular action on the part O
the dog sent a new and terrible thought
through the minds of all present.
Susie tried to follow the party which
started for the river the moment they
understood the dog's motions. 131't
she became faint and trembling, and
was obliged to sit down and wait in
fearful anxiety the return of the rest.
Neef Hall headed the party. He was
running, bent half double, with his
mouth wide open, and displaying tw0
rows of long, ugly, tobacco-stained
teeth. The Squire came next, and Was
closely followed by Mrs. Greely and
Jack Hunter.

Tyler had been sent to alarm the
Wheelers, and pretty soon he returned
with Seth, who was really agitated, and
very earnest to find Alice. He stopPed
to say a word to poor Susie as he
passed, and did his best to re-assure
her. She was still faint, and sobbinI
violently, and Seth promised to se'd
Mrs. Greely back at once.

Neef was first to reach the river-sidee
where he beheld old Rover standing Or'
the moss-covered rocks nearest the
stream, whining piteously, and looking
down into the calm, still water belO'*

" Dear, dear! " he exclaimed to the
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Squire, who came up quite out of
breath, " she's gone and drowned
herself, poor creature! I do believe
she has. Even the brute seems to
know it."

" Mercy upon us! Can this be
POssible ?" said the Squire, clasping
his hands and almost wringing them.

" No doubt on it," answered Neef.
"Look at the brute ; he's sure enough
about it."

Rover was still looking into the
Water, whining and howling alternate-
1Y. Had he only whined, possibly
Neef might not have been so much
alarmed. But a dog's howl meant
death to him, as to many another who
has not learned to look past " signs,"
"P to the great Director of all.

Mrs. Greely and Jack were soon

beside Neef and the Squire, and at
Once embraced their opinion that
Alice's dead body lay at the bottom of
the creek. Mrs. Greely was disposed
to blame herself, and said in a choking
voice

"Poor dear girl! I ought to have
watched her and looked after her. I
ought to have known yesterday, when
She wouldn't take heart, where it would
end. Dear me! how very wrong and
foolish I've been !"

At this juncture, Seth and Tyler,
With one or two others, came up to the
side of the stream. As soon as Tyler
rioticed the dog, he said abruptly:

" She's drowned ! She's down below 1
irutes don't do the like of that for

nothing, Squire. I can tell you they
don't."

Seth turned deathly pale, yet he
"1ianaged to tell Mrs. Greely about the
child. She at once ran back to Susie,
and With Jack's help carried her to the
bouse and laid her on grandmother's
bed. The old lady had waited
axo'iusly for intelligence.

"What is it, Sophy ?" she asked, as
Mrs Greely entered. "I expect the
worst."

" It is the worst, mother," Mrs.

Greely replied. " They all say there's
not a doubt the poor girl has drowned
herself."

" Poor thing, poor thing ! Her brain
was turned with the loss, or she'd never
have done it," said grandma, tenderly,
while she stroked Susie's hair and
smoothed her brow.

" Poor little lone lamb," she added,
"you'll be my care now, as long as my
old hands can do for you."

Susie Clifford did not leave that bed
for several weeks. Her constitution
had received a severe shock, and a low
fever ensued. She lay almost helpless,
and sometimes quite delirious, all those
long, sad summer days while the people
were engaged in the search for Alice
Barford. The money Nvas thought no
more of at that time, and all energies
were bent to the one object.

It never occurred to the good folks
of the " Greely Settlement " and vi-
cinity that old Rover's instincts could
be at fault. They even forgot that he
had never been keen-scented or very
reliable. A sort of awe took posses-
sion of their minds, and from the
moment they had seen the dog on the
rocks, looking down into the water, no
one doubted that Alice, in her despair,
had drowned herself.

There was a sudden bend in the
river about a quarter of a mile below,
above which the water set back, and
was quite still and deep. It was soon
proposed to drag the river for some
little distance in the hope of recovering
the body before decomposition should
take place. . It was a frightful under-
taking to them all, but particularly to
Seth Wheeler. He was now filled with
the deepest remorse, and would gladly
have undone his last week's work, had
that been possible. He could scarcely
endure the dragging of the river. He
expected every moment to see the dead
body of the only woman he had ever
loved come up from its depths. His
face was almost livid, and his hands
trembled violently whenever he looked
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to see what was drawn up ; but h
never shrank from his share of th
dreadful work.

While thus engaged, Seth learned t
understand his own motives and feel
ings as he had not done before. Hi
made the discovery that he had no
thoroughly learned to hate Alice as hg
supposed, and that underlying all ther(
had been a faint hope that if al
opportunity of saving Clifford were cu
off, he should yet win the pretty Eng
lish girl for himself. The flood-gates
of his heart were lifted, and all the olc
passionate love came rushing back
again. The hardest heart must have
pitied his wretchedness ; but no one
knew what he suffered. Seth Wheelez
was not a man to criminate himsell
under any circumstances, and his late
attention to his cousin had completely
deceived most of his acquaintances.

Poor Susie lay burning with fever
through it all. The fruitless search
was over; the men had returned with
solemn faces to their ordinary employ-
ment before she could rise from her
bed.

The child was well-nigh broken-
hearted when her delirium was past,
and she realized her desolate condition.
Doctor Wheeler, who attended her as
if she had been his own daughter, fear-
cd for her life, her reason. The little
girl was at length comforted not a
little in a somewhat singular manner.

One day during her convalescence
Susie had been sleeping lightly, or as
grandmother said, dozing, for an hour
or so. Suddenlv she started up, her
features all aglow with happiness, and
cried out,

"O grandma! O Aunt Sophy!
Alice is not dead ! Dear mamma
just came to my side and said so. It
was all so real, and I'm sure it is true.
She said I was not to feel sorry any
longer, for we should all be happy by-
and-bv. and that Alice is not dead i "

" Deary me, child, 'twas a dream, a
pleasant dream, that's all," said the old

e lady kindly, while Mrs. Greely said:
" Mercy on us ! how the child talks,

and how wild and bright her eyes
are !"

Doctor Wheeler said, and everY
e body else said, it was only a dreaml;
t but Susie herself was firm in the belief
e that her mamma had indeed stood
e beside her and whispered those words,
i to her great comfort.
t After this she recovered more
- rapidly, for now her mind was at ease

about Alice, and also her care for
i Harry was greatly lightened. No one

shared her new notions, but she was
> convinced that Alice was living.

How anxiously Susie Clifford waited
for the day to come when she could

7 creep up to her old room, and look
over Alice's clothing and see what was
gone. She talked little on the subject
after the first, but it was ever near her
heart. She was now ten years of age,
but appeared much older than most
children of eleven or twelve ; probablY
from the companionship of her mother
and Alice. During those long bright
days of returning strength she had
many deep thoughts, some of which
would have puzzled a wiser head than
hers.

CHAPTER XIV.

The first day that Susie was pernit-
ted to go upstairs she went directly to
Alice's trunk, opened it, and began tO
look over its contents. No one had
been to it since Alice's disappearance.
Probably had she merely been absent
on a visit Mrs. Greely's curiosity might
have got the better of her ; but it
belonged to the " poor dead girl," and
as yet she had not had the heart tO
open it.

Susie was surprised to see things So
tumbled about, as Alice was usually so
very orderly. She saw that Alice's
dress had been changed after nightfall,
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on that sad day, and she at once
nlissed the little drab bonnet, which
Mirs. Greely had probably never seen.
A light shawl which had belonged to
Alice's mother was also gone, and the
child rose up from her search so full of
happiness, and yet so mystified-so
astonished !

She said to herself, " Now I Must
'lot tell what I have discovered, for of
Course Alice meant it all to be a secret.
f Only knew why, and if she went to

do something for Harry ? But I won-
der why she did not let me know her
Plans. Perhaps she had a reason for
Ro1g so quietly, and thought I would
'ot keep the secret if I were asked.
After all, Alice was right; and I an so
happy ! Oh so happy !"

Susie did not go at once to Mrs.
Greely or grandmother; but went to
thegarden and gathered the first flowers
sllce her illness, that she might have
something to speak about besides what
was particularly on her mind.

After this Susie grew cheerful and
s00 regained her former health. She
Was now more than ever the charge and
Pet of the Greely establishment. Every
0ne took the same deep interest in the
Welfare of the child, from grandmother
to Jack and Neef.

After a time the gloom which Alice's
Isappearance had cast over the little

CotMunity cleared away, and in a few
'llonths she was seldom mentioned.
Anlother took her place as teacher ofthe little school. which Susie attended
regularly when able.

Seth Wheeler alone remained a prey
to horrible thoughts and deep remorse.

Wherever he went by day, when he
tetired to his room at night, it was
ever the same. At length he became
ýo disordered in his mind that he was
Con:stantly fancying Alice was by his
Sde,-a little back-with staring eyes,
ripping hair and distorted features.
lie gyrew pale and wasted away. In
l his uncle prescribed; in vain Mrs.

heeler and Anna pitied and petted.

He bore his distress for two or three
months, during which time he had asked
his uncle to join him in making good the
money of Alice's that had been stolen,
and between them the amount was
handed over to the Squire for the use
of the child she had loved so well.

This was quite a relief to Seth's
mind. He had destroyed the em-
broidered silk pocket-book and the
Doctor's purse, and now felt quite at
ease concerning the robbery. But that
awful face ! It was seldom out of his
sight. How could he be rid of that ?
After much reflection his mind was
made up. He would marry at once!
He would marry Anna! He would bid
defiance to the staring eyes and drip-
ping hair !

There was little need of wooing.
Anna was already won; Aunt Rhoda
was pleased; the Doctor gave his
reluctant consent, and the wedding
took place early in the November
following Alice's flight.

Teddy Walters came to the " Settle-
ment " soon after Susie's recovery.
He was quite overwhelmed on hearing
of Alice Barford's supposed fate; and
he now spoke confidentially to the

i child, telling her how he had watched
Robinson and Gordon whenever he
found opportunity.

" It's not easy, now," he said, " to get
a sight of Master Gordon; for it's him-
self that has Master Harry's place-bad
luck to him-and stops a good bit up
from Mistress Leland's house. It's
only when himself and Robinson have
business together that I get the chance
to listen to their talk. It's myself
thinks Gordon's taking money from
Mr. Hyde to put into Robinson's busi-
ness, meaning to go shares in the
profits ; though I'm not quite sure of
it yet. That's nothing about Master
Harry; but yet if I could get the
miserable spalpeen out of his old place
-the saints protect him 1-I'd be right
glad."

Mrs. Greely told Teddy of Susie's
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strange dream, adding that they did
not try to put it out of her head, as it
appeared to be such a comfort to the
lonely little creature. The child saw
that no one had any confidence in her
dreaming, and she did not even men-
tion the subject to Teddy Walters;
consequently, he looked upon it from
the Greely stand-point.

Before Teddy left he requested leave
to bring his sister, whom he expected
out early in the spring, to the Squire's,
to be taught a little of work, and some-
thing of the ways of the country before
she should try " going out."

Mrs. Greely consented, and Susie
looked forward with much pleasure to
the time when Bride Walters-" little
Bride," Teddy had called her-should
arrive to share her room and be her
companion. This was not strange;
for tIe child was indeed lonely. Since
her recovery she read a great deal in
her Testament and Hymn-book, and
had picked up an old tract or two in
grandmother's room, which she had
pored over until she knew their con-
tents by heart. Besides these she had
few books suited to her years, save her
school-books, and sometimes the days
passed wearily away, though she was
not sad or dispirited. Susie begged
Teddy to bring her any information he
might gain, as he would have brought
it to Alice had she been there.

"'Deed and I will," he replied, with
an admiring glance, " for it's yourself
that knows what to do with it, young
as you are. You seem almost to have
grown a woman in a year."

Susie sighed, and her eyes filled with
tears as she thought of all that had
occurred in that year. Scarcely a year
yet it was since that happy, happy day
that Harry spent at home. But she
soon overcame her feelings, and bade
Teddy good-bye with a pleasant smile.

As we are now going to leave the
Greely Settlement " for a while,

perhaps we may as well follow Alice,
and fly froni it in her company.

It had never crossed Alice's mind
that her friends might think she had
taken her own life, and she hastened
on through the night as fast as
possible, counting the hours by the
stars which shone brightly ; wishing
to place as many miles as she could
between herself anci her persecutor
befete day-break ; and, so great was
her terror, she never paused for more
thari a few moments until about ten
o'clock the next morning. Here
was a ferry to be crossed, and when
this was passed she stopped a feV
hours to rest and recruit her exhausted
energies. There was now a good
number of miles between herself and
her fears, and she could breath more
freely.

She found the people less inquisitive
than she had anticipated at this, her
first resting-point. It was a farml-
house, and people who crossed the
ferry often stopped for a little. It was
no unusual thing for the farmer, whose
name was Waite, to take travellers o
with his team to the next town,
where they could take a public col
veyance to either the East or West.

Alice very thankfully availed herself
of the opportunity thus afforded her Of
proceeding at a more rapid rate tha
her own poor blistered feet could noW
carry her. The excitement had kept
her up, so that she had no idea ho"
fatigued she had become until after her
partial rest. Before eight o'clock that
evening she was more than fifty miles
from the "Greely Settlement," inI a
considerable town in Northern Ver-
mont. She was travelling in a south-
easterly direction, as that would lead
her to the part of New Hampshire in
which she supposed her uncle, John
Barford, resided. When Alice stopped
that night in the town of L-her
money was getting low; only twO
dollars remained, and she dared not go
on without increasing her funds in
some way.

On leaving home she had had no
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thought but to beg from charitable
Persons enough to defray her necessary
expenses. But as the distance increased
between herself and her tormentor,
lew ideas forced themselves into her
Iind, and she resolved to seek some
respectable employment in L-and
remain till she had earned sufficient
to take her to New Hampshireand
aiso to procure a suitable supply of
clothing before seeking her relatives.

She must give up all thought of
helping Harry at present. She must
forget everything but that she was
atone in the world, and had herself to
support under many disadvantages ;
ald, doubtless, this train of thought
Which her necessities forced upon her

iind was far healthier for Alice than
a continued brooding over her mis-
f3rtunes. She thought of dropping her
n1ame of Barford, and calling herself
Alice Marten, which was indeed her
namie, though not her whole name. But
On reflection she concluded this pre-
Caution to be unnecessary, it being a
luch easier matter to lose one's self in

those primitive days than it would be
'n our own time. There were no
telegrams to go before, and no detective
photographs to follow after in those
good old days !

Alice felt quite safe now, and in the
Course of the ensuing day succeeded
'n getting plain sewing to do in a

smnall respectable family; at a low
Price to be sure, but yet it was far
better than asking charity. Here she
remained about four months till she
had earned enough to enable her to
Proceed on her journey properly
Clothed. She was well and kindly
treated by her employers. They were
satisfied with as much of her history as
She chose to communicate; which was
that she was an English girl, the
daughter of a teacher, and that her
father being lately dead, she was earn-
'ne' her way to New Hampshire in
search of some relatives whom she
believed resided there.

It would be far from our purpose to
say that Alice was happy here ; but she
was calm and peaceful. She had many
a sad hour as she stitched away at her
work, for it grieved her that she could
do nothing for Harry-nothing for his
sister, who had become as dear to her
as if the ties of blood had bound them.
She now felt that if she and Harry
were ever to meet, the meeting must be
brought about without effort of hers.
She could never forget him-could
never marry another. But now she
could patiently wait and endure.

How often she wished, as she lived
over the past in memory, that she had
put Harry's case entirely into good old
Mr. Bennett's hands; but it was too
late now.

CHAPTER XV.

While stopping in L-- Alice Bar-
ford never regretted her flight. She
never for a moment lost sight of the
terrible necessity which urged her on-
which drove her out into the world.
It was while here that she learned to
forgive Seth Wheeler, and here that the
sweet peace came into her heart
enabling her to feel that all things were
working for good together, in this her
great life-trial. In L- she had ac-
cess to many means of grace which she
had previously seldom enjoyed. Her
spirit was refreshed and her whole
inner life strengthened by the religious
services which she attended every Sab-
bath, and she left the place renewed in
mind-a growing Christian.

When Alice again pursued her
journey a few days brought her to the
place where John Barford had once
resided. On enquiry she learned that
such a person had been known there
formerly, but that he had left some
eight years ago. No one knew where
he had gone, but it was thought to the
" West,"-Ohio or Indiana.
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Again Alice was disappointed, and
again she rose above her disappoint-
ment. Her first impulse was to return
to L- and take up sewing as a
business. But on reflection she resolved
to go to the minister of the place, tell
as much of her story as she dared com-
municate to any one, take his advice
and beg his assistance. The beautiful
and retired location in part induced
Alice to pursue this course. It was
a lovely valley below the White
Mountains, and lay between a low range
of hills to the west and the moun-
tainous country on the east. The vale
was about five miles in length, peopled
mostly by a farming population, and
altogether was a most picturesque spot.
It was called the "Carter Valley,"
owing to its first settlers having borne
that name. It proved that Alice's
decision was a wise one, for the min-
ister of the place-a Congregationalist-
Mr. Bright, was a most excellent man,
full of the love that " thinketh no evil,"
and just the one to receive such confi-
dence and proffer wholesome counsel.
What was also very important to Alice's
well-being just now, Mrs. Bright was a
good and sympathizing woman. She
told her story frankly, omitting only
her suspicions of Seth Wheeler. When
she spoke of the loss of her money,
she added that there seemed no particu-
lar inducements to remain where her
home was the gift of Squire Greely, and
that after a little she had determined to
seek her father's brother. She did not
conceal the fact that she had flown from
Canada, fearing it might be some
enemy of the Cliffords, or even of her
own, who had taken the money, and
that further mischief might be intend-
ed.

Mr. and Mrs. Bright listened atten-
tively to the strange story. Both gave
her their warmest sympathy and
promised to respect her confidence;
and both were earnest and cordial in
their invitation to the desolate girl to
remain with them until some employ-

ment could be found by which she
could support herself respectably. Mrs.
Bright was struck by Alice's beauty
and refined manners, and could not
fail to notice that she was a young per-
son of far more intelligence and much
better education than many who were
employed as teachers in New Hamp-
shire. Mr. and Mrs. Bright would
gladly have engaged her to teach their
own children, five in number, but the
minister's low salary would be a serious
objection. Their little ones must be
taught at the public school to save ex-
pense.

Alice remained at Mr. Bright's,
making herself useful in the family in
all possible ways.-truly grateful for
the kindness shown her, and only
desirous to prove her thankfulness by
rendering every assistance in her
power, until Mr. Bright could procure
a situation which she could fill.

Nearly three months wore away, and
still Alice was an inmate of the min-
ister's house, a member of the minister's
family. At last she received a call
from the trustees of the school near-
est to that part of the Valley where she
was stopping, and after much talk
about prices and boarding, and much
examination of her qualifications, she
was formally engaged to take charge
of the youth of Carter Valley.

Alice could not but be amused at
the profound questions put to her by
the grave old men who waited upOn
her, neither of whom spoke a single
grammatical sentence from the timfe
they entered the house until they left it.
In a week more she was duly installed
for the spring and summer terms.
She was now as happy as one in her
circumstances could well be. She wvas
obliged to " board around," but was
still to have her home at the minister's,
spending the Sabbaths and holidays
with his family. This was a great boon
to Alice, as she was ever welcoIme to
Mrs. Bright, to whom she could still
render valuable assistance with her
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needle. Her pupils nurmbered about could take away. One June evening,
thirty, among them eight Carter when her little son was about four
children. Our readers will scarcely be years old, as she and Augustus were
surprised to know that three of them sitting at the open door of the cottage
were Nancy's little girls, ever neat and just after sunset, they were surprised to
tidy in their dress, and ever attentive see a man of a tall, lanky appearance
to their lessons. approaching them. He looked some-

Alice often wondered over the strange what curiously around as if in a sort of
circumstances which had drawn her to wonder. They both recognized the
this out-of-the-way place to seek a man at once, but Nancy was first to
relative who had left it long ago, hav- speak.
irg little idea that in this quiet spot at "It's Parkins! Augustus. Ben Park-
the foot of the White Mountains she ins! What on earth has brought him
w"as to meet the very person who had here ?"
Wrought Harry's ruin and brought about " Sure enough, what ?" said Augus-
her own misery. tus in an under tone. " I hope not to

VIr. and Mrs. Bright frequently tell on me, Nanny. I hope not that,
talked over the singular history of the though I deserve it."
beautiful young girl who had so in- By this time Parkins had come up.
genuously told her story and sought Augustus Carter rose, shook hands
their assistance and protection, and with him, and invited him to enter
whom they had so soon come to love with as much cordiality as he could
and respect for her many excellent assume under the circumstances, saying,
qualities and amiability. " What brings you to this part of the

Now, while we are loitering around world ?"
the lovely mountain scenery, m e may " Not lookin' for you, surely ; though
as well look in upon our old acquain- it seems like I've blundered on to
tances, Augustus and Nancy Carter. you."
This winter had brought a boy-baby to While Carter and Parkins talked on,
them, and we scarcely need say there Nancy prepared supper for the traveller.
'vas great rejoicing, not only among " I say, Carter," continued Parkins,
the troop of little rosy-cheeked sisters, " you seem a trifle more comfortable
but also by the parents of the tiny than of old times, and I'm glad to see
Stranger. He was about six weeks old it, too. Now, what brings me here is
at the time Alice's school opened. this: My old father found a way to

Carter continued steady, and followed let me know he lives down to Maine;
his trade, obtaining plenty of work and that his home-son, brother Josh, is
ready pay in the growing villages not dead, and he and mother wants me
rnany miles distant, and the first pay- badly to go and take the poor
ment had already been made on their fellow's place and care on 'em in
little cottage home. Nancy had had their old age. Now I reckoned I'd
an occasional twinge of conscience- foot it, ridin' being rather expensive.
each time a little sharper than the Though I've earnt enough in my time
last, but on the whole, had managed to I've got nothin' saved, and as I came
Stnother its troublesome voice and bid to this 'ere pretty place I heard it
it begone "for this time." called the ' Carter Valley,' and that

We must now hasten on to an event set me to thinkin' o' you. Then I
which effectually aroused Mrs. Nancy asked if'Gustus Carter lived here, and
Carter, planting a thorn in her bosom, have found you out, you see. Now, if
Which no smothering process could 1it's convenient, I'd like to stop all
"ll to rest, which no common regrets night and tell you the news."
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Carter wished him anywhere else,
and poor Nancy was ready to cry with
vexation.

" You haint heard a word, I reckon,
since you left, have you ?" he went on.

Both answered " No," and he con-
tinued.

" Well, Johnson's finished hisself
up ; drink'd hisself out o' the world. Not
a doubt on it. Made quick work of it
'long to the last, he did, too. Died
'bout five weeks ago. In an awful
state he was-wishin' he'd never been
born, and all such. I never see
nothing like it. Made my hair
risé right up to hear him a goin' on.
He got the shakes, too-not the fever
skakes-I know ail 'bout them ere-but
somethin' that made him see all sorts
o' things when there wasn't nothin'

round. Why, he'd be all of a tremble,
and pint his finger and tell us to see,
when there wasn't nothin' to look
at!

" Well, seein' of him made me think
I'd better give up drink for good and
all, though you know drink didn't
never hurt me as it did him. 'Taint nO
credit to me ; I was made up different
-could always drink half a-dozen
drunk, and keep steady on my legs.
You never see me down, Carter."

" No-oh, no," replied Augustus,
ready to sink with shame, as he thought
of the past.

"Well," Parkins went on, " and I
hain't took a mite o' sperrits since, and
guess I never will. Guess you don't
take none now, or things would look
another shape round here."

(To be continued.)



HOW SHALL THE NATION REGAIN PROSPERITY ?*

BY DAVID A. WELLS.

Wants have their origin in human
nature, and are practically illimitable.
No one ever has all he wants, though
Pretension may be made to that effect.

general, every one satisfies his wants
by his own labor.; but no man who is
'lot a savage or a Robinson Crusoe
ever attempts to obtain all he wants by
his own labor directly, or from the pro-
ducts of one locality ; and nature evi-
dently never intended that it should
be otherwise. For there is no nation
or Country or community, nor probably
anY one man, that is not, by reason of
differences in soil, climate, physical or
finental capacities, at advantage or dis-
advantage as respects some other na-
tion, country, community, or men, in

roducing or doing something useful.
is only a brute, furthermore, as ecO-

nmists have long recognized, that can
ýnd a full satisfaction for its desires in
it4 immediate surroundings ; while
Poor indeed must be the man of civili-
zation that does not lay every quarter
of the globe under contribution every
'norning for his breakfast. Hence,
sPringing out of this diversity in the
POWers of production and of wants in
respect to locations and individuals,
the origin of trade. Hence its neces-
Sity and advantage; and the man who
has not sufficient education to read the
etters of any printed book perceives
' instinct, more clearly, as a general

rule, than the man of civilization, that

As Canadian readers cannot fail to be'interest-
in the Statements made by Mr. Wells concern-

lfg the commercial relations of Canada and the
1.ited States, we reprint this important paper,

fr Sh appeared in the North A merican Review

r teptembr-October. This paper follows one
the previous number of the Review, in which
r* Welis pointed out the fact that the United

t tes enjoys peculiar and exceptional advan-
coa'es for the production of a very large class of

miOodities, and that not withstanding these

if he can trade freely he can better his
condition and increase the sum of his
happiness ; for the first thing the sav-
age, when brought in contact with
civilized man, wants to do, is to ex-
change; and the first effort of every
new settlement in any new country,
after providing temporary food and
shelter, is to open a road, or other
means of communication to some other
settlement, in order that they may trade
or exchange the commodities which
they can produce to advantage, for the
products which some others can pro-
duce to greater advantage. * * *

At the same time this truth, which is
in the nature of an economic axiom,
ought to be clearly kept in mind,
namely, that there is no wealth to be
made through trade or exchange of
products, beyond the simple economy
that results from the producer supply-
ing the consumer cheaper than the
consumer can supply himself directly
by his own efforts. So much, then, for
why we trade. A brief word, next, for
how we trade.

Many, perhaps most, people who
have not thought much on the subject
-certainly many legislators, to judge
frog1 their talk-regard money as es
sential for trade. They are in the
habit of thinking that when we buy
anything, it is necessary to give money,
and when we sell, to receive money.
Money is not, however, absolutely es-

advantages there is a lack of demand entirely
and abnormally disproportionate to the amount
of such commodities which the country is able
and desirous to supply. The world, he says,
" finds it for its interest to trade elsewhere,"
and therefore a large percentage of the labor is
without employment, and a large percentage of
the fixed capital is unproductive. In the present
article he aims to point out a course of policy
by which the business of the country can be re-
vived, enlarged and placed upon a broader and
more healthy basis.
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sential to trade, business, or production. and bearings of an engine, to make the
It facilitates trade ; it is a most useful movements work easy with the ii
and desirable adjunct of trade, and dis- mum of friction. And, eliminating the
charges the same function in trade as money, the transaction resoives îtself
a ship, a locomotive, a horse and cart, into an exchange of the labor or ser
or a wheelbarrow, though in a larger vices of the sboemaker for the laboror
and higher degree than any of these, services of the man who desires to have
or ail other similar instrumentalities. and wear shoes. And as every other
These statements are all truisms, the
A B C's of econômic knowledge; yet
they are not understood by the mass of
the people, or by those whom the peo-
ple select to represent them in legisla-
tive assemblies ; and because they are
not understood is one great reason why
this nation is now in trouble. It is im-
portant, therefore, to:endeavor to make
more clear these truisms by illustration ;
such, for example, as is afforded by the
analysis of what takes place in the pur-
chase and sale of a pair of shoes.

Ask most people what is involved in
such a familiar transaction, and they
will tell you, " Why, of course we un-
derstand. What a frivolous question !
We went to the shop; picked out and
took what suited us ; gave the shoe-
maker five dollars, more or less, and
departed. That's all there was about
it." But hold ! there was a good deal
more than that involved in the trans-
action ; so much more, that he who
fully understands it has mastered the
fundamental principles of finance, com-
merce, and political economy, though
he may never in his life have read a
book or attended a lecture on thesub-
ject. What the shoemaker gave was
the result of his labor applied to a piece
of leather ; as the leather was the re-
sult of some other man's labor applied
to a piece of hide ; as the hide was the
result of a third man's labor given to
the raising of cattle. On the other
hand, what was given for the shoes in
the first instance was a sum of money ;
but unless the money was a gift to the
purchaser, or he stole it, it was ob-
tained in exchange, and represented
some labor or service performed or to
be performed in turn by the purchaser.
We may therefore eliminate the use of
the money from the transaction alto-
gether, as it was simply used as a con-
venience, as oil is applied to the axles

transaction throughout the worl-, by
which men satisfy their wants and de-
sires by producing and exchanging, or
buying or selling, when analyzed, re-
solves itself into identically the saie
elements, we are led up to the recog'
nition and acceptance of this broad
general principle, namely, that all trade
is at the bottom a matter of barter ;
product being given for product and
service for service ; that in order tO
sell we must buy, and in order to buY
we must sell ; and that he who won't
buy can't sell, and he who won't sel1

can't buy.
Now, to come back to the more ifl'

mediately practical questions under
consideration. Why is there no de'
mand for the multitude of useful
things that the United States has the
facilities for producing better and
cheaper (as can be demonstrated be-
yond all question) than other cou"-
tries? Why is there no opportunitY
for the multitude of our laborers, WhO
ask for nothing else than that they maY
have the opportunity to support thel-
selves by producing, and are now de-
nied that opportunity ? One answer is,
that the United States for now a long
series of years has, in its fiscal policy,
denied or ignored the truth of the
above economic, axiomatic prX'
ciples. It has not, indeed, in so miany
distinct words said to the Aner'
ican producers and laborers, YOu
shall not sell your products and yo0 u
labor to the people of other countries ;
but it has emphatically said to the P.rO-
ducers and laborers of other countries,
We do not think it desirable that you
should sel] your products or your labor
in this country ; and as far as we ca
interpose legal obstructions, we do" Pt
intend that you shall ! But in shut-
ting others out, we have at the sarie
time, and necessarily, shut ourselves 1•
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And herein is trouble No. i. The
house is too small, measured by the
POWer of producing, for those that live

it. And Remedy No. i is to be found
Withdrawing the bolts, taking off the

locks, opening the doors, and getting
out and clear of all restrictions on pro-
ducing and the disposal of products.

In fact, the country is very much in
the Condition of a merchant who has a
store advantageously situated, and its
shelves filled to repletion with a great
variety of desirable goods. The roads
that lead up to the store are in admi-
rable condition, with good sidewalks
and signboards and lamps to make sure
that no one goes astray. But when
customers come to the store, they find
that the proprietor has taken down the
StePs, walled up the door, and made it
sO troublesome to get in that they pre-
fer to journey by longer and worse
!oads to purchase elsewhere. Even if
it is only desired to get into the store,
not for the sake of trading, but of con-
versing with the proprietor on the sub-
Jeet, and showing samlples of what the
?utside would like to give for what the
"Side would like to sell, the outsider
(as in the case of the foreign contri-
bUtors to the late Philadelphia Exhi-
bition) finds to his cost that even this
is a very troublesome and vexatious
Inatter.

. One of the most striking illustra-
tions to be found in all history-one
that is going to stand and be quoted
for all time in treatises on political
eonomy-of the evil effect of commner-
clal restrictions in limiting trade and
îindustry, and consequently national
development, is to be found in the

history of the commercial relations be-
ween the United States and the Brit-

ish North American provinces. Thus,
S1852-53, in the absence of anything

ike commercial freedom, the aggregate
exehanges between the two countries
arnounted to only $2o,691,ooo. The
SUsequent year a treaty of reciprocitY

ent into effect, whereby the people of
te two countries were enabled to trade
or exchange their products with little
or no obstruction in the form of import

utlties. The resuit was that the ag-

gregate of exchanges rose the very first
year of the operation of the tréaty from
$2o,69 1,000 to $33,494,ooo, which sub-
sequently increased, year by year, until
it reached the figure of $55,ooo,ooo in
1862-63, and $84,ooo,ooo in 1865-66.*
In this latter year the treaty of recipro-
city was repealed, and restrictive duties
again became operative. The result
was that the annual aggregate of ex-
changes immediately fell to $58,ooo,-
ooo ; and in 1875, nine full years after
the expiration of the treaty, when both
nations had largely increased in wealth
and population, the decrease of trade
consequent on the abrogation of the
treaty had been but little more than
made good ; the probable aggregate
for 1875 having been about $8 6,6oo,-
000.

Again, the quantity of freight-
meaning thereby commodities-trans-
ported on the railroads of the United
States, is at present at the rate of about
two hundred millions of tons per an-
num (for the year 1876, a period of
great industrial and commercial de-
pression, 197,o82,000 tons). If we as-
sume each ton so moved to be worth
on an average but $50 (a low estimate),
then the value of the exchanges at
present annually effected in the United
States, through the agency of railroads
alone, excludng all other instrumen-
talities of trade-boats, ships, wagons,
animals, and the like-from consider-
ation, is, in round numbers, ten thou-
sand millions of dollars ; or to state it
differently, if the present population of
the United States is forty-four millions,
then every 4,400,000 of its people now
exchange annually commodities among
themselves through the agency of rail-
roads alone, to the value of a thousand
million of dollars. It is true that much
of this freight is transported backward

*It is not to be concealed that during the
last year of the reciprocity treaty, or alter a
serious movement had been made for its abro-
gation, importations from the Provinces im-
creased in anticipation of a consequent renewal
of the United States tarifr. This fact does not,
however, affect the general result stated ; the
xchanges for 1863-64 being more than three
mes greater than those of 1852-53, the year
efore the ratification of the treaty.
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and forward under different conditions
and forms over the same routes, and
does not all represent a direct move-
ment between the producers and con-
sumers ; but it is safe to assume that
not one ton is transported a single mile
except for the real or supposed advan-
tage of somebody, representing pro-
ducer, exchanger, or consumer ; and
that producer, exchanger, and con-
sumer jointly and severally know what
they are about, and wherein is their
interest, better than any law-makers can
tell them.

On the North American continent,
north of the United States, there are
at present about four millions of people
(3,726,319 in 1871) inhabiting the
British Provinces. 'T'le line which
separates these Provinces from the
United States is purely artificial and
not natural ; and except where a lake
or river has been accepted and named
as the boundary, no one can readily
tell where one country begins or the
other ends. It stands, therefore, to
reason, that were it not for artificial
barriers, arbitrarily set up by legisla-
tion, men and commodities would pass
as freely between the two countries as
they now do between differen't sections
of the Provinces, or between the differ-
ent States of the American Union, and
that the methods and amount of trade
over the whole territory under the two
governments woild be uniformly sub-
ject to the same influences. But the
United States, with a view of promot-
ing national industry and effecting
national development, bas been mainly
instrumental in tstablishing ail manner
of arbitrary and burdensoiîe restric-
tions on trade and commercial inter-
course along this artificial or imaginary
line separating the twocountries. And
now will the people of the United
States, divesting themselves of preju-
dice, stol) for a brief moment and con-
sider the result ? It is very interesting,
verv instructive, finds few parallels in
modern commercial experience, and
may all be summed up in the following
brief statement. The aggregate value
of all the exchanges between the 4,000,-
ooo of people in the Dominion of

~4 I~L~yJiiN i ft'J~~LKiL ~ I

Canada, and the 44,000,000 of people
in the United States, for the year 1875
(the latest year for which we have re-
turns), through every variety of instru-
mentality, was only $86,6oo,ooo ; while.
as before shown, every 4,400,000 Of
people on the United States side of
the line, under the condition of perfect
internal free trade, effected exchanges
between themselves, through the
agency of railroads alone, to the extent
of $I,ooo,ooo,ooo. Suppose, now,
these barriers to trade between the
United States and Canada had beeni
taken down. How many wheels, spin'
dles, hammers, cars, boats, engines,
and strong human arms would in col"
sequence have been put in motion, and
how much of the present industrial and
commercial depression in the United
States would have been obviated!

Does the United States now desire
to augment its present aggregate trade
to the extent of many hundreds of nil'
lions per annum ? The way stands
open ; and it only remains for the
people of the United States who are
suffering for lack of employment, and
who complain that there is no demand
for the products of their industry, to
signify that it is their wish, and it Wil
be done. The people of the British
Provinces are only too ready to enter
into reciprocal and general commercial
arrangements with the people of the
United States which will result in such
augmentation of trade ; and there ls
no ear more quick to listen and re
spond to the demands of the peoPle
than the representatives of the peoPle
in Congress assembled. Seifish private
interests, on both sides of the line, Wi
promptly respond, as they have hereto-
fore, that it is not desirable that an.1
such commercial arrangement as 15
proposed should be entered into. 13Ut
let the people as a whole consider the
facts in the case as a whole, and theY
cannot be long in deciding wherein to
them is the path of profit and exPC'
diency.

Is it desired to annex the British
North American Provinces and nake
them a part of the American Union '
We have as a nation for long years
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Past, in our dealings with Canada, been
Playing the part of the wind, in the con-
test between the wind and the sun in
the fable, to see which could make the
traveller soonest take off his coat.
Suppose as a nation we now for a while
Put aside the role of the wind and as-
sune the part of the sun. With the
balance of advantage in any amicable
Contest between the two countries for
Industrial and commercial betterment

so transcendently on the side of the
richer, most populous, and most power-
ftl nation,* it must be a very low order
of statesmanship) on the part of the
United States which could not devise
ald carry out a policy that in less than
a decade of years would make the Brit-
ish Provinces applicants of their own
accord for incorporation as States in
the American Union, or would enable
the United States, if it was deemed ex-
Pedient, to force them to become such,
by the threat, nof of arned compulsion,
but of simply clouding the sun. †

The extent to which Canada is necessarily
ePendent on the United States for prosperity

t v211 illustrated by the following extract from
l." Budget Speech" of the Minister of

nlance, Hon. Richard J. Cartwright, before the
anadian House of Commons, February. 1875

'r distress (industrial and commercial) has
en considerably aggravated by external causes

9ler vhich we had no sort of control. The
StOuse knows that the people of the United

tates have been laboring for two or three
jears under most unusual depression. The

Ouse knows, also, that it is quite impossible
r a small community like ours, placed as it is
the immediate vicinity of a great nation of

oty-four millions of people, bordering on Us
two or three thousand miles,-the Ilouse

a 1Ws, I say, that it is quite impossible that

e ong-continued permanent depression can
"st in the United States without reacting very

Pwerfully upon us. We know that when the
es of Anerican staples are high, ours will

St high also. When labor is dear in the Unitedýtates 0. Wj len
it ats it will be dear in Canada ; when cheap,
Sil tend powerfully to make it cheap in

Cnada also. :

t The mass of the people of the United
bu es, Occupied with their private cares and
attt ess, and giving but comparatively little

"rlion to the details of our forei 1 relations,
Probably do not know, what it is Pu1l tiue they
Stouid know, that the policy of the United
se es towards the British Provinces has for a

of years been anything but generous and
Worthy of a great people. Thus, by the treaty

Thus to illustrate, let us imagine
what might be. North of Lakes Erie
and Ontario and the river St. Law-
rence, east of Lake Huron, south of
the 4 5th parallel, and included mainly
within the present Dominion Province
of Ontario, there is as fair a country as

of 1871 between the United States and Great
Britain, it was agreed that " fish of ail kinds,
the produce of the fisheries of the Dominion of
Canada, shall be admitted into the United
States free of duty, fish caught in inland waters
and fish packed in oil excepted." But in 1875
Congress, under influence exerted in hehalf of
the canned salmon interest, imposed a duty of
a cent and a half on each quart of contents of
" cans or packages made of tin or other
material containing fish of any kind admitted
free of duty under any existing law or treaty,"
the effect of which was to nullify, by a small
and mean device, an essential part of the
stipulated provisions of the treaty ; and aIl
remonstrances on the part of the Dominion
Government agrainst such enactment has thus
far availed nothing. Had a similar act, adverse
to the interest of the United States, been per-
petrated by any foreign State, words could hardly
be found to express the extent of American in-
dignation Tor so intentional a violation of
soiemn public engagements ; and the Govern-
ment at Washington would have been quick to
demand reparation.

Again, under the provisions of the existing
treaty, ail sta-fish, the product of the Dominion
fisheries, fresh, dry, or preserved in any way,
except in oil, are admitted into the United
States free of duty. Under the existing tarif
ail fresh fish, intended for immediate con-
sumption, wherever caught, are also admitted
to free entry. But within the present year the
Treasury Department has ruled that if fresh
fish imported fron Canada into the United
States are packed in ice (simply in order that
they hn.ay be transported to greater distances
and supply the immediate demands of more
inland markets), the fish in such cases do not
then answer to the conditions for immediate
consumption, and are, therefore, subject to
varying rates of duty, according to their species.

Article XXVII. of the same treaty provided
that the British Government would urge upon
the Government of Canada to secure to the
citizens of the United States the use of the canals
"in the Dominion on ternis of equality with
the inhabitants of the Dominion," and the
United States in turn engaged to urge upon the
State Governments to secure to the subjects of
Great Britain "the use of the several State
canals connected with the navigation of lakes
· nd rivers traversed by or contiguous to the
boundary-line between the possessions of the
contracting parties on ternis of equality with
the inhabitants of the United States." At the
same time the free navigation of the St.
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exists on the North American conti-
nent : nearly as large in area as New
York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio com-
bined, and equal, if not superior, as a
whole, to these States, in its agricul-
tural capacity. It is the natural habi-

Lawrence R iver was guaranteed by Great
Britain to the United States. Immediately
after the ratification of the treaty the British
and Colonial Governments made haste to carry
out the stipulations on their part in these
respects. The St. Lawrence vas made free, and
the privileges of the Canadian canals were
granted to American vessels on the payment of
tolls that barely covered the cost of wages and
repairs. But up to the present time the Govern-
ment of the United States have not only failed
to do anything to facilitate the transit of Cana-
dian commerce through the States, but they
have omitted no opportunity to harass and
obstruct it. Thus, the Federal Government
(last administration) has so construed the
Washington Treaty of 1871 as to withhold from
Dominion vessels with cargo the privilege to
load in Canadian ports for New York and other
ports on the Hudson River ; in consequence of
which any merchandise transported in a Cana-
dian bottom can only be taken as far as Albany,
and be there entered at customs and transshipped
into a United States vessel for transportation to
its destination. Technically, the privilege to
use the canals does not necessarily imply the use
c f rivers connecting therewith ; but in the case
in question, the New York canals, which the
Canadians desire to use, constitute, in con-
nection with the Hudson River, a great marine
highway between Canadian ports on the St.
Lawrence and the Great Lakes and the United
States ports on the Hudson River and seaboard,
and the cutting off of any one link or section
renders the remainder, nearly, if not quite,
pratically useless. In a precisely similar case,
namely. that of the Ottawa River and the
Grenville Canal, the Dominion Government have
acceded to vessels of the United States every
privilege enjoyed by Canadian vessels, and
apparently have never thought that any other
interpretation of the treaty could be honestly
contemplated.

It was also provided in the same treaty that
the value of the privilege then conceded to the
inhabitants of the United States by Great
Britain, to take fish on the coasts of the British
North American Colonies without being
restricted, as formerly, to a certain distance
from the shore, should be determined by com-
missioners to he appointed by the respective
parties. Six years have now elapsed since the
ratification of the treaty, and although the
subject has been repeatedly pressed upon the
attention of the Federal authorities. it is only
within the present year that the United States
has been willing to comply with its agreement
and appoint a comimnissioner to take part in the
stipulated determination.

tat on this continent of the combing'
wool sheep, without a full, cheap, and
reliable supply of the wool of which
species the great worsted manufactur-
ing interest of the country cannot pros-
per, or, we should rather say, exist.
It is the land where grows the finest
barley, which the brewing interest Of
the United States must have if it ever
expects to rival Great Britain in its
present annual export of over eleven
millions of dollars worth of malt prO-
ducts. It raises and grazes the finest
of cattle, with qualities especially de'
sirable to make good the deteriorationl
of stock in other sections ; and its cli
matic conditions, created by an alnost
encirclement of the Great Lakes, espe'
cially fit it to grow men.*

Such a country is one of the greates t

gifts of Providence to the human race ;
better than bonanzas of silver, or rivers
whose sands contain gold. Is it desir-
able for the United States to own it, and
incorporate it as an integral part of the

Union ? It can be done. We have
only to march an army across the bor-
der, intrench and take possession,
but not an army equipped with imPle
ments of war, to deprive rightful oWW
ers of lawful possession, and to be
welcomed in turn by the Canadians
with " bloody hands to hospitable
graves ;" but an army with plows aid
reapers and all manner of other i"
proved tools for all manner of useful
production, with American capital and
American ideas, to be welcomed by the
Canadians to peaceful homes and co0I
ditions of abundance. At present this
land, so favored by nature, is in a great
measure unoccupied and sparsely poP0

lated, because there is little market fo'
the products of its industry, and the

*" Ontario possesses a fertility with which "d
part of New England can at all compare ;
that particular section of it around which tel
circle of the Great Lakes is swept forces .tsea
upon the notice of any student of the Amerche
map, as one of the most favored spots of the
whole continent, where population ougb t/

breed with almost Belgian fecundity.
on the Ti ade between the United States an,d tA
British Possessions in North America, by Y•
Larned, Treasury Depariment, Washingto'
1871.
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United States by its policy has practi-
cally said there shall be none. Thus
enigration and settlement from with-
Out has been discouraged. With an
area, as before stated, nearly equal to
that of the three great States of New
York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, which

now have a population of about telve
Millions, the present population of
Ontario is less than hto millions.
During the period of the operation of
the Reciprocity Treaty before the war,
the ratio of its increase of population
was at the rate of 4.38 per cent. per
annum, or in a ratio greater than that
Of the United States at any period of
its history ; but after the outbreak of
Our war and the repeal of reciprocitY
(or from 1861 to 1871) this annual
ratio of increase ran down to .6, or
to a ratio less than that of the United
States at any period of its history.

Let all barriers to free commercial 1.
tercourse and the exchange of pro-
ducts be now removed, and who can
doubt that in the course of one or two
decades (and what are ten or twenty
Years in the life of a nation ?) there will
be gathered in what is now Ontario the
Material for several great and prosper-
ous States ; States whose oopulation
originating mainly in the United States,
and connected with them by ties of
blood, kindred and similarity of

thought -which free intercourse will

annually strengthen and not weaken,
'Will be American rather than Pro-

vincial; States whose people, under
the representative government now en
]Oyed in Canada, will largely deter
Milne the policy of the whole Dominion
and which will gravitate to incorpora
tion with the American Union as natu
rally as rivers seek to incorporate them
selves with the sea.

lut supposing the policy indicatec
tO have been entered upon by th
Unflited States, and the anticipated re
sults of development having been speed
llyattained the new States across thi
border, or indeed the entire Dominion
should not then desire to becomE
Politically united with us ? The answe
to this would be, first, that if statecraf
had done its whole duty in making th

interests of the two countries common,
such an opposition probably would not
exist. But if it should, it seems hardly
necessary to enter into an argument to
prove that the United States could then
so modify its commercial policy as re-
spects Canada, as to peacefully and
powerfully influence such a union, if it
was desired ; and that then, and not
now, would be the time to enact restric-
tive laws touching the intercourse and
trade between the two countries, with
the expectation of thereby promoting
annexation of the Provinces.

But why should we ever desire to
force the Canadas or the possessors of
any other now foreign territory to be-
come part and parcel of the American
Union against their will . With the
single exception of the satisfaction of a
brutal, heathenish sort of feeling which
rejoices in the extension of dominion
and the enlargement of territory as evi-
dences of the possession of physical
power, there is not one single advan-
tage which could come to the United
States from Canada annexed which
might not in an equal degree be made
to accrue, under a rational system of
economic laws, from Canada indepen-
dent. Car. any one point out how,
with free commerce, a peace pohicy,
and a free popular representative gov-
ernment, the building up of one, two,
or three great States on the north side
of the Lakes under one flag would be
less advantageous than thebuildingup
of a similar number of States on the
south side of the Lakes under another
and a different flag ? In the absence
of all restrictions on commercial inter-
course, the people of New York, Penn-
sylvania, and Ohio trade among them-

- selves and the rest of the Union when
it suits their interest ; and when it does

1 not suit, they desist. Under similar
e conditions of freedom the Canadian
- states, present and future, obeyîng a

- common law of self-interest, would act

Sin the same manner. Whatever pro-

ducts of labor the one at any time de-

e sired to sell to the other could only be

r sold by receiving in exchange an equi-
t valent amount of labor of the other,
e and if the exchange was not mutually
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advantageous and profitable, it would
not be continued. Under a Zoll-
verein system, such as has been pro-
posed, and is without doubt practical, 1
the national taxation of the two coun-
tries could practically be made the
same ; while in respect to all other tax-
ation, each State or locality would
adopt, as now, that system which
seemed to it most expedient, and would
come in time to learn that all taxation
by diffusion of ail kinds ultimately falls
on consumption.

But, reasoning from general prin-
ciples, how much longer, it may be
asked, are we to read fron the pages
of the Book we profess as a nation to
believe, that God has made of one
blood all the nations of the earth, and
then turn away and act as though there
was not a word of truth in the aver-
ment? How much longer shall we turn
the pages of European experience
during the seventeenth, eighteenth,
and a good part of the nineteenth cen-
tury, before we learn that the planting
of colonies and the acquisition of ter-
ritory for the purpose of compelling
trade and profiting by advantages not
accorded to other nations, has been a
business far more productive of evil
than of good ? And when as a nation
shall we comprehend enough of the
elements of political economy to un-
derstand what it would seem ought to
come through intuition, " that if com-
merce is allowed to be free, its advan-
tages will be shared by every country
that engages in it ; that in the absence
of monopoly the benefits of trade are
of necessity reciprocal ; and that in a
mercantile point of view it would be
as absurd to attempt to impoverish a
people with whom we trade " (as we
have attempted to impoverish Canada),
" as it would be for a tradesman to
work for the insolvency of a rich and
frequent customer ?" *

* "The great producing regions of the Do-
minion, which we formerly knew as Upper and
Lower Canada, have no Atlantic ports ; they
have, however, one capital advantage over us in
their mighty St. Lawrence, which affords a
water-line navigable for a ship of 1,ooo tons,
2,500 miles inland to the very centre of the con-

Left to itself, the average human
mind must, it would seem, receive and
act upon these truths as if by intuition
and that it does so tend to act finds a
curious illustration in an extract front
the last annual message of General
Grant as President of the United
States.

General Grant, it is well-known, in
the earlier years of his PresidencY,
without apparently having ever consi-
dered the danger of further politicallY
incorporating with us as a nation races
and states that we cannot politicallY
assimilate or digest, earnestly desired
to annex San Domingo, and make it a
part of the United States. The schenle
failed to receive the assent of either
Congress or the nation, and conse-
quently failed ; but recurring to it in his
last message, General Grant main-
tained, that if, "my views [about an-

tinent. This great water-way, having its outlet
on the flftieth parallel, is closed to them for
nearly half the year. This alone has prevented
the Canadas from rising to the condition of a
first-class state ; for the practicable and onl1
proper commercial outlets to the great river, for
climatic reasons, are the harbors of Boston,
Portland, and New York. On the other hand,
this great water-way, even when free from ice,
and nlowing ready to serve the Western States#
as their outlet to the ocean, is closed by a bar-
rier far worse than ice, that of the prejudice and
non-intercourse worked hy bad statutes. The
Almighty made the great plains of the West
and of the Canadas for the habitation of Ilis
children. Between them and the ocean fl
raised the great Laurentian chain of mountains
which we know as the Apalachian range. O1
the north He opened the river St. Lawrence,
and through the frequent gaps in the mountainS
the way for our iron roads has been discovered.
As one country, each section would have sUF
plemented and benefited the other ; but men il
their ignorance and prejudices have frozen the
river after the ice itself had floated away. an
have closed the gaps in the mountain chains,
even after the iron road had been laid down i1
thein. Are there words to express the follY Of
those who would reconstruct the continent 'note
fitly than it has pleased the Almighty to do it ?
Are those men statesmen or blind idiots who
render the labor of man more arduous, who
double the sweat of the brow, and serve but half
the loaf that might be eaten ? These are fnot
mere questions of a dollar more or less, but they
are questions that lie at the foundation of hunan
society, and that are a part of social ethics. "
EDWARD ATKINSON, Address before te BûS0-la
Board of Trade, 1874.
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nexation] had been concurred in, the tions would have been speedily realized

COuntry would be in a more prosperous had the proposed scheme of annexa-

Condition to-day, both politically and tion been carried out may well be

firiancially." And for this belief he doubted. But apart from matters of

gives the following reasons: "Santo conjecture, it is interesting to note how

Domingo is fertile, and upon its soil quick and keen a mid, which showed

may be grown just those tropical pro- itself so little acquainted with indus-

ducts of which the United States use trial and commercial matters as that of

sO much, and which are produced and General Grant, was to discern the

Prepared for market now by slave labor benefit that might follow the removal

alost exclusively, namely, sugar, of all restrictions on exports and im-

Coffees dyewoods, mahogany, tropical ports and intercommunication be-

fruits, tobacco, etc." He next pro- tween the United States and the island

Ceeds to show, that of the above enu- of San Domingo ; and at the same time

cerated usef ul commodities, Cuba and how utterly incapable it was to per-

razit furnish the United States at ceive that it was not necessary for the

present with the larger portion of their United States to annex and own San

eeded supplies; but that legislation Domingo to secure such a degree of
d Particularly in Cuba," is "unfavor commercial freedom between the two

able to a mutual exchange uf the pro- countries ; that ail barriers in the way

ducts of each country." San Domin- of attaining such a result were not

go annexed, the following changes, in natural, but mainly and artificially

he opinion of General Grant, would created by the legislation of the United

'M ediately occur: Al that is pro- States; and that there was nothing

duced in Cuba could be produced in which the people and government of

Santo Domingo. Being a part of the San Domingo would do more willingly
nited States, commerce betweei p the than to admit every product of the

landandniainantcould be tree there United States, free of impost, into their

ozld be no export dties on her she- ports, and accord all manner of other

ied ts, nor ieport duties on those coig privileges to citizens of the United

hee. There would be no i port duelses States on their island, on condition

re.l the oul d b e n c n o th at th e latter co u n try w o u ld , in tu rn ,
frO,1 the spnes, achinery, c., gon allow the peculiar products of San

frmteStates." Ail restrictions5 Od oig o eipredit h
Commercial intercourse being removed, Doningo to be imported into the

"hundreds of American vessels," he United States on the terms that they

continues, "would now be advantage- would be, had the scheme of annexa-

Ously used in transporting the valuable tion been perfected, that is, free of

WOods and other products of the soil of duty.

the island to a market, and in carry- the effect of arbitrary legisative re-

111g supplies and emigrants to it. The strictions on the international ex-

Island is but sparsely settled, while it changes between the United States

bas an area sufficient for the profit- and the British Provinces, in hamper-

able employment of severat millions ing and diminishing the general busi-

e eople. ohe sou would have soon ness of the country, has been pointed

fallen into the hands of United States out ; but the effect of such restrictions

capitalists. The products are s0 valu- on particular branch; s of business, ob-

able in commerce that emigration there tained by analyzing the details of such

einould have been encouraged. The exchanges, are equaliy significant and

enancipated race of the South would instructive. The case of the export of

have found there a congenial home, naIufiactured lumber is especially a

and where their labor would be so case in point. Thus before the expi-

luch sought after that the poorest ration of the reciprocity treaty between

anong them could have found the the United States and Canada, in 1865,

rmans to go." h when Canadian lumber could be im-

Whether al these glowing anticipa- ported into the United States free of
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duty, a very considerable business ex-
isted, all the way from Eastport, M aine,
to New York, on the Atlantic coast,
and also at certain points on the lakes,
in importing Canadian lumber in the
rough, working it up by machinery in-
to the ready constituents of houses,
-boards, flooring, shingles, doors,
paling, sash, blinds, etc.,-and ship-
ping it to the West Indies, South Amer-
ica, Cape of Good Hope, Australia,
and other countries, where labor was
scarce and machinery almost wholly
wanting. Of this business the United
States, previous to and during the first
two years of the war, had almost entire
control ; and it is doubtful if even so
much as one vessel up to that time left
the Dominion waters for a foreign port
loaded with any such manufactures.
The great increase of prices and wages
during the war, coupled with the pre-
sence of Confederate cruisers upon the
high seas, as might have been expected,
materially affected the extent of this
business ; but immediately on the ter-
mination of the war the export in-
creased and gave evidence of complete
revival. But when the reciprocity
treaty was repealed in 1866, and Can-
adian lumber was in consequence of
the duties on its import in the United
States, made twenty per cent. more ex-
pensive to manufacture on this side of
the boundary-line between the two
countries than it was to manufacture
on the other side of the same line, the
increase was checked and the revival
did not take place. American manu-
facturers moved their capital and
machinery across the borders, or en-
tirely abandoned the export business ;
while Canadian manufacturers made
haste to take up the business where the
Americans dropped it, or rather, by
the action of their own government,
were forced out of it. So that, where-
as in 1863 few vessels loaded with ma-
nufactured, lumber sailed out of the
ports of the British Provinces for
foreign markets, the number of such
vessels so loaded and sailing In 1871
was reported in excess of seventy; the
shipments of lumber, in great part
manufactured, from the port of St.

John, New Brunswick, to the British
West Indies for example, increasing
from $16,ooo in 1855 to $550,000 11

1872 ; to the Spanish West Indies fro'
$269,ooo to $882,ooo ; and to South
America from $r8,ooo to $127,000,
during the same period. On the other
hand, the exports of manufactured
lumber from the United States have
never regained the proportions that
they attained prior to the war, $1,882,-
ooo in 1875, as compared with $3,158,-
ooo (gold valuation) in 1857, and
$2,703,000 in 186o. The annual ex-

portation of all lumber from the United
States, from 1865 to 1874, has also re-
mained almost stationary ; while the
amount of lumber imported from the
Provinces into the United States has
increased, notwithstanding the duties
and a large augmentation of prices, tO
meet home necessities.

But the commercial relations be-
tween the United States and the Brit-
ish North American Provinces are by
no means peculiar or exceptional.
They are, in fact, the type of the col-
mercial relations which the United
States has established with most or al
other countries ; and it matters little at
what point one begins to investigate it.
For he will find everywhere evidence,
amounting to demonstration, that the
development of the industry and corff-
merce of the United States has been
most disastrously checked, and the
present state of business depression il'
a great degree occasioned, by the per-
sistent refusal to recognize, in our con-
mercial and fiscal legislation, the sin-
plest principles of political econonY'
In further proof of this, attention 15
next asked to the character of our col"
mercial relations with Chili,-one O
the most prosperous of the South
American States. The manufactures
of Chili being few and rudimentary in
the extreme, its people import frofi
other countries nearly all that they re-
quire of cottons, woollens, hardware,
agricultural implements, and other
machinery, paints, oils, gunpowder
earthen and glass ware, boots and
shoes, straw goods, etc., etc. The
largest single item of their imports is
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cotton cloth, of which Chili imported where buy and sell as they think they
for domestic consumption during the can best subserve their own pocket in-
Year 1874-a year of great commercial terests. " Exactly so," will doubtless

depression-from Great Britain more I be the remark of some readers at this
than 55,ooo,ooo yards ; and fron the point. " England supplies Chili with
United States during the sarne year, a cotton cloth rather than the United

<uantity not in excess of 5,000,000 States, because of the advantage which
Yards ; or, in other words, this little comes to her through the possession of
State, one of the smallest among the cheaper, or, as many are pleased to

nations, with a population of about term it, pauper labor." But hold!
2 ooo,ooo, imported more cotton cloth, England indeed has *an advantage,
to supply her wants, from Great Britain but the advantage does not come in
in 1874 than the United States ex- here. All recent investigations and

Ported that sane year in the aggregate practical experience have shown that

tO all foreign countries combined. in respect to the coarser cotton fabrics

buring the year 1874 many of the cot- which constitute the bulk of the

tOfl-rnills of the United States stood world's consumption, the United States
idle or worked on reduced time, for I can now manufacture full as cheap,
the reason that no market could be and probably a little cheaper than

fOund for their products ; but had the Great Britain. There are cotton-mills

United States been able to supply now running in New England whose
Chili during that year with 55,000,000 products are, and for the past year

Yards of cotton cloth, the demand have been, largely exported and sold,

WOuld have sufficed to have kept about after paying freights and commissions,
150,ooo spindles (No. 14 yarn), or at a profit in London, Liverpool, and

about one quarter of the cotton-mills Manchester. Cotton goods made at

'in the State of New York, in active Fall River, Massachusetts, and shipped

oPeration for every working day in to England, have been re-shipped by

the year; and the withdrawal of the Manchester firms to foreign markets

Products of these mills frorn competi- at a profit. According to the recent
tiOn in the domestic, market would investigations of Mr. Atkinson (see

Probably have enabled many other communication to the New York

Ifills in the country to have avoided Herald, April 24) the cotton-spinner

slspension, to the great benefit of labor in New England has, and for several
and to the diminution of destitution years past has had, an advantage in

and idleness the price of his cotton over the cotton-

Now what was the reason that the spinner of Manchester, England, of

Ujnited States were unable to sel1 but three-fourths of a cent a pound on the

me Millions of yards of cotton cloth cost of his cotton, which would admit

Ir' 1874 to Chili, while Great Britain of the New England manufacturer
could sell in the same year fifty-five paying. thirty-three per cent. higher

1illions ? Not that the people of Chili wages than his English competitor,

Preferred English cloth to American, "and yet make the thirty-inch (cotton)

for the general testimony is to the ef- drill at the same cost." But the Amer-

fect that the American cloth is better. ican cotton manufacturer does not pay

Not because the people of Chili were thirty-three per cent. higher wages than

UnWilling to trade with the people of are paid for similar labor in Great

the United States, for the relations of Britain. On the contrary, according

the two countries have always been in to Mr. Atkinson, all the evidence ob-

the highest degree friendly ; and then tainable is to the effect that "the cost

again, sentiment has very little to do of labor per pound or yard of cloth is

With trade nowadays. Trade knows now as high in Great Britain as it is

little and cares less of the places and in New England, and, according to

nations where goods are made, and some of the evidence, the cost of

'nations, alike with individuals, every- manufacturing is to-day less in New
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England than in Great Britain."
" This difference the English manu-
facturer has of late only surmounted "
(we continue to quote from Mr. At-
kinson) "by adulterating his goods
with starch, clay, barytes, and other
substances-a practice which is now
reacting, and which, in the long run,
will not succeed." In the cost of pro-
ducing cotton goods of the same
quality suitable for the Chilian market
the advantage, therefore, is clearly with
the American rather than the British
manufacturer; and, other things being
equal, the American ought to have the
trade. But other things are not equal ;
and in one particular especially the
English manufacturer enjoys an ad-
vantage over the American, and by the
American's own act and volition, which
in the race for competition leaves the
American nowhere. The Englishman
recognizes the truth, and acts upon the
basis, that all trade is barter, product
being given for product, service for
service; that to sell one must buy ;
and in supplying Chili with cotton
cloth he takes his pay for his cloth in
what Chili has got to pay with. The
American manufacturer, on the other
hand, refuses, or by the act of his own
government is not allowed, to take his
pay directly in what Chili has got to
sell ; and as a consequence has not,
and as long as he continues to pursue
the same course never will have, an)
considerable trade with Chili.

Thus, the commodity which Chili
has mainly to sell is copper ore ; out
of a total export in 1872 of about
$3o,ooo,ooo, more than one half in
value ($17,5oo,ooo) consisting of ores
of copper, copper regulus, and un-
wrought copper. Another important
article of Chilian export is wool. Now
the method of trade between Great
Britain and Chili is as follows : British
ships, loaded with cotton goods
(average 55,000,00o yards per annum),
hardware, paints, machinery, paper,
etc., sail for Valparaiso, earning
freights. Arriving in Chili, the cargo
unloaded is replaced with another cargo
of copper ores or wool, and the ships
ieturn to England, earning other

freights. Profitable employment is
thus given to many British ships, and
an explanation in great part afforded Of
the continued supremacy of the British
commercial marine, which strengthels
and increases just in proportion as
trade increases. Arriving in England
the copper ores are sold to the copper-
smelters at Swansea, in the south-west
of England ; who, in converting thei
into mercantile forms, employ English
labor, English capital, English railwaY
service, and consume large quantities
of English coal. Smelted into ingot,
rolled into sheets, or converted intO
yellow-metal, or brass, the Chilian
copper is finally sold to whoever in the
world wants to buy-and all the
world always does want to buy copper
under some conditions, * -and out of
the proceeds of the sale the Swansea
smelter pays himself, pays the cottOn'
spinner, the shipowner, the coal-mine,
the common carrier, and all others
concerned ; the movement, as a whole,
being in the nature of a great circle O
transactions, in every one of which
some profit accrues to English capital
and some opportunity for employent
is afforded to English labor. But in
this great, and special circlei i
production and exchange Americafl
capital and American labor find 110
place. t Other interests have in effeet
said to Congress, a dollar made

*Consider the conditions under which that
part of the world known as the United s
buys. English yellow metal is admitted fret ?
duty if used on American vessels not engaged In
the coastwise trade ; while the co per ore an
copper out of which this very yel ow meta lS
made are excluded from our ports by the e
cessive duty imposed on their importation.

†The extent of this special circle of indlstes
and commerce, from which the United St
has excluded its labor and capital, is strikng
illustrated by the following figures: For t
year 1875 the United States exported 5,147'14
pounds of unmanufactured copper, of the 0v
of $1,o46,227 ; and of brass and mant1factUI'
of cipper and of brass, to the value of $1,12 5

711 ; total, $2,271,938. During the sane y
Great Britain exported of copper, wrought An
unwrought, and of brass and yellownmeta ,
001,940 cwt., having a declared value of of
910,250 ; an amount greater than the value
ail the wheat, in the form of flour, exPort
from the United States during the same year.
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coPper-mining in the United States is
Worth more than a dollar made in

copper-smelting in the United States,
although the copper-smelting forms the
link in a chain of transactions, which,
Uninterrupted, will allow of a great and
Continuous commercial current, and
Whic'h in turn will give employment to
ten dollars of capital and ten laborers
Where the interests of copper-mining
Will employ of each but one. And

Congress has thus far listened to the
demnands of the small and crushed the
111terests of the great, and since 1869
has imposed rates of duty on copper
anid copper-ore, which really were not
needed to sustain any American in-
terests that have made the importation
Of either of these commodities into the

Unfited States practically impossible.
Previous to 1869 this was not SO.
Then under a duty of five per cent.
ad Valorem copper ores, obtained in
exchange for various products of
American labor in Chili, on the coast
of Africa, and in the West Indies,
Were imported in considerable quanti-
ties, and large works existed in Boston

and New York harbors and in
1altimore for smelting them in con-
nection with American ores that mixed
advantageously. But no smoke has
comne out of the chimneys of any of
these works since the imposition of
the existing duty, and so long as it is

continued none ever will.
11n 1876, there being an evident

OPeiing for the sale of American farm
Products, cotton fabrics, machinery,
hardware, etc., in Chili, a line of
steamers was started from Boston ;
OWned in great part in the United
States, but of British build and

tegister, carrying the British flag and

commanded by an English captain.
After a year's experience, the agents
report that they succeed tolerably well
as to outgoing cargoes, but are
emrbarrassed about the return cargo ;
and ships to be, profitable must earn
freights both going to and returning
from a market. These Boston steamers,
tO Obtain a return cargo, have therefore
been obliged to take Liverpool freight
an'd transship it at Boston ; several

hundred tons of copper in one instance,
for example, having been recently
brought by one steamer to Boston.
But as this cargo could not be profitably
landed at Boston, paying dutv, it had
immediately to be sent to England.

Another important article which
Chili has to export, and give in pay-
ment for foreign products, is nitrate of
soda (Chilian saltpetre), largely used
in the manufacture of gunpowder,
sulphuric and nitric acids, and for
fertilizers ; and our recent industrial
and commercial experience with this
raw material for manufacture as strik-
ingly illustrates the beneficial effects
of exemption from governmental in-
terference, as our recent experience
with that other raw material, copper,
illustrates the disastrous effects of
such interference. Prior to 1870
nitrate of soda was subjected on
importation to a duty of one cent per
pound ; since 1870 it has been admitted
free of duty. Note the effect. The
imports, which in 1869-70 were 28,-
867,000 pounds, have increased to 51,-
887,000 in 1876. Who and what has
been benefited. First, the carrying
trade between the United States and
Chili. Second, the general industry
of the United States, for the labor
embodied by the Chilians in digging
and shipping the saltpetre has been
compensated by an equivalent amount
of labor embodied in some products

(manufactured) of the United States-
nearly two pounds of nitrate of soda
being used for the manufacture of gun-
powder, nitric and sulphuric acids, and
fertilizers, where one was used but a
few years previous. Third, the powder,
acid, and fertilizer makers, and the
bleachers and dyers of the United
States, who, having a part of the tools

(raw materials) of their trade cheapen-
ed, have evidently sold more, and been
enabled to sell cheaper, and so better
contend against foreign competi tion
in the production and sale of similar
products. And who and what has
experienced anything of detriment by
the remission of duties on this Chilian
saltpetre ? The United States lost an
amount of annual revenue (1869-70)
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of $288,0o, which was probably not wool are ail but prohibitory, and Il'
one-twentieth of what the country der such a condition of things there
gained indirectly, reckoned in money. can be but littie trade.

Leaving now Chili, and crossing the It is useless to expeet to ship goods
continent to the east, we have the to Buenos Ayres to the growers
Argentine Republic, another South Mestiza wool and ask money in eV
American State resembling Chili. Its change; for they cannot pay roncY,
importations for the year 1874 were as even if the prices of our merchandise
follows : From England, $21,405,000; are considerably ower than the prices
from France, $19,836,ooo ; from of corresponding English products, f?'
Belgium, $16,777,000; and from the they have fot got it. There is no coi"
United States, $3,945,0oo, with exportUnitd Sates $3945ooowit exoi-ts of âny kind in circulation in the A'-
to the United States of $3,747,000. gentine States, fot even for
An analysis of this insignificant trade change, and the paper money used
between the United States and the of the iuost depreciated character.
Argentine Republic shows that it con- Hence, so far as we shut Mestiza W0O
sisted, during the year specified, mainly out, we shut American cotton fabrics
of lumber, with some kerosene, tobacco. and other merchandise in. England,
railway supplies, alcohol and whiskey, on the other hand, imposing no res
furniture, machinery, and a few other trictions on the trade with wool, th'
articles, exported from the United wool product of the Argentine States
States, which were paid for mainly (to finds its way mainly to England, ard
the extent of about two-thirds) by an is paid for, primarily, with English
import from the Argentine Republic goods; and this in the main also i the
of dry hides, together with a little reason why England, in 1874, sold to
wool ; and small as was this trade in these States merchandise to the valUC
1874, the latest consular advices report of scr'en dollars where the United
it as diminishing and not increasing. States sold one. If it now be rejoined
During this same year the export of that, in proportion as we exclude and
cotton goods f roni Great Britain to the use less of Mestiza and other foreig'"
Argentine Reî)ublic wvas in excess of wools, the greater the amount of hoie'
forty millions of yardsd; while for the grown wool we will manufacture, aid
year 1875-76 the export from the the larger the quantity of hode.
United States of these sase fabrics to manufacture we will seil to te
this sate country was practically American wool-grower for or '
nothing-i 5 5 ,ooo yards being officially smtothe answer is, that any 5 U1Ch
relorted. rejoliders wil anot be in accoidae'

The explanation of this curious coc- with experience. For (as ill e
mercial phenomenon is not, however, at 1hereafter demonstrated)' the hofflC
all difficuet. The principal commodity producer of wool has always obtails
of dorestic production which the the highest prices, and has raised
Argentine States have got to give in ex- proportionally the îargest quantity'
change (or pay with) for the com-- when foreign wool has been free o
modîties Of foreign production which o duty ; while at the present timue, With
it desires to have, is Mestiza wool ; i duties on the importation of forciîl

ohich, in connection with sheepskinsc wools that are practically prohibitOry-
and tallow, comprises about two-thirds he is obtaining the owest prices f
in value of the entire exports of the his produt, and buying the sialles
country. The United States could use quantities of other domestic merchall
Mestiza wool in large quantities, and tisi.* of

oay for it in cotton goods and other The saine obstacles in the wayi
manufactures, if our manufacturers
were allwed to buy it. But this theyr icAid of Edward Atkinson before th
are not allowed to do ; for the duties New Enlany Coaon Manufacturers As
on the import of this description of ciation, fpril 28, 1876.
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an extended commerce between the
United States and the Argentine
States also exist and operate on even
a larger scale in .respect to the trade
between the United States and
Australia and New Zealand. The
rapid development of these British
ýolonies in the South Pacific is
Ole of the wonderful social and
ecOnomTic phenomenon of the latter
half of the nineteenth century ; the
aggregate of their exports and imports
(with a population of 2,278,000) for

1875 being $458,399,000, or more
than three-eighths of the aggregate
foreign trade of the United States,

ith a population of about 44,000,000,
for the same year. During the year

1875 these colonies imported, paid for,
and consumed commodities of foreigr
Production to the extent of $236,o0o,-

0oo ; and of these the United States
fulrnished so snall a proportion that in
the official and general summary of
Our exports (see Report of the
tureau of Statistics, 1875-76, p. 110)
Our Australian export trade is not con-
sidered of sufficient importance tO
!ave a special enumeration, but cornes

I under the general head " Dornestic
pXorts to [all] the British East

ldies, Australia [and New Zealand]
for 1875, $3,978,ooo." And yet an

examination of the details of this
small export shows that the Australians
found it for their interest to buy a little
of almost all the manufactured products
which it is particularly for the interest
of the labor of the United States
should be sold abroad ; and this, too,
when the Australian markets were un-
doubtedly fully stocked with similar
articles, the products of other foreign
countries. If it be asked why these
British colonies did not buy more of
us, the answer is simple, and in the
main is the sanie as must be given to
the question, Why do not the Chilians
and the people of the Argentine States
of South America buy more ? It is
because the people of the United
States will not take their pay for what
they want to sell in what the
Australians and New-Zealanders have
got to pay with, mainly, wool and cop-
per ; and the enemies to the develop-
ment of American industry are not, as
it is continually and most imprudently
asserted, those who desire freer trade
as a part of the fiscal policy of the
United States, but those who demand
that the existing obstacles to trade
which have been pointed out, and the
injurious effects of which are so
obvious, shall be continued.-North
Anerican Review
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THE STRAY CHICKEN.

" Papa, papa," shouted little Harry,
rushing into the breakfast-roorn one
bright morning in June, " only see
what I have found ! Just see ; isn't it a
darling ? " and he unclosed bis chubby
hands, where he had something clasped
very close, apparently for safety, and
brought to view a plump, snowy chicken.

" Why, Harry, my boy, where did you
get this ? " said his father, setting down
his untasted coffee, and taking the
trembling little chick from the fingers
which were still too closely clasping it.

" Out there, just under the garden
gate," said Harry, his fine eyes dancing
with excitement. "I went to pick a
rose for Aunt Hester, and I heard
something 'peep, peep,' and oh, there
it was; and, papa, can't I have it for
my very own ?"

" I am afraid not, my son," said Mr.
Drew. " It must belong to old Mrs.
Carey just opposite. I have noticed
she keeps a good many fowls."

" But, papa, I found it, you know,
and it is such a tiny little thing nobody
would ever think of claiming it."

" The greater reason why you should
restore it to the owner. It is not yours,
my boy, and to keep it would be nothing
less than a theft."

Harry opened his blue eyes wide in
surprise.

"I did not thief it, papa. It came
to me itself."

" Still it would be wrong to keep it.
I will give it to Aunt Hester, and after
breakfast we will decide what shall be
done with it."

Forcing back the rebellious tears,

Harry took his place at the breakfast-
table as his treasure was borne from the
room by gentle Aunt Hester. He waS
a very little boy, and though he wanted
to do right, yet he could hardly under-
stand why he could not be allowed tO
keep the chicken, just as he was al'
lowed to keep a gay flower, a curious
pebble, or any other thing he might
happen to find. His mamma had died
long before Harry could remember, and
his papa's only sister, Aunt Hester,
lived with him, and took care of the
little boy. She was very kind and lov'
ing, and Harry loved her dearly, but
sometimes he could not help wishilg
for an own, own mamma, like all the
little boys he knew of had.

After breakfast Aunt Hester called
him to her, and very gently and lov'
ingly explained to him why he could
not keep the chicken. When she saw
that be understood her, she gave hin a
little basket with Chickie cosily nestled
on some wool in the bottom, with il'
structions to carry it home to Mrs-
Carey, and explain where he found it.

Poor Harry ! his little heart was very
full at the thought of giving up bis pet,
and on reaching Mrs. Carey's door bis
feelings so far overcame him that, after
kissing it repeatedly, he could only set
it down very gently on the ki.tchen
floor and run home without speaking a
word.

" Harry, come here," called bis aunt
an hour later, as she noticed bis red
eyes and rueful looks as he wandered
listlessly about the garden. " Shall I
tell my little boy about a trouble his
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Papa and I once got into by loving and in the very best order. His horses,
Chickies too well ?" said his aunt, ten- oxen, sheep, cows, etc., were acknow-

derly kissing him as he came up on ledged to be the very best in the coun-
the cool verandah where she was sit- ty, and his farming implements were
ting. all of the newest and most improved

" Oh, yes, Auntie, do please," said kind. Aunt Sophie, too, was a model

Rarry, his face lighting up; "where of a housewife ; ' a place for everything

Was it, and when ? " and everything in its place,' was her

"When we were not much older and favorite saying, and I may add doing,
larger than you are, Harry, and up in as well, since everything was kept

the country at Uncle William's, where with the most exact neatness and

we spent the greater portion of our time order.

in childhood." " After we came there to live, things

"Was it for not carrying home were often pulled about and put out of

chickens that did not belong to you ?" place, and though Aunt Sophie laughed

asked Harry, innocently. good-naturedly over it, this was always

"No, not exactly for that," said his a source of annoyance to Uncle Wil-

aunt, with an amused smile, " but you liam, and his petulancy in this respect

tnust stop asking questions, dear, or only increased our dread and dislike of

there will soon be no story to tell. him. The spring following our arrival

When dear papa, your grandfather, died, at the farm Uncle William, after con-

rnaImma and Herbert and I went up in siderable trouble and expense, had suc-

the country to live with Uncle William. ceeded in securing some eggs of a

"1e was mamma's only brother, but species of poultry called the Shanghai,

somXehow we children never could learn at that time very rare in that part of the

to love him. I think it was because we country. These with great care were

Were so much afraid of him. He was placed to hatch under an enterprising

a dark-browed, stern-visaged man, and barnyard biddy, and in due course of

I do not remember of his ever giving time eight of the loveliest little chickens

Us a kind word or a pleasant snile, came peeping out of their shells, to the

though he was never positively unkind. great joy of Herbert and myself, who

kamma used to say he was like a nut- from the first had petitioned to have all

al the goodness and sweetness lay in- the care of the little pets ourselves.

side the rough kernel. At all events, "Thisrequest had beenvery reluctantly

frightened by his austere manner, we granted by my aunt, after we had given

s4ed to give him a wide berth, and many promises to be very careful, to

nlever made any attempts to ingratiate give them only their proper allowance

ourselves into his gbod graces. Aunt of food, and not to touch or handle

ophie was a pleasant-faced, cheery them in any way. The chickens throve

little woman, all kindness and good- wonderfully under our care, for we loved

nIature, and with her we got on arnaz- them too well either to hurt or neglect

'gly. She had no children of her own, them ; though I must say, Aunt Sophie

au she petted and spoiled us to her kept a sort of supervision over them

heart's content ; indeed, her friendship herself, for she knew how anxious

StOod us in good stead many times when Uncle William was, and how angry he

we were in disgrace, either through would be if anything should happen

th oughtless misdeeds or premeditated them.
Iischief. Uncle William had a large " Things went on prosperously for a

and profitable farm, and took a kind of while, until one morning mother hen,
JUtifiable pride in keeping everything to our great surprise, positively refused
about it of the very best and latest kind, to have anything more to do with her
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little brood, but went about the barn-
yard singing gaily, and apparently as
indifferent to the pitiful chirp of her
little ones as if she had never professed
to love or care for them. If one of
them even ventured too close to the
maternal quarters it was rewarded by
an angry peck, which sent it trembling
and crying back to its comrades. Of
course we were very indignant at this
cruel desertion by the heartless mother,
and redoubled our care and attention of
the hopeless chicks, until we even fan-
cied they scarcely missed her at all, so
perfectly satisfied did they seem to be
with the pile of good things placed be-
fore them-for Herbert and I shared
our dinner with them that day.

" But when night came our realdiffi-
culties began. The Shanghais are much
larger than the common barnyard fowl,
and at one month are nearly as large as
they would be at two ; this probably
accounted for the mother bird aban-
doning them at so early a date. There
is also this difference: instead of
changing their feathers gradually as
other chickens do, they appear to shed
them all at once, and, consequently, are
at that period almost destitute of
feathers. Our poor chickens were in
that forlorn condition now, and how we
were to care for them or keep them
warm through the long and still some-
what chilly night was a puzzle. Aunt
Sophie was consulted, and by her ad-
vice we constructed a warm shelter for
them in one corner: of the wood-
house.

" Still, we were far from satisfied when
we saw the poor little things huddling
closely together and crying piteously.
We added extra covering to their
already warm perch, but all would not
do. Aunt Sophie was again consulted,
and she assured us they were not cold,
but only complaining for their mother ;
they would be all right in a few days.
Yet we could not be comforted, and
long after we were put to bed we lay
awake listening to their doleful ' peep,

peep, peep,' until we could bear it no
longer. The little room where we slEPt
was adjoining that of the kitchen stair,
which was used as a sort of store-roomfi
for general purposes. At that time a
large pile of soft, clean wool lay on the
centre of the floor, which Aunt Sophie
had picked and prepared for the card-
ing-mill. It was all ready now to be
put up in bundles and taken awaY.
Quietly dressing ourselves, we stole
softly down the kitchen stair, unbarred
the door, and slipped out into the wood-
house. Soon we crept quietly back,
each with an armful of chickens, which
we deposited safely in the wool. A sec
ond trip down and we had all the chick-
ens snugly in their woollen nest. Still
the peeping did not altogether ceasc,
and in our anxiety we piled more and
still more wool over them. After a
while all was quiet, and then we crePt
back to bed, very thankful that o0U
little pets would be comfortable for at
least one night. As soon as it was
daybreak I awoke Herbert, and to-
gether we proceeded to carry the
chickens down again before we were
discovered. Groping our way to the
pile of wool we began to feel about for
the chickens, and as soon as they were
found, we placed them in the skirt O
my dress, which I held up as a sort o
basket to receive them. One, two-
three, four, five, six, seven, eight; at
last we had them all, and cautioUsy
stole down stairs again. How those
stairs would creak as I came slow'y
tugging my heavy load behind Herbert!
Panting, at last we reached the Wood-
house, and I turned the chickens fr"o'
my lap on the ground, expecting to see
them jump up and scamper off.
imagine our horror and amazemnent
when they lay there perfectly motion'
less! Hastily picking one up we pro-
ceeded to examine it, and too soon
found out the truth-they were dead 1
smothered in the wool! In vain we
rubbed and fussed with them, endeavor-
ing to blow breath into their clanilY
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bills. It was of no use. They lay
there as limp and lifeless as ever.

" Presently we heard footsteps in the 1
house, and then the rattling of the
kitclen stove, preparatory to making a
fire. Uncle William would soon be out
UPOn us. What were we to do ? In
Our mortal terror of his wrath we never

stOpped to consider anything, but
'ierbert caught up an armful of the
chickens, I huddled the remainder
together in my dress, and away we
sPed around the front of the house,
through the garden and up in the
Orchard ; taking refuge at last behind
a large, old-fashioned limekiln, which
effectually screened us from sight of
the house. There we crouched, shiver-
lflg With cold and terror, for we were
nl'Y partly clad, bare-footed, and the

cold grass was wet and heavy with
deW. At last Herbert stole cautiouslY
back to reconnoitre, and returning
reported the coast clear. Uncle Wil-

was at the barn, and Aunt Sophie
busy in her dairy. Now was our time.
Taking the poor dead chickens in our
arrus we consigned them with many,

any tears to their grave in a large
branch of double tansy which grew in
Profusion around an old apple tree
t'ear by. This done, we crept stealthily
UP to our room again, and back to
Our little beds, where we lay very
9i''et until Aunt Sophie called us to
take the cows to pasture. This was
Our usual morning task, and had

always been performed with alacrity,
bu.t this morning it was anything but
ý Pleasnre. We dreaded to go lestOur absence Aunt Sophie should
liscover the loss of the chickens and
ake enquiries ; but, fortunately, it
as churning morning, and she was too
bsy to think of them. As we took

Places at the breakfast table, I think
rharnIra was the only one who noticed
anrYthing unusual in our looks or

alne'r,but she asked no questions,
or which we were very thankful.

'We coaxed mamma to allow us tO

take our dinner with us to school that
day, and when she kissed us good-bye
at starting, and told us to be good
children for her sake, we felt very un-
happy indeed. How we longed to tell
her all, but dared not ! What a long,
miserable day that was, and how
wretched we were 1-though I am not
sure but our fear of Uncle William's
anger was greater than sorrow for the
loss of our pets. We reached home in
the afternoon, to meet Uncle William
with a very stern, angry face, and
mamma in tears.

"'Have you seen anything of the
chickens, children ?' was his first
question as we entered the door.

"'What chickens ?' we faltered.
"'What chickens ?' he returned in a

loud, threatening tone; "none of that,
if you please. You know very well what
chickens I mean. Do you know where
they are ?'

" An appealing look from mamma
made us almost decide to tell the
truth, but a second look into his angry
face drove the good impulse back again.

"' No, sir,' we replied, firmly, ' we
have not seen them.'

"' Nor know nothing at all about
them, eh ?'

No, sir.'
"'Oh, Herbert! oh Hester!' moaned

mamma.
"' How comes it then that I find

my chickens dead in the tansey
bed, their mouths filled with wool, and
tracks of bare feet from the orchard
through the garden and up the back
stairs to your room ?'

"We turned pale at this unlooked-for
discovery.

"' You see you are fairly caught now.
There is no backing out. You put
the chickens in the wool and smothered
them, then hid them in the tansey,
and then lied to hide it ail,' and he
deliberately took down a large rawhide
whip.

" Oh, mamma, save us ! Save us!'
we shrieked in terror.
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"' No,' she replied coldly, 'I can do
nothing for you. UncleWilliam would
not have punished you had you told
the truth about it. As it is, you must
take the consequences of your act.'

" Aunt Sophie pleaded for us, but in
vain. Uncle William was inexorable.
Down came the pitiless lash, and then
and there we received the only sound
horsewhipping we ever got."

" Oh," said Harry with tears in his
eyes, " how could he be so cruel ?"

"I thought so at the time, Harry,"
said his aunt ; "I thought he was very
cruel and unkind, but I believe now he
did the very best thing that could be
done. He taught us a lesson that we
never forgQt. It is an awful thing for
little children to soil their souls and
lives by falsehood and deccit. The
Bible says ' Lying lips are an abomina-
tion to the Lord.' I hope you will
remember this my dear, when tempted
to speak an untruth."

The latching of the garden gate at
this moment caused them both to look
up, and they saw Mrs. Carey's maid
coming up the gravel walk with some-

thing carefully concealed under her
apron.

"What is it ?" asked Miss Drew, as
she stood smiling and curtseying be-
fore them.

" Please mum, Mrs. Carey says as
was to give this to the little man with her
best love," and she drew forth the straY
chicken, and held it with a broad smile
toward Harry, "and say he was a little
gentleman to bring it home so carefullY.

" Oh, my chicken! my dear little
chicken !" shouted Harry, kissing it
rapturously, and dancing up and down
the verandah; "thank you, oh, a
thousand times. See, Auntie dear, see.
Ain't you glad I have got it bacl'
again?"

" Yes, Harry dear, I am; but more
glad than I can tell you that it is no*
honestly yours, and I am sure the
possession of it now gives you far
greater pleasure than if you had kept it
by unfair means. Always do right, IY
boy, at any cost, if you wish to be use-
ful and happy, a blessing to yourself,
your family and friends."

LESLIE BELLINGHAM•

MYSTERY.

BY MRS. JAMES A. FIELD.

What is this in a golden case, Life lies for him in a golden case
Holding its little hands up to its The world is a strange and beautiffi

face, place ;

Going tick-tick, tick-tick, tick-tick-tick, On the border-land of eternity,
Never too slow, and never too quick ? He sweetly wonders what time may be;
Hold it up to the baby's ear ! For, shut in a watch's narrow rim,
Tick-tick-tick--does the baby hear ? It is only a tick-tick-tick to him.

- Wide Awake
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In addition to the usual " well-
spring of joy " always to be found in
ou1r large and healthy family, for the
space of twenty odd years, we possessed
anlother and never-failing source of
Pleasure, interest and amusement, in
the numerous petted animals that from
tiMe to time took up their abode with
118s It might be reasonably supposed
that ten children would create sufficient
'Iterest, to say nothing of employment,
ald that pets in such a case would be
Sulperfluous. I have observed, how-
ever that where the heart's door is
kept wide open by plenty of little chil-
dren there is generally a cheerful
Welcorne for allat the hospitable hearth;
every creature, from a wayfarer to a
canary, is freely received and kindly
treated, and so it is that homes full of
Children are also generally full of

pets."
Our first pet was a monkey, bearing

th lot uncommon name of " Jocko."

was a small creature, very scantily
Provided with hair, very ugly, but so
nltelligent that bis appearance was

VOted to be beneath consideration.
he little thing was sent to us when
ite Young, and as be grew, surround-

ed by children, be adopted our ways to
such an extent as to make him appear
abnOst human. He could imitate us,
but, as My mother thankfully observed,
We COuld not imitate him, and certain-

olne monkey was enough. We
taught him to wash himself, clean his
teet, ,use a knife and fork, and general-

to conduct himself " like a Chris-
tian," as we phrased 1t. He also be.
-arne an expert in gymnastics and
dancing and learned to wait very
cleverly at the hall door, a performance
that was not always appreciated by our
teore timid visitors. Many ran away

screaming at the sight of the little
black, jabbering creature, and could
hardly be persuaded that he was
perfectly harmless. Jocko's grand ex-
hibitions, however, were always of bis
own invention. It was my mother's
custom, after undressing us for bed, to
hear her youngest child say bis prayers
at her knee, while the others repeated
theirs in silence and with due solemn--
ity. One evening, while three of us
were devoutly kneeling at. our bed-
sides, and little Arthur was lisping
" Now I lay me," my mother's eye
caught an unusual sight, a fourth little
white-robed figure, with blaçk uplifted
hands and bowed head, piously crouch-
ing beside the others,apparentlyengag-
cd in earnest prayer. The sight proved
too much for my mother's risibilities ;
she burst into laughter, in which we, at
first astonished, speedily joined. Jocko
had stolen a soiled nightgown, and
made good the opportunity of testify-
ing to bis religious desires. This open
profession, however, was not followed
by suitable deportment, for be daily
grew in wickedness. Stealing now
became bis favorite employment. He
occupied a little bouse erected on a
pole in the yard, and, being free as
air, was able to follow bis thieving un-
hindered. Eggs and loaf sugar were
bis special delights. These be would
steal before our very eyes, watching bis
chance to sneak into the store-room,
only announcing his presence by a
malicious chuckling as he retired with
a lump of sugar in each cheek, an egg
under one arm, and a saucer under the
other. Why be took the saucer,
though, we could never imagine, unless
it was to break it, which be always did.
His favorite resort after committing a
theft was the roof of the house, where
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he could not be taken. Here he would
carry the poor hens and chickens,
strip them of their feathers, and throw
them half dead, into the yard. Jocko
at last became so mischievous and
thievish that we were obliged to chain
him. But on one sad day he escaped,
and was killed by a strange dog that
happened by. We heard the poor
creature scream and ran to his rescue,
but too late; he died before our eyes.
We all cried bitterly over his little,
black, mangled body, and gave him
honorable burial. But we never had
another monkey.

Jocko, though not forgotten, was
replaced by a parrot that my uncle
brought from the East Indies. On
his way out, Poll learned to say the
Lord's Prayer, but he also learned the
use of profane language, and of this
we never could cure him. A few
special oaths he seemed to consider as
necessary accompaniments to his
evening devotions. He would perch on
the back of a chair, piously holding
one absurd claw before his beak and
repeat "Our Father," before retiring
for the night. But if interrupted during
this performance he would swear
most horribly, interlarding the clauses
of the prayer with maledictions on
his tormentors. Sometimes when feel-
ing particularly gay, Poll would stop
in the middle of his prayer and in-
troduce a variation by whistling " Old
Dan Tucker," affecting also to dance to
the measure. I must believe that Polly
possessed something more than the
instinct usually attributed to animals,
for not only did he learn to repeat
whatever he heard, but actually adopt-
ed the intelligent use of speech him-
self, often making original observations
and replies. His dayb, however, was
short; he was killed by a hawk. Once
before his death a hawk chased him
into a wood near by, and after search-
ing for him three days we had almost
given him up. On the evening of the
third day, however, as my mother was

walking in the wood, still hoping and
looking, she exclaimed, " My poor
Poll! where are you ? " A reply cafc
softly whispered from a thick bush near
by, "Here I am, missis," and in a
minute Polly was safe in his " missis' s'
arms. He had hidden in the bush,
and whispered, we supposed, for fear
of being heard by the hawk.

We took greater care of our pet after
that, but the hawk was destined tO
have him. One evening mamma took
him out on her shoulder for an airing,
and poor Polly left his refuge to perch
for an instant in a neighboring tree.
The instant was enough. A hawk, that
had doubtless been hovering near,
swooped down, and carried off oUr
pretty Polly. And, after all, nothifng
in his life became him like the leaving
it; his last speech was his cleverest.
" Missis," he screamed, as he was
carried off, " Missis, the Devil's got
me ! Oh ! the Devil's got me!"

Parrots and monkeys did very well
for Bermuda, but when we went to
Newfoundland we found that we iust

adopt hardier pets, so dogs and cats
became our specialty.

Fido, our first dog, was a villain-
He was a splendid curly black New
foundlander, intelligent, but singularlY
revengeful. If any one offended hiOl
he was sure to inflict a suitable punish-
ment. Ellen, our girl, firmly believed
Fido to be " possessed," and well she
might. The first time she offended
him, he went to her bedroom and
deliberately destroyed her best "Su'l
day go-to-meetin'" bonnet. Ellen
locked her room door, and whipPed
Fido. He immediately repaired to the
field where the week's clothes were
bleaching, selected three of Elleln5

garments, and tore them in ribbonls'
but left everythixig else untouched•
Ellen, after that, was afraid even to
speak harshly to him. My sister ole
day vexed the creature, and, in revenge'
he went upstairs while no one was
there, selected Sarah's basket of wo0 1 '
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and a little waxen image that she par-
ticularly prized, and " chawed " them

"P. So constant and certain were his
reprisals, that we were unable to punish
hiln for any offence, and so we gave
hima away.

Dear little Carlo, his successor, was
rerarkable for nothing but ber extreme
beauty and docility. She was small,
black, and possessed the loveliest coat
Of silky hair it is possible to imagine.
lier large, lustrous eyes were her chief
beauty, however, and saved her from
the hasty slaps that frequently befall
even pet dogs. When spoken harshly
tO, she would never run or yelp, but
Just lie down on her back, put up her
little paws, and with beseeching eyes

beg silently for mercy. It is needless
to Say that she was almost never
touched, or even scolded. A word

'as enough to punish her sensitive
soul. The trouble was, however, that
Carlo was altogether too much ad-
flired and was consequently alwaYs
being'stolen. Several times we rescued
her, but lost her after having had ber
for six years. After losing Carlo our
affections took a new direction. I

icked up a peculiarly ugly yel-
"" kitten which I then considered
extremely handsome, and about the
Sare time my little brother found a
lame chicken, which in pity he brought
home to be nursed.

The chicken and the kitten soon
struck up a singular friendship that
COnitinued till the cat's death. They
Were never apart, day nor night. The
Chieken never went to roost like other
hens, but when night came would re-
tire to pussy's nest, and slept with her
head on pussy's body, while the cat
curled affectionately round her adopted
Child.

All day long they were together,
Playing and walking in sweet fellowship.
f the chicken strayed away, the cat

WOnld seek for her with anxious new-
gs, and if Pussy wandered off the

Chicken would run about disconsolately

chirping until answered by a motherly
mew. They would run to meet each
other in most affectionate haste, and
would march off together, Pussy purring
with delight. Frequently in the day-
time the two would lie down together,
the cat purring and licking the chicken
as she might have done with her own
kittens had she lived to have any.
However, she died before she was a
year old. The chicken, deprived of
her companion and protector, moped
for a long time before taking to her
natural mode of life.

Carlo the second was a small white
and black dog, not particularly pretty,
but almost too intelligent; and as for
" pluck" there was no beating him.
He never hesitated to attack the largest
Newfoundlander, and was never but
once punished for his temerity. The
large dogs seemed to respect his impu-
dent ferocity, and invariably patronized
him. For a time Carlo had a compan-
ion, a huge mongrel, valiant enough in
fight, but in complete subjection to the
masterful spirit of his smaller friend.
He ate just what Carlo left, and would
at his bidding drop the choicest bone.
This puppyish fear grew, apparently,
into a superstition, for Hi always re-
mained Carlo's abject slave and ad-
mirer.

Carlo was a victim to ideas. Once
thoroughly impressed with an idea, he
remained in bondage thereto till the
day of his death. On points of in-
structed duty alone was he incapable of
an original and independent thought.
The following is an illustration in
point. We had trained him to eat his
dinner off a certain mat lying before
the kitchen door, and we always scold-
ed and slapped him for eating anywhere
else. Having once learned his duty in
this respect, its performance became a

mania with the obedient little fellow.
If his bowl was placed anywhere else
but on the mat he would caper about
it in great distress, sniffing and bark-

ing, but refusing to touch the tempting
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meal. If, for mischief, we refused to
yield to his coaxing, he would lie down
beside the bowl, whine mournfully, and
roll his eyes at us in a way evidently
intended to be at once reproachful and
imploring. And there he would lie,
hungry and sulky, till his wishes were
complied with.

At first we had much trouble with
his religious tendencies ; he would go
to church. To stop this, I whipped
him and shut him up in a cupboard
every Sunday morning. Having done
this a few times, I was surprised and
delighted one Sunday morning to see
Carlo with dejected mien retire to his
accustomed cupboard as soon as the
bells began to ring. This he continued
regularly to do until we left the place,
and with it the cupboard. But the
seed had been sown, and Carlo remain-
ed faithful to his teaching. One
Sunday we started early to church be-
fore the bells began to ring. At a
corner we were joined by two neighbors
who were followed by their little dog.

'' Oh, dear! " exclaimed Mrs. R-,
"what shall I do with Jip ? He won't
go home."

Superior in Carlo's virtue, we
said, " Our dog is so perfectly trained
that he never attempts to follow us on
Sundays."

Just then, to our dismay and
mortification, Carlo joined us, wagging
his tail with great empresement. The
tables were turned. Mrs. R- laughed
at our vain boasting, and I was about
turning to take the dog home, when
the bells struck up. Carlo stopped as
if shot, listened, as if to make sure,
and mournfully returned home.

Unlike most dogs, Carlo was very
fond of riding-more, we supposed. for
the sake of being with my father, to
whom he was desperately attached,
than from any particular love of the
exercise. If he saw preparations for
riding going on, he would frequently
hide in the sleigh or waggon, not mak-
ing his presence known until well on

the way. If found and routed out, he
would watch the direction taken by the
waggon, dash along througb by-waYs
and hedges till well out of town, then
make a sudden appearance on the
road. making pitiful appeals for co1I-
passion on a poor, tired, dusty, affec-
tionate little dog. On these occasions
he always got the reward that his
sagacity deserved. This intelligent
and beloved little creature was poisoned
by some malicious person. We nursed
him tenderly for a week, but he died
at last in great agony.

Jeff, his successor, was simply a fool,
a great gawky thing, possessed with
the one solitary and inconvenient idea
of playing with whoever came to hand,
be he grave or gay, old or young. 1His
hospitality was immense. Whoever
approached Jeff would seize him by the
hand or the clothes and drag hi0'
towards the house. The poor felloW'
however, seldom received from an i'
discriminating public due credit for
his urbanity and cheerfulness. Ii'
advances were repelled, and he becamne
at last a cynic. While Jeff was yet ol
the scene, we received a present of a
fine Newfoundland female dog, called
Topsy. She was very beautiful and
intelligent, but we were forced to shOot
the poor thing for sheep-stealing. WC
kept her for two years, however, and in
that time she presented us with several
nice litters of puppies. The first lot
excited Jeff's curiosity very much. 14e
attempted to investigate the matter,
but was quickly driven away by the
enraged mother. Then what do yOU
think Jeff did ? He went up stairs
and looked at the puppies to his heart's
content through a displaced plank in
the upper floor of the shed. His in'
terest and curiosity never abated til
Topsy allowed him to assist in the care
of her cherished children ; there he
would lie, watching and listening with
awe-struck look for hours. TopsY'
herself, soon learned to use the sanme
post of observation. If, while she was

OUR PETS.454
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feeding or sunning herseif, the puppies
Yelped obtrusively, Topsy would run to
the hole, look earnestly down, and,
if all was right, come quietly back to
ber occupation.

. Topsy's son and successor, Neptune,
1 now prime favorite. He is an im
lense and handsome dog, amiable,

'lever and peculiar. Valiant as a lion
'r fight, he is mortally afraid of a coWe

this, I suppose, is his antipathy. if

ulrged to attack one, he will ietire
Yelling at the least shake of her horns.
ile is very tidy, always wipes his feet

when he enters, and shuts the door'
He will "speak for something to

eat, and on being bidden, will make
a most fascinating bow, putting his
huge paw to his head with an elegant
flourish, and smiling a terrifying smile.
On one occasion Nep wandered off
for three or four days, and we could
hear nothing of him. On Thursday
evening, however, he returned, pushed
open the door, marched in, mounted a
chair, and gravely offered to shake
hands all round. This he considers a
choice performance. J. X. S.

pUzZLES.

CHARADES.

I.
Thousands and thousands of our race

Beneath mv first have groaned
An evil thing in tyrant hands,

It must be fairly owned.

MY second we may always find,
And seldom need to look ;

Whate'er we lose, we're sure of these-
So says the sacred Book.

MY last lies quiet and concealed,
Sometires for many a year;

"Tis oft perused with heartfelt grief,
With sigh and sob and tear.

M>Y whole, when summer days are gone,

Anong the leafless trees
Still chants her melancholy song,

Sad as the wailing breeze.
E.H. N

II.

Repeat a well known quadruped;
My next you'll find in nation;

My whole reveals a wicked deed
Of deepest degradation.

GEOGRAPHICAL STORY.

During a month named by a river
that empties into the Danube; dressed
in a full suit made 'of a city in China,
which was lined with a town in the

north of Hindostan, and wearing shoes
made of a country in the north of Africa,
having in the soles a city in the south
of Ireland; trimmed with large brass
islands in the North Pacific Ocean, and
attended by a river that flows, into the
Uruguay, I said the southern cape of
Greenland to my friends-the two
capes at the mouth of the Chesapeake
bay; and picking my teeth with a bay
north of the peninsula of Alaska, I
started to form a town in Stark County,
Ohio, with a girl who had refused an
offer of marriage from a rude fellow.
When I arrived, her mother, being
filled with a cape in the north of Scot-
land, was the capital of Mechlenberg,
in Prussia, at two noisy countries
separated by the Niger river, in Africa,

and a port in China, but who, after all,
had a largest fresh water lake daugh-
ter. When I met her, I called her

islands west of Morocco, and gave her
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a cape in the north of Brazil, and a V
pound of a town north of Florence, in b
Italy. Then she set before us, on an s
empire-east of China-dish, a coun- L
try in Europe, which was very full of V
a country south of it; and some fish- t
balls made of a bay in Massachusetts, b
with a cape south of Ireland, cup of a
large Asiatic island coffee, and then d
retired to milk a town in the Isle ofL

PICTORIAL

ight. When I spoke to her about
eing her island in the Irish Sea, she
iid I was a group of islands near the
ands End, which was not a cape near
ancouver's Island ; so I told her to go
a town in Nova Scotia, put on InY

ay at the Isthmus of Darien, and
ent home, feeling worse than I ever
id since the day I was a lake in
ouisiana.-Selected.

PUZZLE.

What four celebrated Englishmen are represented in this picture?

0:

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OCTOBER NUMBER.

ENIGMA.-Weasel-easel-sale-lease-sea-awe-ewe-eel-Wales-law.

DIAMOND.
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WELLS AND CISTERNS AS A SOURCE OF WATER-SUPPLY.

Notwithstanding the achievements
Of engineering skill, which have sup
Plied to nearly all large cities and to

filany small ones, an abundance of
Water from a distant and selected
source, the great majority of the humain

!ace (as they always have done, ando
'n all probability, will continue to do)
obtain their water for domestic uses

from wells and cisterns.
An aqueduct system of water-suPPlY

mIakes absolutely necessary a system of
sewage, on account of the enormous
n1crease of liquid sewage, and can only

e adopted with safety in places hav.
l1g a water-front suitable for the dis-
charge of sewers. It seems probable,
therefore, that all places, whether large
or small, which are not situated on the

Ocean or on some large river or lake,
m'nust continue to look to wells and cis-
terns for their water-supply. It is MY
purpose in this paper to enquire into
the evils which accompany these sour-

Ces Of supply, and, if possible, point

out the remedy.
Until very recently it seems not to

have been suspected that wells and

isterns could furnish water deleterious
1 its effects, except in some very
flarked cases, and then they were sup-
POsed to be poisoned by some enerny.
It was not deemed possible that water
which bubbled from the earth, or fel

fronm the clouds, could be otherwise

than pure. But modern research, which
has dispelled so many delusions, and
overturned so many idols, has demons
strated that our oldest and most bes-
pected source of water-supply has been

Very Borgia of destruction passing

the Poisoned cup to thousands and

tflllions of unsuspecting lips.
There is to-day no doubt in the

ninds of those who have studied the
ubject, that filth in its various forms,
ntroduced in the system through the

ungs, in the shape of sewer-gas or

emanations from decaying organic
matter, or through the stomach, min-

gled with drinking-water, is, if not the

essential cause, at least an indispen-

sable condition in the development of

a large class of diseases.
That wells and cisterns, especially

the former, have been in all past time,
as they unquestionably are now, the

sources of disease, on account of the

frequent admixture of some form of

sewage with the water which they

furnish, is not doubted by any who

have kept pace with the progress of

sanitary science, or are conversant with

the medical literature of the last ten

years. I am convinced, moreover, that
the chance of the contamination of

the water in wells and cisterns is much

greater than is even now generally
supposed, and that the means usually
adopted to prevent the admixture of

foreign matter are altogether incom-
petent to accomplish their object.

Let us first consider the manner in

which foreign matter finds its way into

wells. A well is too frequently a sort

of drain for the ground in its vicinity,

or more correctly, it is a receptacle,

into which flows the surplus water from
a region varying in extent with the

depth of the well and the nature of the

adjacent soil.
If a quantity of perfectlY wet earth

be placed in a basket, a portion of the

water which it contains (surplus water)

will obey the law of gravity and flow
away; capillary attraction will cause

the retention of the remainder. The

facility with which this surplus water
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will flow off through a sub-soil drain
(see Fig. i) is familiar to all. The
open drain gives at every point on its
surface an opportunity for the drops of
water lying adjacent to obey the law of
gravity and flow off, seeking a lower
level ; the drops immediately behind
these follow closely, on account of the
tendency of the first to form a vacuum

FIG. I.-SHOWING AREA OF DRAINAGE OF A

and so on indefinitely. Thus a line of
drops, varying in length, is set in mo-
tion toward the drain, and in a few
hours the soil in its vicinity is freed of
its surplus water. Looking upon a
well as a kind of perpendicular drain
(and under circumstances which fre-
quently exist, it acts as such for the
soil in its vicinity), we readily perceive
how it may become the receptacle for
surplus water, especially when copious
rains follow a period of drought ; for
then the water being low in the well,
and the upper stratum of the earth be-
ing saturated by a rain-fall, which,
though abundant, is not sufficient to
affect the remote sources of supply, the
surplus water from a great distance
passes without obstruction into the
well, carrying with it whatever impuri-
ties it may have acquired in its passage.

If the soil in the vicinity of a well
could be kept perfectly free from for-
eign matter-if it could be kept clean,
little harm would come from this sur-
face water, though it must be remem-
bered that the surface soil is the home
of countless insects and small animals,
and that it is the universal burying
place. This,however, is of small account
compared with the danger to wells,
which arises from their near proximity
to dwelling-houses and the deposits of

waste matter which so universally ac-
company them. By means of these
deposits the soil in the vicinity of wells
frequently becomes loaded with filth.

The cess-pool, the privy-vault, the
pig-pen, the barn-yard, the place select-
ed for the deposit of laundry and sink
water, are frequently grouped about
the well and become centres of deposit,

in which filth accumulates
.--- from year to year, causing

the saturation of the soilin constantly increasing
areas, so that the neigh-
boring well, which at first
may have furnished water
which was perfectly pure,
in time begins to receive
the soakage of these ac-
cumulations. Sometines

SINGLE PIPE' this soakage into wells
does not take place for a

long time, and is then intermittent,
depending upon rainfall and other
causes. Sometimes an accident like
the breaking or obstruction of a drain
will cause a well to be flooded with seW-
age ; at other times, owing to the pecu-
liar constitution of the soil and the con-
formation of the rock, sewage will find
its way directly into a well, even though
situated at a considerable distance. A
case in point occurred under my own
observation. The water in a cer-
tain well (see Fig. 2) having ac-
quired an unpleasant taste and
odor, the owner,' supposing that the
trouble arose from surface water,
had his well taken up down to the rock,
and from this point had the wall laid
in cement and a coating of hydraulic
cement applied to its outer surface.
Around this the earth was thoroughlY
packed. No benefit resulting from this
change, the well was again taken up1?
and (the season being favorable) it was
sunk to as great a distance as possible
into the rock, making its total depth
about thirty feet. The well was then
walled up in the same manner as be-
fore. Water was carried fron the
bottom of this well into the house
through a pipe, and was drawn froin
the surface with buckets. It was soon
noticed that water which was drawln
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With the pump was bad, while that flow from the laundry and water-closets
drawn with the buckets was apparently of a large boarding-house to a cess-

good. The cesspool was on the op- pool situated at a long distance from

Posite side of the house, about fifty the house and well became obstructed

feet north-east from the at a point about sixty feet from the

- well, and was excavated well, and the ground in the vicinity of

nearly to the rock (which is the obstruction became saturated with

itLAR

FIG. 2.-SHOWING A WELL CONTAMINATED BY
A CESSPOOL FIFTY FEET DISTANT.

the 7th,
up to th
18th, sh
showers

Durin
inmates

a red sandstone with a dip of about fever-i
45° to the north-east). At first it resembl
seemed impossible that fluids could the maj
find their way from this cesspoOl tO weeks.
the well, but the removal of the former from th
tO a distant part of the grounds was agreeab
followed by the disappear- to hav
ance of all bad odor and
taste from the water, forcing
us to the conclusion that
the contents of the cess-
Pool had found their way
along the fracture lines of
the red sand-stone for a
distance of sixty or seventy
feet, in sufficient quantity to
render extremely unpleasant
the water of an abundant
and constantly changing
well.

An example illustrating
the contamination of wells
Which have done good ser-
vice for many years oc- FIG.
curred in Montclair, N. J.,
about a year ago.

The pipe which conveyed the

filth. In July of that
year there was an un-
usual amount of rain.
On July 6th, there was
a thunder-storm ; on

the hardest rain of the season
at time ; on the 16th, hard rain ;
owers ; 23 rd, hard ram ; 26th,
all day 28th, hard ra.
.g the month of August ten

of this house were down with
f not typhoid, something closely
ing it-and were severely ,il,
ority of them for five or six
Early in August the water

e well was found to have a dis-
le taste, and efforts were made
e its use discontinued. The

WELL CONSTRUCTED IN THE USUAL MANNER.

advice of the attending physician, how-

over ever, to have the handle of the pump
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removed, was not followed, and
it is altogether probable that the
water was used to some extent
after it was suspected of being
impure, especially as no other
cause could be discovered to ac-
count for the attack of fever, and
as the well was situated in the
front yard and supplied with a
drinking-cup. This water was
found to contain twenty-four
grains to the gallon of solid or-
ganic matter. In this case it
seemed certain to the committee
appointed by the Sanitary Asso-
ciation to investigate the matter
that the frequent rains of July
had washed from the saturated
ground above-named a laggroud aove-ame a arge FIG. 5.-A WELL ARCHED OVER TWVO FEET FROMquantity of filth into the well, and FHE OTw E F
that the fever was the result.

An open well, built in the usual man- Toads especially seem attracted dur-
ner, with a stone wall backed by two ing the hot, dry days of summer .to
feet or more of loose stones (see Fig. 3) cool, moist, subterranean places, and
is liable to contamination in another sometimes great numbers of them bur-
way, viz. : from the decaying bodies of row in the loose stones of which wells
reptiles and small animals which have are constructed, and not infrequentlY
fallen into it and died there. On this fall into the water and perish. MY
point I have consulted an experienced authority informs me that he has sone-
well-digger of our place who has clean- times found nearly a peck of toads in
ed hundreds of wells, and he informed various stages of decay ; that he often
me that he usually finds in wells from finds rats, and occasionally cats and
eight to sixteen inches of offensive dogs. On one occasion I saw three

mud, in which are im- rabbits taken from a well, and my next
bedded the remains of door neighbor, while seeking for the

- ------ cause of evident impurity in
his drinking-water, has at
different times taken fron'
the well two birds-one a
robin, and the other what
seemed to be a squab. A
well may have quite an ac-
cumulation of these remains
at its bottom, and when the
water is abundant it mnaY
be affected to a degree
inappreciable by the senses,
but when the water gets
low the matter frequentlY
becomes serious ; but so
gradually does the unpleas-

FIG. 4 .- A WELL WITH AN IMPERVIOUS WALL. ant odor and taste develoP
in such cases, that disease

many small animals, such as toads, 1 in the family is frequently the first an-
frogs, rats, cats, etc. nouncement of impurity in the water.
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We now cone to the important prac- of these substances will cause the water

tical question, how shall a well be to be unpleasant for a considerable

constructed so as to avoid or reduce time, and will prove the cause of much

to a minimum the chances of the intro- annoyance. Theie is a prevalent no-

duction into it of foreign matter which tion that a well should be ventilated

's detrimental to health ? for the purpose of allowing noxious

First, of course, the well must be so gases to escape; and that water is

constructed that it cannot act as a better for being exposed to the air.

drain for the neighboring soi This I hardly need state that the only nox-

ca be done by making the wall above ious gases in a well (i. e., gases which

bw-water mark of some material i- render the water unwholesome) are

wervious to water, or by omitting this the products of the decomposition of

part of the wall altogether. The first organic matter which has found its

art he accolgshed by having the way into the well in ways which have

al from a point two or three feet been described above, and that water

fro om the bottom made of brick with a as it flows in its subterranean pas-

foating of hydraulic cement (sec Fig. 4) sages is more perfectly aerated than it

o its exterior, or of hydrau c wel- can be in any other way.

tubing with the joinings we l protected In the case of a well more than

With cement; in either case the earth thirty feet deep, it will be necessary,

hoctld be thoroughly packed around of course, to have the lifting apparatus

the wal, and a sight embankment placed at a point within thirty feet

hOlild be made around the orifice to from the bottom, as water cannot be

prevent the in-fiow of surface or storto drawn by suction from a much greater

water depth than this. About two years ago

n such a wel the draining surface I succeeded in persuading some work-

.I reduced, and placed at such a men to construct a well in the manner

distance below the surface f the last described, and in spite of their

runc, that in the great majorit of predictions of failure on account of

gstances the introduction of foreign the impossibility of pumping water

atter becomes impossible except in from a vacuum, and other causes, it

SQ far as there is a chan e that sub- has proved a perfect success. In fav-

stances will fail into the wehl from orable locations the driven well, as it

above To prevent this the wel should is called, may be employed, and it ful-

be kept covered when not in use. In fils all the necessary conditions.

tnost cases, however, it is better to CISTERNS.
"mit the upper part of the wall alto-
gether. (See Fig. 5.) After the ex- Rain-water , when colected in cs-

cavation is completed, the wall can be terns, is hiable to contamination from

built in the usual manner for a dis- the dust which colects on the roofs

tance of two or three feet, more or less and in the gutt doers of ouses. This

as circumstances may demand; the dust, coming as it does from the street,

servic e pipe can then be placed ih is composed largey of the excreta of

POsition, and the well arched over. horses and other animai and fre-

t he remainder of the excavation can quently,especialy during a long period

ther, be filled with earth, weil packed of drought, coiiects in such large quan-

ah b thrown in, and the pipe carried tities that the water containing it is

t any convenient point. It wia be abominably offensive and entirely unfit

lecessary to place above the arch for use. To prevent this admixture it

eVera layers of stones successively is necessary to have a stut-off in the

seaIer to prevent the faing of earth leaders communicating with the cistern

allt the space below. so constructed that the water can at

nhe workmen will probably suggest pleasure be prevented from flowing

a layer of turf or straw to accoinly ish into the cistern and allowed for a suffi-

his object, but the presence of cether cient length of time to wash thoroughly
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the roof and gutters, to discharge it-
self upon the ground, or to flow away
through some channel prepared for it.

FIG. 6.-SHUT-OFF.

A convenient shut-off which can be
made by any tinsmith is represented
in Fig. 6.

In addition to this every cistern
should be provided with a filter. A
brick partition made in a circular form,
as represented in Fig. 7, makes a very
good filter. as experience has shown.
The partition should be carefully built
of bricks laid up in cement in such a
way that there are no apertures be-
tween them, and of course should not
be covered with cement. A better
filter, however, can be made of char-
coal, sand and gravel. The cistern
should, as before, be divided by a cir-
cular partition, only in this instance

FIG. 7.-TRANSVERSE SECTION OF CISTERN
WITH BRICK FILTER.

the convexity should be toward the
smaller compartment which contains
the filter ; and that portion of the par-
tition which is above the filter should
be covered on its convex surface with
cement. The first layer of bricks
should be laid with spaces between
them, as represented in Fig. 8. The
filter may be made in this way:

Place in the bottom of the smaller
compartment a foot or eighteen inches
of charcoal, broken to about the size
of what is called nut coal. Upon this
place a layer of very coarse gravel
about six inches deep, then a six-inch
layer of ordinary gravel, then six inches
of sand, then about a foot of coarse
gravel. Water, in passing through a
filter made in this way, will be so per-
fectly freed of impurities that it is
suitable for any domestic use. It
should be remembered, however, that

FIG. .- VERTICAL SECTION OF CISTERN
HAVING FILTER OF CHARCOAL AND GRAVEL•

any filter will in the course of time be-
come clogged with foreign matter,
rendering necessary its renewal or
cleansing. The sand and gravel cal'
be put in a condition for doing duty a
second time by washing, and the char-
coal by washing and heating in an
oven.

With all the care possible to prevent
the introduction of foreign matter, it
will be necessary to have a cistern
thoroughly cleaned at least once a year.
Cistern water frequently becomes sa-
turated with sewer-gas from the cess-
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Pool or sewer into which the overflow-
Pipe of the cistern is made to terminate.
Water has a great capacity for gases,
and is sometimes rendered extremely
Offensive by the absorption of sewer-
gas. I once saw a cistern through
Whose overflow-pipe not only sewer-
gas, but the liquids from the neighbor-
lflg cesspool, had found their way,
rendering the water such that it would
hardly have been considered potable
even by the defenders of the Passaic
and Schuylkill waters.

The remedy for this evil is to have
the overflow-pipe terminate at some
lower point on the surface of the
ground, or in a drain which conveys
water only. No amount of care, how-
ever, in the construction of wells and
cisterns lessens the ifiportance which
attaches to the proper disposition of
refuse matter, for if it be allowed to
accumulate in the soil it will in time

tind its way into the deepest wells and
into the most carefully made cisterns.
In some of the older communities,
LOndon for example, the ground is so

saturated with filth that the wells con-
tain nothing but what may fairly be
called liquid sewage. The emanations
from filth-sodden soil poison the air,
as the soakage from it poisons the
water of our wells.

It is time we had laws to protect us
in our rights to pure air and water, and
time we had a public opinion as sen-
sitive in regard to these rights as it is
to the rights of property. If my
neighbor enter my premises and dam-
age my property, or if his cattle enter
my premises and damage my pro-
perty, I have a remedy in the courts
of justice, and public opinion sus-
tains the verdict of the courts. But
if the filth-accumulations of my neigh-
bor invade ny premises, if they pass
the boundary line which separates my
land from his, and poison my drinking-
water, or if their effluvia enter my
chamber at night and steal from me
my health and vigor, leaving me a
wretched invalid, the laws provide no
remedy, and public opinion is indiffer-
ent to my wrongs.-Scri/ner's Monthly.

MY LADY HELP, AND WHAT SHE TAUGHT ME.

BY MRS. WARREN, AUTHOR OF " HOW I MANAGED MY HOUSE ON 200 A YEAR," ETC.

(Fren th Ladits' Treasury.)

she afterwards told me, a choking in the throat
CHAPTER VI. and a partial revulsion of courage arose. " Can

T0 Miss Severn the morning brought with it I serve where I have been equal ? I am most

rlot only a sense of new duties dependent upos ntensely proud, and arn certainly poor-in

herself for performance, but also, while she was compatibilities decidedly. Pride is a vice,

dr- t i and poverty a misfortune.dressing, the question came, Could she persist " Terti a dniotund
this novel and, to her, untried work? "There is a dignity in kilful labor guided by

She had an earnest desire to benefit her fellow. intelligence ; but a sad and depressing annoy

creatures. Money she had none, but the good ance to both mistress and maid arises from

taching she had received she could impart to mechanical toil which sees not the why, which

others, and therein her " mission " lay. finds no satisfaction in duties properly perform-

Presently the bugbear of "caste" rose up ed, or, indeed, which knows not how properly

before her, and she thought, " Supposing meet to do anything.

&ests here with whom I have been intimate, "There is mission work enough-n England,

Wht then ? " It must be confessed that here, as at any rate-for thousands of well-trained girls
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in household duties, if only they will cast away
that troublesome demon, False Pride, always
setting up an imaginary barrier to sound, whole-
some employment. Mission work, by which
untaught young servants shall be trained to good
habits, and unskilful mistresses may, if they
will, receive profitable instruction also. At all
events, I will have no false pride in the mattèr,
and none of that of Diogenes, who, when tread-
ing on the rich furniture of Plato, said, ' I
trample on the pride of Plato.' Plato justly
answered, ' But with greater pride.' "

This musing was brought to an end by the
rnging of a factory bell, betokening that the
hour of six had struck. There was more than
ordinary fervor in Miss Severn's prayer that
morning to be kept from pride and to have
protection and help through the day. Then she
tapped at Ellen's door, which was near to hers,
for, she knew, it is the nature of most young
girls to sleep heavily when not subjected to
school or business discipline.

Ellen had undoubtedly been untrained to any
method in her work, for when Miss Severn came
into the kitchen the fire was kindled, and in a
few minutes went out. Miss Severn, with kind
manner and voice, said, " Let me show you
how to kindle a fire. Take out all your coals
into the scuttle, brush the soot out of the
chimney, and sweep out the grate as gently as
possible. Don't make a dust ; much noise and
much dust made in work show the worker to be
unskilful. Now with black-lead brush rub the
grate and bars till they shine. At the bottom
of the grate put a layer of cinders, then some
pieces of small coal, upon that the paper, and
then about ten sticks, laid five one way and five
across, but not with the end sticking out of the
grate-a plan of no use whatever. Now put
some small pieces of coal, the size of walnuts,
on the top. Then set light to the paper, and in
a few minutes, if the sticks are dry, you will
have a good fire. When you want to boil only
a kettle of water, you must wind the grate close
and build the fire to nearly the top of the grate.
Then the moment the coals catch fire, the
kettle may be placed over the top, not on it, and
it will quickly boil. But if you want the water
in the boiler to boil readily, then the fire must
be built low down, and nearly to the breadth of
the grate. The quantity of coal burned is, in
both ways, much the same. When the fire is
burned through to some degree throw on more
cinders, and small coal on the top to hide them;

and what you can't use put in the scnttle to be
mixed with small coal. Take up the fine ashes,
not by scraping them up with the shovel, mak-
ing a disagreeable noise, but by sweeping theml
into it, and put them in the dust-bin, on the
sifter, that they may be afterwards sifted. Those
rocking sifters are capital for preventing dirtY
work. Now sweep and hearth-stone the hearth,
or rub it with the black-lead brush, and scOur
the fender and sweep the kitchen. You can
only slightly do this in the early morning, for
just after dinner is the right time to thoroughlY
clean it. There are now the sitting-rooms to be
cleaned and dusted, the stairs and hall to sweeP,
mats to be shaken, and the outside steps to clean,
and you and I have to do it all before nine
o'clock ; and as Mr. Newton breakfasts at eight,
we must get the dining-room finished first.
You shall make the fire, and I will sweep the
rooms. I am going to sweep and dust the
stairs while you make the fire, black-lead the
grate, and scour the fire-irons, and what else is
needful to be scoured. Let us take up all the
brushes and dusters that we need, and your
housemaid's box. See that you have in it, al
in order, black-lead brushes, and black-lead,
brick-dust, grated fine, in an old saucer, some
rags for dusting the grate and hearth, and that
swall round brush I see in the box for dusting
the corners. There is your dustpan and mine
to take up ; your thick cloth for laying dow'n
before the fire-place. I see that Mrs. Newton
does not at night wrapper the furniture, but as
the plan keeps furniture clean for years longer
than otherwise, I shall ask her to adopt it.

" I think you are not attending to me, EIlen-
Get together each thing as I tell you. You Will
soon understand better, and what is now difficult
to you will by habit become easy. We mnust
manage to collect our tools in the evening instead
of the morning."

" Well, Miss Anna, I never did see any 0 e
so very particular. Why, we don't have wraP-
pers and such things. The missus might give
'em to you, but she wouldn't to me."

" Because you wouldn't keep them clean.
Where is the cloth for laying before the fie'
place, that you may not kneel on the carpet, or
put your box and brushes on it ? Let us see if
we can find something ; if not we can lay dow«
these old newspapers. They will do for once.

This make-shift succeeded. The carpet, hither-
to so ill-used, was now screened from further
injury. The dining-room door was shut to
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Prevent noise, and Ellen was left to her work.
When Miss Severn had noiselessly swept the
Stairs, using a small round brush for the corners,
slipping the rods to remove the dirt underneath,
and then placing them back with each end ex-

actly at equal distance fron the stair-eyes, she
found that Ellen had only carelessly acconiplish-
edher task, and resolved that she would stand

by While the girl was cleaning the other grates,
rnentally saying that neither once nor twice, nor
Perhaps twenty times, would suffice to get the
girl Perfect in her work.

Miss Severn, having covered up the sofa and
turned the chairs one seat on the other, now with
a long thin American broom began to sweep the

carpet from the corners into the centre of the
room,

Why, Miss Anna, what are you doing ?
''hat's not the way to sweep ; you should sweep
the dirt out to the door-"

" And into the corners, and out on the mat
Which lies at the door, where it should not be,"
replied Miss Severn. " My plan is to sweep
Out the corners first ; the dirt is sure to be taken
off the middle of the room, but the corners are
difficult to clean after dirt has been swept into

them, and, in endeavoring to get it out, the
skirting-board is knocked and injured ; so that I
Prefer my simpler and cleaner plan to yours,
lllen. I have no doubt I may learn a good
deal frorm you ; but when I show you that my

n is the best, you will, I ain sure, adopt
it.,,

"Of course, Miss Anna, it stands to reason

tht Yuur plan is the best, now you tell me why
you do it, but I never saw it done before. I've
always seen it brushed into the passage, and

tken Up when the passage is swept."
c'If it be not taken up at once, even in the

asage, you know it would be trampled upon
a'd brought into the room again, or be dragged

elsewhere. I have seen this done frequently.
it Was an excellent servant from whom I learn-

h how to sweep a room.
You now sweep the hall clean. When

YoU Corne to the first step, don't brush the dirt

down the stairs to make other places dirty, but
take 't Up in the dustpan, and be sure with the
smlall brush to clean the corners of the stairs ;
the baluster brush won't cleain thein. I will

"' open the window-after sweeping, mind,
Ilot before-and while the dust is settling will
see that the kettle is near boiling, and set the
breakfast things ; and when I have dusted this

room you shall learn to cook the breakfast."
" But I can dust the room--I shall have time,"

said Ellen.
" Very well, sweep the hall first." This done,

Ellen came with her duster, and began first to
pull off the wrappers, and in a second to flick,
with the straggling duster in ber hand, the dust
from one place to another. Here Miss Severn
entered and asked, " What are the wrappers
for, Ellen, if not to screen the furniture frou
the dust ? Then keep them on till the room is
dusted. Remove them only when the dust is all
taken off and the rug is shaken and laid down.
Look here, Ellen, gather up the thickest of the
dust iii your duster, and shake it out of the
window ; open only enou-h for you to put out

your hand, otherwise the dust will fly back into
the roomu. When you have done this two or
three times you may then dust away without
driving the dust to settle in sorr.e other
place. We will leave the drawing-room till
after breakfast, and, when we have dusted the
hall and swept the steps, the naster's boots have
to be cleaned."

" Oh, no, Miss Anna, master don't wear the
saie boots every day. I don't clean them till
by and by."

" Pleasanter for you that this is the case,
Ellen. Some gentlemen have their boots cleaned
every morning before breakfast ; but if you
call the boots bright which I saw at the dressing-
room door, then Mr. Newton cannot be very
particular about the matter."

" I cleaned 'em as I have been showed. I
blacked 'em and let 'em dry before I polished
'em. I cleaned 'en as I do the grates."

"Ah ! that's wrong : boots must b polished
while the blacking is a little wet ; gratfs, when
the black-lead is nearly dry ; but you will learn
to do then well in time. Take up the shaving-
water, and knock at Mr. Newton's door ; then
wash your face and hands, put on a clean
apron, cone to me, and we will lay the cloth on
the table."

" can do that, if you will let me."
" Very well, when you have done what I have

told you, come to me. There is an art in laying
the cloth, and I want to make you a perfect
little servant, if you won't break down in the
teaching."

Ellen rapidly made her appearance, being
neither over clean nor neat ; but Miss Severn
wisely forebore to find fault ; she thought it
better to be blind to some failings than to be
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too exacting-felt it was not judicious to strain
the cord too tight. In a moment the girl had
dragged the cloth from the sideboard drawer,
and had opened it, and was flinging it on the
table, causing a great commotion in the air and
the cloth to be placed awry.

" Not so, Ellen ; let us fold it again, and lay
it down properly. Now, then, place half of the

cloth on half of the table, have it quite smooth,
aud lay open the other half over the remaining
side of the table. Thus you see you disturb no

one, supposing any one to be in the room, and
the cloth is at once smooth. After you have

practised this a dozen times you will remember.

Go down for the tray of breakfast things ; the
fire is burning brightly, and everything looks
comfortable."

In a few moments Ellen appeared with the

tray, and laid the knives and forks on the table

in so uneven a fashion, with the handles

sticking out over the sides of the table. that
whoever passed moved them slanting on it, and
this at once gave a disordered and untidy ap-
pearance. Miss Severn put the handles even

and about an inch from the edge, and called

Ellen's attention to the matter. We need not

say that such small but by no means trifling
matters had to be reiterated daily. However,

the hope that " patience brings its perfect

work," consoled for much repetition of in-
struction.

The breakfast was then proceeded with. The
whiting, which had been cleaned and floured
the night before, were now dry and needed no

egg or bread crumbs. The pan was delicately
clean ; the bacon was first fried and kept warm.
The fat 4w fry the fish was the same that had
been used for the sole, with a small quantity in
addition, but there was plenty. When the hiss-
ing fat was quite still the fish were put in and
allowed to remain till they were brown and stiff
enough to lie without breaking across a knife.
They were then turned and browped on the
other side, and when done they were taken up
and drained on paper twice, and on paper they

remained till the moment of serving. Two eggs,
without the whites, were then beaten with a

tablespoonful of milk, a small piece of butter
was put into a small clean saucepan, and when

it was hot, not boiled, the eggs were quickly put
in and scrambled about with a fork for two

minutes, during which they were not left for a
moment. In a plate before the fire was a dainty

thin piece of brown toast ; in another

plate a few drops of anchovy sauce,

with a little butter melted. This Was

spread on the toast, which was then wet-
ted with a few drops of boiling water, and UPon

this the scrambled egg was placed. The baconi

each slice cut in two, was placed to surround the

eggs, and lastly, at the moment of serving, solne

sprays of plain parsley were put on the dish,

and on the fish were sprays of crimped parsleY,

not bits, but whole sprays, which had been

crisped by putting them on a dry plate in the

warm oven. The dry toast was cut thin and

without crust, and was of a golden-brown tint,

made so by not holding it too near the fire 3t

first, thus drying the moisture out of it, and ths

allowing it to become gradually brown, finallY

standing it upright in the toast-rack, and 110

slices close together. The coffee was made a5

on the previous evening.
Mrs. Newton took tea and not coffee, and she

did not come down till ten minutes after ber

husband, which gave Miss Severn the OF'
portunity to make her tea after "the hOP'
maker's fashion,"--a fashion pronounced bY

good judges who have lived in Australia tO

the way that is adopted in " the bush," and to

be very excellent. She poured some boili0

water into the kitchen teapot, made of tin, an

caused it to boil in the teapot ; while boilin'

two teaspoonfuls of tea were put in, and thliÎ

was allowed to boil for ha/fa minute, then "0

removed to the side of the fire, and cover

with a thick cloth, instead of the more a1'

propriate " cosey," which was not in this house
Then, when Mrs. Newton's footsteps were hea

on the stairs, the silver teapot was heated twi

with boiling water, then the tea poured in, a
the teapot coveted with a cloth till it reache
the dining-room door, where it was discarded

Ellen, with clean hands, face, and apron, Ood
with tidy head, took in the breakfast.

Newton looked up quickly as he saw the door
open, and although an unusual figure of cleael'

ness appeared in Ellen, still it was not the face

he expected and even desired to see, I-be

arrangement of the food and the excellence O
the cooking, if it did not surprise him, set hifo
in good humor ; and on kissing his wife as

left for business, he said-
" If the young person downstairs is willilg to

stay, better, wifey, make it worth her while by

offering her liberal terms." He did nOt t
" wages " ; somehow he felt he was being kePt

in the dark, and wisely preferred not to be en
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lightened ; it would all come round in time, he
thought.

As soon as he was gone Mrs. Newton came
UIto the kitchen with pleasant greeting, and
found Miss Severn and Ellen sitting at break.
fast, the cloth clean, the fire bright, and ail the
kitchen looking comfortable. " This is pleas.
ant," she said, as Miss Severn offered her own
Chair. Ellen, too, sprang up at seeing this and
Offered hers. Mrs. Newton thanked both, but
did not sit down. "What have you there
lOoking so tempting ?" she asked.

" Only some cold potatoes fried in country
fashion. Would you like to taste them ?"

"Very much ; but how are they cooked ?"
When boiled potatoes are cold they are put

into a very little salted hot dripping ; bacon fat
better than dripping and does not requiresalt.

A very little fat of any kind answers. The
potatoes are then chopped fine in the pan, not
out Of it, are stirred about well to expel the
steaTI, which makes them taste bitter and un.
pleasant. They are browned without massing
themn together, and thus a very nice relish to
those who like potatoes, and they are very
sustaining. g

" Why, good gracious ! my servants have
hitherto thrown away all cold vegetables as
useless. I have seen fine carrots and cauli-
flowers tossed among the ashes, and I supposed
they were not good. "
. ICarrots will always warm up again if put
"no boiling water for five minutes ; but 1, too,
have thrown away carrots as detestable till I
learned the proper way to cook them, and now
there is nothing more delicious than whole carrots
Well-boiled, whether for rewarming, or cold for
salad, or for garnishing, or for cutting up to put
't soup. Cauliflowers, too, will rewarn or forn
par of a salad."

'Dear me ! how much I am ignorant of!
Ilowever, I did not come here to interrupt your
breakfast, but to ask you, Miss Anna, to come
With me to the dining-room."

Miss Severn had finished breakfast. Mrs.

NeWton begged that she would breakfast in the

4ir'ing-room. " Here is a better breakfast than
You have downstairs ; do eat some."

O---with many thanks. It cannot be. I
Will have the sarne meals that Ellen does, and
have n0 wish to show an example 'of daintiness
tO her. Neither she nor I can work upon rich

food. Now and then for a relish and change I
Will ask you for two eggs or some bacon. In

my mother's house the servants had one or the
other 'once a week, generally on Sundays ; so, if
you choose to allow us the same, that will be
quite sufficient."

" But how to use up ail the remains of cold
food without it is used in the kitchen ?"

" There need not be so much cooked, and ail
cold food can be rewarmed without anybody
perceiving it is so. For instance, there are
those whiting untouched. When quite cold, a
little melted butter-not butter sauce-can be
poured over them, then put them on a piece of
paper on a hot plate in a hot oven, with the
oven-doorieft open. A few moments will warm
them throàkh as good as ever, and they will
serve again for breakfast ; or the fish can be re-
moved from the bones in tolerably large flakes,
some butter sauce be mixed with a little sauce
flavoring, and when this mixture boils put in the
fish, stir it gently round, let it stand away from
the fire for five minutes, serve, and you will
find it an excellent relish. The bacon is not aIl
eaten ; that I shall put away to cut up in small
pieces for a rabbit or veal pie. Bacon is not so
good warmed twice. Uncooked bacon, intend-
ed for flavoring, should not be used in a
pie."

" You have certainly disposed of the remains
of this breakfast in a marvellous way. I had
better give you the keys to manage house-
keeping matters yourself."

" Oh, no, I cannot take them ! You must
be kind enough to give out the stores and give
ahl orders as usual. I may not be always with

you, for, however settled and happy one might
feel, circumstances govern us all ; so please
keep the keys, and I will come to you for ail
that is needed."

" But only think, Miss Severn, how much
trouble it will save me. I shall feel so free
when you are here,-so certain that nothing will
be wasted or made away with, that I am sure
you will oblige me in this small matter."

" No, dear lady, I cannot. You must keep
the keys, and daily habit will by-and-by be
anything but troublesome. These house-keep-
ing matters are very easy if ruled by method. It
is miserable, I grant, for any lady to be giving
out stores at ail times. At one certain hour of

the day, according to the habits of the family,
the materials for cookery, also candliesU oap,
oil-whatever, indeed, is kept under lock-

should be weighed, and given out by the
mistress to the cook, and at no other time ; and
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a certain quantity of soap and candles twice a
week ; for plenty with most servants itiduces
carelessness and wastefulness. They are unable,
from their early training, to at once fall into
thrifty ways. I have found it so in my mother's
family."

During this conversation Miss Severn was
collecting the breakfast things and packed them
carefully on the tray, not as though they had
tumbled together. Mrs. Newton remarked
this, and learned a lesson by it. " You are
very neat and orderly, Miss Severn, even in this
small matter."

Even this is no trifle, for, if tl4 china is
recklessly placed, there is a chance oY its being
broken, and that would not be a small matter.
At all events, in small things as well as in
great, the first careful trouble taken is generally
the least, though servants won't learn this,
neither will children. I know a house where,
instead of illuminated texts, sentences are
printed and hung up in the kitchen and in the
servants' bedrooms, such as ' Waste not, want
not ; ' ' A place for everything, and everything
in its place ; ' ' Early to bed and early to rise,
makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise.' The
servants understood nothing of this, did not
recognize the meanings at all. The first should
have been worded,-

" ' If you waste small things you will live to
want them.'

" ' Find a place for each thing, and keep it
in its place.'

" ' If you go early to bed you will be able to
rise early.'

" ' The more trouble you take to get your
work well done, the quicker it will be done.'

" ' Work once well done, is better than
twenty times badly done.'

" I think great good may be done by hanging
these in the kitchen, but I fear that Ellen, for
want of supervision, may be making extra work
for me, and there are the bedrooms to see to."

" Oh ! " said Mrs. Newton, " if you do not
mind having me I shall be glad to make the
beds, with your assistance, and help all I can
till two o'clock, when visitors may call. I do
not dine till my husband returns, at six, but
will take my lunch when you have your dinner,
at one. We shall have some salmon cutlets,
and afolder of lamb, potatoes, and young
carrots, at six o'clock. Will 'you order ot the
butcher what you like ? "

" If you will not consume the whole of the

shoulder, there will be plenty of meat that Ca
be cut from the under side which will quite
suffice for the three,- if the shoulder is not less
than four pounds in weight. And the
pastry ? '

" Anything you like, so that one is a milk
pudding. You will oblige me in choosilg
this, I know ; only I should say that Mr.
Newton detests cold meat, unless with fish and
salad ; and he does not like the same kind 0f
milk -pudding every day, nor care much for
pastry, for in this art my cooks never excelled,
no matter what wages I paid them."

" Cookery," said Miss Severn, " which of
course includes the making of pastry, is a
science, and, unless the true principle of cooking
food is understood, the workers will always be
in a fog, and confusion the result. The rule Of
thumb, which some cooks pride themselVes
upon, is of little use. The difficulty of teachilg
young girls to cook well is that their brains are
untried, their intellectual faculties unawaken'ed
and their experience is nil. They cannot
reckon time by minutes, nor do they know anY'
thing practical of weights and measures ; and
this ignorance stands in their way. Once thel
can master the weights, measures, and time, the
rest is soon taught, if only the pupil have e
memory. In schools they are rarely taught to
exercise the memory further than repeating
their lessons like a parrot."

" Over and over again must truths, whether
simple or complex, be reiterated. My father
used to say that nothing would teach young
people to sooner think seriously than the
science of chemistry, because, in studying this,
and in experiments, the student was perpetually
asking why.

" However, if I linger here much longer
my work will not progress, and downstairs the
willing heart, but unthinking brain, will be i
mischief."

CHAPTER VII.

The bedrooms had to be set in order, Cen
before the breakfast things were washed, Miss
Severn having an objection to bedrooms being
left till the middle of the day, or even till te"
o'clock, if the customs of the household did not
prevent this early attention to these matters.
But if late rising was customary, then this state
of things had to be met in the best possi *
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*aY. The windows were now throwl open, boards under the- bed were scrubbed with sait

the clothes stripped from the beds, and then the

toilet service was put in order, ail but the jugs

and bottles filled, which were left to the last.
" For why?" asked Ellen. "I think they

Ought to be filled at once."
"'And so catch the dust arising from naking

the beds and the flue from sweeping the rooms.

You are a clever girl, Ellen."
Ellen stood with open mouth, taking in a new

light which dawned upon her.
Miss Severn's plan in making the beds was

to get the lumps out of the feathers rather than

tO shake the lumps from side to side and so in-

crease their size. This was also a new idea to
the girl, when, instead of shaking, she was made

to take the lumps in her hands and so pick them

apart under the ticking, and then to shake the

feathers into place. The blankets also were a

trouble to her. Miss Severn would have the

end of each that was oversewed with scariet wool

Placed at the top of the bed-and always this ;
rlot once only, but it was her settled way-and
the blankets and sheets well tucked in at the

'bottOm of the bed, each singly, so that a restless
sleeper could not without difficulty get the

Whole of the clothes untucked. The ends of
the counterpane at the bottom of the bed were

folded underneath, cornerways, instead of
Projecting in a pucker, for the clothes of every
Passer-by to touch. Then the valance round the

the bed, the curtains at the sides, and the sides

of the counterpanes were folded back to the

top of the bed, and a clean old sheet as wrapper

Was thrown over. Wrappers were thrown over

the toilet stand and table, to keep the articles

froni being more dusty. The dresses which
Were hung in the room were also wrapped
round, and the work of sweeping comienced.

No tea-leaves were used, for upon a good carpet
and with a careless servant indelible stains are

often made.
.Each room was arranged and swept in a

siMilar way, and by the time the last was finish-

ed the first was ready for dusting, which was
proceeded with as the drawing and dining

r0oms had been in the morning ; not the dust

dicked from one place to another, but taken up
in the duster, and the latter shaken out of the

Wiridow. Then the wrappers were taken off,
a.nd the articles they had covered were cleansed ;
lasly, the bed-wrapper was removed, but not

the valances turned down. The uncarpeted

and water, which prevented insects from
harboring in the floor.

This last proceeding was a matter of surprise
for Ellen.

"I never did hear tell of such a thing. 'here
is nothing in the boards or bedsteads that I ever

saw."
" And yet there may be in both, Ellen ; and,

if not, prevention is needful. Some visitors
may sleep in either room, and bring the pests

in their luggage. Then, you see, the insects
will not like their sait reception, for this is an

infallible amedy, and when the salt touches

them theydie. Only for bedsteads it is necessary
to take them to pieces, and every crevice to be

washed with strong brine ; it neither hurts the

polish nor warps the wood. The brine will

crystallize, and must not be taken out of the

crevices ; but after the bedstead is put together,
it may be wiped off the polish. But remember,
if the smallest portion of the wood be left un-

touched by the strong brine, the mischief re-

mains."

" But, Miss Anna, people have iron bed-

steads now."

" Iron will not preVent these troublesome

pests from harboring there, neither will what

are termed brass bedsteads, unless they were

made wholly of polished brass ; there would be

then no foothold for them. But in both iron

and brass bedsteads, the latter having so much

iron in them, I once saw these insects in num-

bers. These bedsteads were bought at a sale,

and as the people could not afford to lose the

money they had cost, they were taken into the

garden, and were, before they were put

together, well washed in sait and water, and left
so for two hours. Then the salt was washed
off, the bedsteads dried, and then had two
coats of paint. Never after this was there any

trouble with them, only the precaution taken to
paint the bedsteads every two years. This is a
fact, I assure you, Ellen, though you look so
astonished. Another thing, a room is much

healthier, much more fragrant, when it has been

washed with salt and water ; and I believe that

even with an invalid in the bed the boards may

be thus washed and no cold be taken, provided

the door or window be left open, but ofpurse

the patient shielded from draught."
The room finished and the stairs swept, the

rods being slipped aside, the dust swept fron
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under, and the rods replaced with both ends ex-
actly even, and finally dusted, dinner had to be
arranged and cooked, and while the potatoes
were being peeled, under Miss Severn's watch-
fulness, she washed up the break fast things in
precisely the same manner at she had shown
Ellen the previous night. There was no haste,
no flurry ; but the china was washed in hot
water and soda, each cup and saucer singly, and
then placed in plenty of cold water and drained.
Thus in ten minutes the whole thing was ac-
complished and out of the way. The cups, turned
upside down, were drained only and not wiped,
and with less danger of snapping the handles.

Ellen, meantime, had the potatoes unwashed
in a pan of water, and in this water she com-
menced to peel them, to Miss Severn's astonish-
ment.

" What are you about, Ellen? Wash the
potatoes quickly with your hands in warm
water, the dirt will readily come off ; if not, use
a brush, then take two pans of water, and as

you peel a potato, let the rinds drop into a
plate, pick out the eyes, dip it in one pan of
water to take off any stain, and then throw it
into the second pan."

" But why can't I peel them, and throw therfi
all into one pan and theninto the other ?" asked
Ellen.

" Because they would become stained, and
this is how potatoes come a bad color to table
and taste earthy. See how the two potatoes
you have peeled have stained the water.
Would you like to dip a clean piece of lace into
that water ?"

" No, that I shouldn't. Of course not. WhY,
'twould turn brown."

" And for the same reason the potatoes would
be brown. Remember this-if potatoes look
dark when they are served, the cook is in fault ;
and if, by bad management in steaming thern,
the smoke gets under the steamer, the cook has
only to pour boiling watei over them to wash it
off, and the potatoes are none the worse."

(To be continued.)
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PROFESSOR HUXLEY IN NEW YORK.
Paper by Principal Dawson, LL.D.,

F.R.S., in International ReviùW
for January-February, 1877-

As we give this month a paper on

EýVolution, in the body of the magazine,'

Which states the case from the stand-

Point of one who is, apparently, a be-

liever in the theory, we think it well tO

give, at the same time, an extract from
br. Dawson's paper, in which he criti-
Cises the lectures Professor Huxley de-

liVered, a year ago, in New York.
This paper deserves to be carefully read,

"S it takes up the most important points
at issue.
.i I the opening of the second lecture the aud-
'tors are complimented on their intelligence is

ing able to reject not only the absurd hypothesis
o an eternal succession, but also that of creation,
Wether stated by John Milton, or advanced by
any higher authority. They are now preparaidto
<ŽIter on the consideration of the only remoauld
lng hypothesis-that of evolution. I woust
seem1 in the circumstances to be superfluous to
'tlduce any evidence of a theory thus showne tO
t the only possible one ; but in deference to

or weakness of faith, the lecturer condescends
t devote two of the lectures to the apparentIf
Uinecessary task of developing its evidence. if
Wee are to credit the reporter, he arranges this

evidence in a somewhat novel manner-nab el,'
as, first, " indifferent ; " secondly, "favorable;
ýt(, thirdly, " demonstrative." One is at first
o et disposed to pass over the two first kinds

evidence, as on a par with that of the af-
t0rriey who, after giving a variety of réasons for
the on-attendance of a witness, finally affirhed
that he was dead. But on examining ther
ninutely, we find a substantial reason for their
apPearance-namely, that they are reallY for-

idable objections to evolution, disguised as
Witlesses im its favor, in order that in this ca-
dcity they may be examined pro forma, and

1'Sflissed as untrustworthy.
The first is the remarkable fact, almos in

creible in its vastness and inscrutable in ued

'toport, that certain forms of life have continued
te Propagate themselves unchanged throughou
Iarly the whole lapse of geological time, and

4v survived changes of physical conditions so

complete that one can scarcely imagine how any
creatures could endure them. That land snails
still live that lived before Niagara began to cut
its channel is a small matter. Marine creatures
survive that flourished in Cretaceous seas, which
flowed hundreds of fathoms deep, not only over
the spots where the great capitals of Europe now
stand, but over Alpine summits and Himalayan
table-lands. Land plants continue unchanged
through all the mutations that have occurred
since the Eocene Tertiary began. Nay, more,
certain humble types of life seem to have con-
tinued without very material change since the

Primordial age itself. Through countless gen-

erations, and through periods in which whole
continents were carried away and rebuilt, these
creatures have apparentlv continued to propa-

gate themselves, without material improvement
or deterioration. Still farther, when we trace

these plants and animals back to their origin

so far as known to us, we see no indication of

their having been derived from any preceding
species. They came in just as they continue to

this day. Are these exceptional cases ? In one
sense they are ; for it can be shown that many
species, once their contemporaries, have died

out and disappeared, leaving these long-lived
species and genera to come down like octogen-
arians, outliving their generation, into a new
and different condition of things. But other-
wise they are not exceptional, and new discover-
ies may enable us to trace other forms of life
farther back than we now know them. All this
the lecturer admits, and admirably illustrates ;
but how is it to be harmonized with evolution ?
In a very simple way. The geological record is so
imperfect that the apparently abrupt introduction
of these types may merely arise from the acci-
dent that their ancestors happen to be unknown
to us. Admitting the possibility of this, it re-
moves only half of the difficulty ; for it does
not explain why, after we have traced species
back for vast periods of time, and over every
possible kind of physical revolution, they should
at some antecedent period begin to change if we
could only trace thym farther. Reasonable men

do not usually hold that by tracing two parallel

lines sufficiently far we should at last find them
to meet in a point; but evolutionists seem to

believe that this is in the highest degree pro-

bable, and would be found to be the case but

for the inconvenient tendency of such lines to

end abruptly. This plea of the "imperfection

of the record," so often put in by evo utionists,
is, however, one that has a double bearing ; for

if further information might enable us to approx,

imate some of our parailkl lnes of unchanged

Cittiriair, Uott*cto*Gle-4

.0bob«D--
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species, it is equally possible that it might en-
able us to trace them farther back, without
such approximation, or to trace back other series
not now known to extend so far. To class such
facts as these as "negative or indifferent evi-
dence," and to say that they constitute "no ob-
stacle in the way of our belief of the doctrine,"
is certainly drawing largely on our credulity.
We may add that the history of the life in former
geological periods furnishes other lines of evi-
dence of this somewhat damaging character,
well known to naturalists and geologists, but
to which the lecturer had not time to advert.

The second kind of evidence, that which is
"favorable," but not conclusive, is derived from
the fact that existing animals and plants do not,
as would seem probable on the theory of evo-
lution, constitute continuous series passing into
each other, but resolve themselves into groups
separated by intervals more or less wide, and
which can not be bridged over. This apparent
difficulty is, however, met by the 'consideration
that when we go back into geological time, and
take in the fossil animals and plants, these gaps
are to a great extent filled up, and the system of
nature becomes much more complete-wonder-
fully so, indeed, when the much-lamented im-
perfection of the record is considered. In truth,
paleontologists have good reason to congratulate
themselves that the number of gaps now remain-
ing is so small, and to suggest, though with be-
coming diffidence and humility, that their record
may not be quite so impcrfect as generally
supposed. As examples, we are referred in
these lectures to the wonderful filling up of the
group of ungulates by the discoveries of Cuvier
and others in the Paris Tertiaries, and the
bridging over of the interval between birds and
reptiles by the toothed birds of the Cretaceous
and Eocene, and ly the remarkable Dinosaurs
of the Mesozoic age. The lecturer holds that
these facts are so far favorable to evolution
that, they show at least that it may possibly
have taken place, and that they might be ex-
pected to occur if that hypothesis were correct.
He admits that they are not conclusive, for a
very substantial reason-namely, that the series
afforded by these discoveries is not one conse-
cutive in time. The creatures which should
have been the ancestors of others occur at the
same time with them, or, perhaps, in formations
very much older or newer, and hence the evi-
dence fails to prove genealogical descent. This
would truly seem to be a fatal defect ; but that
it is so becomes even more obvious when we
consider that in the present world we have all
grades of animals from men to monads, and of
plants from the most complex exogens to alge
of a single cell. Consequently if the fossil species
belong to the same system of nature, they must
of necessity come in as intermediate forms, and
fill up the vacant spaces. Further, if we find
these connecting links scattered widely apart in
space and time, or existing together when, ac-
cording te the theory, they should have been
consecutive, the inference is that our theory
mtust be wrong or defective. The conclusion
may rather be that they form parts of a great

plan pervading the whole earth and its whole
history, and whose separate portions may be re-
lated by some higher law than that of mere
descent with modification.

But we now come to the "demonstrative"
evidence which is to set all our doubts at rest.
This consists in the discovery in successive for-
mations of series of species, so related to each
other structurally that it may be inferred that
they constitute a regular genealogical succession-
The hearers of the lectures might, however, at
this point, suspect that, inasmuch as so many ex-
tinct species come under the previous heads of
imperfect evidence, few may be left for this final
and conclusive one. Care is therefore taken to in-
forn them that there are many such cases, and
that their number has recently been accumulat-
ing rapidly. But one only of these is dwelt up-
on, that of the genealogy of the horse ; and it is
worthy of remark that this is the illustration
which has for some years been paraded on both
sides of the Atlantic as the one great conclusive
evidence of evolution derivable fromn fossils. It
is given with more than usual completeness in
these lectures, and, as it is made the crucial test
of the hypothesis, it deserves our careful con-
sideration.

The facts we may take as stated by the lectur-
er, and may, as illustrative of their nature,
confine ourselves to the American examples
furnished by Prof. Marsh from the Tertiaries Of
the West. No species of American herse e%-
isted at the time of the discovery of this continent.
Our present American horses are, therefore, not
actual descendants of the original American
stock, but of another series which was develoP-
ed in Europe, while the horses of this continent
had become altogether extinct, though the con-
ditions were quite favorable to the European
horse when introduced by man. The lecturer
does not remark on the curious significance Of
this fact in relation to the validity of his demol
stration, but it suggests some grave doubts to
to which we may refer in the sequel. We find,
however, in the more recent deposits of America,
probably more than one species of horse closelY
allied to that of the eastern continent. In de-
posits a little older, those of Pliocene age, are
found the remains of Pliohippus, an animal
closely resembling the modern horse, but pre-
sentng some deviations. Limiting ourselves to
the forefoot, the Piohippus walked upon one toe,
like the horse, but the two splint bones which
answer to two other toes are better developed.\
Next in order of seniority, we have the Prol'o-
hippus, in which the splint bones become verit-
able toes, though still comparatively small. In
trie next older Tertiary period, the Miocene,
the series is continued by 1iohirAus and Mlle-
hiPu, in which the side toes approach to
equality with the central one, and a rudiient
of a fourth is developed. Lastly, in the OrO'
hippus, of the Eocene or the oldest Tertiary,
there are three well-developed toes and a stiall
fourth one, and the hind foot has also three toes.
Similar gradations appear in other parts of the
structure, notably in the teeth.

Thus, from three-toed Eocene Orohifu-s by
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regular geological and genealogical descent, came
a one-toed modern horse, which seems, however
to have reached the utmost possible limit of the

evelopment, for we can not imagine it learu-

'ng to walk on less than one toe. Perhaps,
Indeed, this may account for the otherwise inex-

Plicable extinction of the ancient American breed.
T

hese creatures, in pushing their development
Still farther, may have lost the remaining toe,

and so have been left literally without a leg to

stand on.
hlere, then, is the final Q. E. D. of evolution,

the demonstration on which great biologists can
securely rest their belief in the doctrine that the
World and all its inhabitants were evolved by
the insensate operation of physical laws, and

Can defy the stupidly imperfect record of the
Paleontologists. Shahl we here abandon our

skepticism, and humbly profess ourselves as be-
lievers ? Unfortunately there are two serious
stumbling- blocks which must still be removed
out of our way. One is, that while the evidence
Of succession in time is good, that of genetic

COinection is not. The members of the alleged
gniealogical series are still separated from each
Other by important structural and other differ-

nices, and by vast intervals of geological time.
t he same kind of argument would prove that

the modern dray-horses of New York are actual
descendants of those whose bones lie in Prof.
Marsh's cabinet. But we know that they are

rot, but came over with the Pilgrims or in later
'Inportations, and are as little descendants
of their American predecessors as the New
Yorkers are of the Mohicans. How do we knoW
that Some similar flaw does not vitiate the earlier

Stages of the pedigree ? Another difficulty cn
slts in that same unfortunate imperfection of the

geological record which is so often alleged in

?xtenuation of the shortcomings of evolution
tself. If Prof. Marsh should in his next expedi-
tiOn to the West, discover the bones of a tre
horse with one toe on each foot, in the Miocene

Or Eocene, the whole demonstration would be

?verset. It would then become probable that

'n the true line of descent the animal had,
after al, remained unchanged, and that Mesohip

Pus and the rest are merely false pretenders th
the honor of his parentage Who shah say that

thsl is impossible or even improbable? The
horse is, by virtue of his remarkably specialized

ot, adapted for rapid locomotion on dry, grassy
Plains ; but the foot of Orohippus was bette

al
suited for supporting its comparativeY Un as
teight on soft and swampy ground. Now, as

the known animals of the Eocene are f l

Ose which frequented the oozy borders of lakese

toecould scarcely expect an animal like the horse
as e found in such company. If there were,

as We can not doubt there were, dry plains ir

the Eocene age, there may have been abmadano
Wild horses pasturing thereon, and we mhay le
Yet have met with their remains, so much leSý

tho y for many reasons to be preserved thar
of their marsh-living contemporarWes

Shold some intrepid explorer in the far Ws
fid such a precious reie, and, escaping the In

scalping-knife, bring it out to civilization

it is to be hoped he will not meet with the skep-
ticism and distrust which have often rewarded
the discoverers of facts unwelcome to the fram-
ers of hypotheses, and that all good uniform-
itarian geologists, at least, will welcome the new
and important fact.

These considerations might induce us at least
to suspend our judgment, more especially in
view of the momentous consequences to our be-
liefs in other respects flowing from our adhesion
to evolution ; but there is a farther objection,
honestly referred to by the lecturer himself, and
vhich unfortunately reduces his demonstration

to the precise level of the arguments already char-
acterized by himself as " negative or indifferent."
It is thus stated in the third lecture :

-The knowledge we now possess justifies us completely
in the anticipation that when the still lower Eocene depos.
its and those which belong to the Cretaceous epoch have

yielded up their remains of equine animals, we shall aud
fiNi an equine creature with four toes in front and a rudi-
ment of the thumb. Then probably a rudiment of the
fLfth toe will be gradually supplied, until we come to the
five-toed animals, in which most assuredly the whole
series took Its origin."

There are even in this short and very unob-

trusive statement of a disagreeable fact some

things liable to objection. It might be asked,
for example, Why, if Orohippus could, with
three or four toes, walk over quagmires, there is
any need to suppose that for the mere sake of

uniformity it should have had five toes in a pre-
ceding period? But such questions do not con-
stitute the real objection to the statement. lt
requires us to believe in a stupendous and
incredible hiatus in our geological record. Not
only have no equine animals been found in any
formation older than the Eocene, but none of
the other placental mammals, their contempo-
raries, have left any known remains in these
older formations either in the Eastern or Western
continent. Still farther, in the Cretaceous and
immediately preceding periods, the place of
these animals in nature was fllled by the herbiv-
orous Dinosaurs, which, according to Huxley,
constitute a transition from reptiles to birds and
not to horses. We are thus required to believe
that the five-toed ancestor of Orohippus lived
farther back in geological time, not only than
any known placental mammal, but than any
creature likely to have been the ancestor of such
a mammal. In short, the imaginary pedigree of
the horse his preciselv the same flaw with that
of malf himself, with that of the Eocene placen-
tals, with that of the Mesozoic marsupials, with
that of the reptiles of the same period, and with
that of the batrachins of the Coal, the fishes of

the Devonian and Upper Silurian, and the

Trilobites of the Primordial. Al these, as well

as the greater and lesser groups of the vegetable
t kingdom, when traced back, end, like the series

t of horses, without any apparent ancestors. This

is indeed so great and dominant afact in palæon-

1 tology that it is hopeless now to explain it by

any imperfections of the record, and it unques-

t tionably points to some abrupt mode of introduc-
- tion of or anic types unknown to the received

, theories of evolution. Thus, after following,

4-3
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with faith and hope, the apparently triumphant This is the real difficulty. Without evolution,
course of the demonstration in the third lecture, or some similar hypothesis, there will remain in
in the end we only run our heads against an nature, and especially with reference to the
impassable wall. origin of species, a residuum of facts unexplain-

Is this, then, the most conclusive kind of de- ed, and apparently inexplicable by science.
monstration which one of the most accomplished This can not be endured in an age which has
biologists of our time can offer for the hypothes- learned to believe that it can explain every thing.
is of evolution ? It would seem so ; but it is In default of actual knowledge, it is necessarY
only fair to say that in selecting the historical or by some sweeping hypothesis to cover up our
palætontological argument for evolution, the lec- ignorance. The whole march of science is
turer adopted the most difficuIt line of proof. strewn with the wrecks of such hypotheses, de-
The showy analogies of Spencer and Darwin, vised in every age by ingenious men, to serve as
though equally failing as demonstrations, have a substitute for actual knowledge, and to spare
a much more specious appearance. But there themselves the labor of arduous investigation ;
lies behind all this a consideration more potent satisfying one generation with a comfortable
than any argument, and which probably weighs form of words, only to be cast off by the
with many of the converts of this new philosophy next.
more than all facts and reasonmgs. It is ex- Evolution will have its day, and then men
pressed in the following sentences of the report : will wonder how they could have believed it.

" The only way of escape, if it be a way of escape, from When it shall be discovered, as assuredly it will,
the conclusions which I have just indicated, is the sup- that the world involves causes and agencies
position that all those different formas have been created vastly more complex than this simple theorY
separately at separate epochs of time, and I repeat, as I suggests, our successors in the arena of science
said before, that of suc a hypothesis as this there neither will point to it as a warning against the prevail-
Is nor can be any scientifie evidence, and assuredly, se ing error of specialists and enthusiasts, who ever
far as I know, there is none which is supported or pre- tend, like quacks in medicine, to refer all effects
tends to be supported by evidence or authority of any to the same cause, and to cure all evils by oneother kind. I can but think that the time wiill corne when specifie. Our time is too much one of rash and
sncb suggestions as these, such obvions attempts to es- daring speculation, as distinguished from thecape the force of demonstration, will be put upon the slow and laborious search for truth. But whensame footing as the supposition by some writers, who are, the reaction comes, the scientific men of theI behlieve, net completely extinct at uresent, that fossils future, as they slowly dig the trenches with whichare net real existences, are no indications of the existence they hope to gain the citadel of truth, will notof the animals to which they seein te belong; but that refuse to give due credit to the bold adventurersthey are either sports of nature or special creatis, h in vain attempted to storm it with a rushtended-as I heard suggested the other day-to test our N or will they fail to admit that they did goOd
faith. In fact, the whole evidence losin favor of evolution. service i auil to m ay cnt ood
and there is noue against it. And I say that, although teice n g down many cf the old
perfectly well aware of the seeming difficulties which prejudices and false impressions that have
have been adduced frem what appears te the uninformed blocked the path of the free investigation of
to be a scientific foundation" nature.



LITERARY NOTES.

POPE Pius IX has nearly completed his
sermons. They are not to be published until ten

years after his death. Father Dresciani, a very
learned Jesuit, is the only assistant in the work.

THE LARGEST CHEQUE ever drawn on
authors' account was one for £20,ooo, given

by Longman & Co. to Lord Macaulay for

copyright on the History of England.

THE GHASTLY FAILURES of so many
Anmerican life insurance companies have lead

r. Elorne Wright, an ex-inspector, to publish

a searching book on the subject with the

startling title of " Traps baited with Orphan."

MR. PARKER, formerly publisher at Oxford,
still continues his researches at Rome. Part 8.
"The Aqueducts, "and partþ i., " The Mosaics,"

have just appeared. Mr. Parkerhas an enthusiasm
for ,Roman excavations, which is very unusual

at his advanced age, and it is indeed admirable

'il every way. The earnestness and ability of

his researches must fill the later years of his life

ýith a rare pleasure. He publishes the result

of his explorations in parts, each part being

comnplete in itself, so that if death should stop
his efforts, his labors will not have been fruitless
tO the world.

THE NEW VOLUME of Truboir's Philosophical

Library is Edith Simeux's "Natural Law-an

Essay in Ethics," a very deep subject, and one

requiring much courage to attack. The object

Of the book is to show that law and morality

do not depend upon authority, and that religion

does not depend upon revelation, but that they

are founded upon the nature or constitution of

hunanity in general. Every rational being

Which follows out the free development of its

Own nature is following the laws of morality.
The book is a very suggestive one, and quite

unorthodox enough to be popular.

" THAT HUSBAND OF MINE," has been the

tost successful story published since " liclen's

Babies." The usual crop of weak imitations

has followed. We have " That Wife of Mine, "

That Girl of Mine," and " That Lover of

Mine." "My Mother-in-Law," which a

clever story, is already followed by My

Grandmothers," and no doubt " My Nephews
and My Nieces" will follow. This mean

eruption of parasites shows how much of un-
mitigated " shop " there is in literature to pro-

duce such a crop of " pot-boilers " in so short a

time after the happy invention of a new and

striking title.

THE SEPTEMBER NUMB3ER of the Nineteenth

Century commences another " Modern Sympo-

sium," the subject being "The Soul and

Future Life," and the speakers, Mr. R. H.

Hutton, Prof. Huxley, Lord Blatchford and

the Hon. Roden Noel. They alil speak from

their different standpoint in answer to Mr.

Frederic Harrison, who in the June and July

numbers of the same periodical denied the ex-

istence of any conscious life after death, and yet

scorned the company of those whom he called

Materialists.
MR. GRAHAM BELL'S TELEPHONE, which

many consider to be of little practical importance,

was made the subject of many experiments at

Plymouth during the recent meeting of the

British Association. The conclusion arrived at

was that the Telephone is one of the most im-

portant inventions of the age, and will likely

modify our present telegraph system very

seriously.

SERGIUS KERN, a chemist of St. Petersburg,

in working upon some platinum ores, has dis-

covered a new metal which he calls Davyum, in

memory of Sir Humphrey Davy. It is a hard,

silvery metal, very infusible, and somewhat

ductile.

SIR WILLIAM THoMSON still clings to his

theory, put forth when President of the British

Association, that life on this planetwas originated

by germs brought by meteorites from some pre-

viously wrecked world. He lives in hope of

actually seeing a plant of meteoric origin. This

is an odd way of diminishing the difficulty at-

tendant upon the scientific conception of the

origin of life.

DR. COXES, the Bodleian librarianat Oxford,

has refused to lend " The Priest in Absolution,"

even to a Bachelor of Arts of the University,
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His course is generally upheld by the public,
who think that a great library does not exist for
the purpose of circulating improper books.

MR. SAMUEL BUTLER, author of " Erewhon,"
who resided in Montreal for some months in

1875, is preparing a new work on " Hereditary
Instinct."

M. HOVELACQUE's work on the Science of
Language bas been translated for the Library of
Contemporary Science. The "missing link " is
evolved from the scientific imagination, under
the title of "the precursor of man." Some pre.
cursors develcped the left side of their brains,
and spoke, and so became men-our ancestors.
Others would not " evolve," and, " therefore,"
retrograded, and became the ancestors of the
anthropoid apes,who still labor under the dis-
advantage of aphasia.

PROFESSOR WEIsE's German letters on Eng-
lish education have been translated and published
in England. They contain valuable criticism,
as well as generous appreciation of English
methods. Having filled the office of Minister
of Instruction, bis remarks have great weight.
The Englsh mania for examinations is com-
mented on, and he makes the almost incredible
assertion that, in one school visited, there were
forty-four examinations for the highest class be-
tween the I7th of June and the 22nd of July.

M. THIERS bas left to the State all bis papers
and the historical materials with which he wrote
bis great works on modern French history.

VOLUME I. of Professor Friedrich's long-
expected work on the Vatican Council bas ap-
peared at Bonn. It is in truth an exhaustive
history of Ultramontanism.

THE SAVANS of the British Association do
not feel alarmed at the approach of the potato
bug. Mr. R. McLachlan read a paper upon it,
in which he doubts whether the insect can be
acclimatised in Great Britain. We have never
supposed that the climate of Great Britain was
much to boast of, but if it kills potato bugs we
bless our forefathers for emigrating.

ARCHÆOLOGY WILL be enriched this fall with
some very important publications. First of all
will be Dr. Schliemann's "Discoveries on the Site
of Ancient Mycene " ; next comes General Ces-
nola's book on Cyprus ; then a new and revised
edition of Sir Gardiner Wilkinson's " Ancient
Egypt," and lastly a new edition of Dennis'
" Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria."

HENRY ROGERS, author of "The Eclipse of
Faith," is dead. He wrote also a review article
"Reason and Faith," which made a sensatiOn
at the time of publication. As a controversialist
he was a hard bitter, and sometimes scarcely a
fair one.

THE MEETING of the British Association at
Plymouth this year was decidedly dull. There
is nothing left now to be exploded, and scientific
meetings are getting dreary. All the fireworks
were set off by Huxley and Tyndall.

PROF. HAUGHTON read an interesting paper
at the Association, on the "best possible number
of limbs for animals." It was demonstrated that
there was no advantage in baving more than
four limbs. Feeding an extra limb would be a
serious undertaking. Man lost a little in steadi-
ness by not planting himself on bis four limbs,
but then bis hands wielded by reason were a
great gain. It was scarcely worth while 'to go
to Plymouth to learn that. One can't help re-
gretting the tail though; it would not have cost
much to feed, and it would have been so orna-
mental as well as useful to fasten on to things
with and steady oneself, when the hands w.ere
at work, and then the gentler sex would have
had something more substantial to decorate and
switch about.

THE MATHEMATICANS of the British Associa-
tion are much exercised just now upon the
"wobbling" of the earth's axis, which took
place when the present continents were thrown
up from the sea. Elaborate calculations have
been made to determine the time necessary to
extinguish a "wobble." They are based an
the supposition that the continents jumped UP
suddenlï. Better prove this last first, before
wasting nerve cells and grey matter by calcula-
tions.

SOME STATISTIcs recently published ofthe
lending library at Liverpool, established under
the Free Libraries' Act, are not encouraging•
The issues of works of fiction reached 309,425,
while the total of all other departments was
57,578. Is it worth while to tax the nation in
order to encourage the reading of novels ?

CAPTAIN BARNABY's new book, "On Horse-
back through Asia Minor," is out.

VICTOR HUGo's new work is to be called
"Histoire d'un Crime-Deposition d'un T6-
moin." It is a history of the coup d'état of 1851.
The Graphic weekly will publish an English
translation as a serial.



(Conducted by J. G. AsCHER, Montreal.)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Al communications to be addressed to the

Che88 Editor of the " New Dominion Monthly,'"

ho® 37, P. 0., Montreal.

F. H. A., QUEBEC.-We await your promis-

ed account of the ancient Canadian match.

CLIPPER, NEW YORK.-Received with

thanks.

J. W. S.-This column is much indebted to

YOur several communications.

S. R.-Pawn takes pawn would have been
the proper play.

TOURNEY.-For result, we refer you to
present number.

ODDS.-When the odds of Queen's Rook are
given, Castling is allowed on Queen's side.

POok to Q. sq., King to Q. B. sq.

GAME 16.

From the Glasgow News of the Week.

The following interesting game is one played

n" the Muzio Gambit Tourney, last month, at the

"ll Church Institute, between Messrs. Mortson

end Morris.

WHITE.

r J. N. Mortson.

P. K. 4.
. P. K. B. 4.

3. Rt. K. B. 3.
4. B. Q. B. 4.
S' Casties.6. x P.
7- P K. 5.
8. P. Q. .

9. B. × P.-
. ×Q. B. P.

Q. R. 5. (ch.)

BLACK.

Mr. R. Morris.

1. P. K. 4.
2. P. X P.
3. P. K. Kt. 4.
4. P. Kt. 5.
5. P. x Kt.
6. Q. K. B. 3.
7. Q x P-
8. Kt. K. 2.
9. Q. x Kt. P.
o. P. K. B. 4-

n. Kt. Kt.3.

Q. x B. P. 12. Q. Kt. 2.

B. B. 7. (ch.) 13. K. K. 2.
R. K. sq. (ch.) 14. Kt. K. 4.
B. x K. Kt. 15 . Q. x K. B.
B. x R. (dis., ch.) 16. Q. K. 3.
B. B. 6. (ch.) 17. K. K. sq.
Q. mates.

GAME 17,

Lately played at the Montreal Chess Club,

Black giving odds of Pawn and Move.

WH ITh.

Mr. J. W. S.

BLACK.

Mr. A. 8.

Remove Blk's K B P.

1. P. tO K. 4. 1. P. to K. 3.
2. P. to K. R. 4. 2. Kt. to K. B. 3 (a)
3. P. to K. 5. 3. Kt. to Q. 4.
4. P. to Q. 4. 4. B. to K. 2.

5. B. to Q. 3. 5. Castles.
6. Q. to R. 5. 6. Kt. to B. 5.
7. Q. takes P. (ch.) 7. K. to B. 2.
8. B. takes Kt. 8. R. to R. sq.
9. (b) And White mates in two moves.

(a) Weak.

(b) White managed the attack very well.

GAME 17.

WHITE.

Mr. Charlisk.

BLACK.

Mr. Laughton.

CENTRE GAMBIT.

i. P. to K. 4. 1. P. to K. 4.

2. P.-Q. 4. 2. K. P.xP.
3. K. Kt. - B. 3. 3. K. B. - Kt 5 ÷
4. P. - Q. B. 3. 4. Q. 2d. P. x P.

5. Kt. P.x P. 5. K. B. to B. 4.

6. K. B. - B. 4  6. P. -Q. 4-
7. K. B. x P. 7. Q.K B. 3?
8. Q. B. - Kt. 5. 8. Q - her Kt 3.

and White announced mate in four moves. If

Black 8.. .Q to K Kt 3, White wins her or forces

mate ; the correet move was Q to her 3 .- H. C.



GAME 18,
played at the Sixth Annual Congress of the
Dominion Chess Association, held at Quebec,
28th Aug., 1877.

IRREGULAR OPENING.

WHITE. BLACK.

Mr. J. W. Shaw. Mr. E. Sanderson.

i. P. K. 3 . .P. K. 4 .
2. P. K. Kt 3. 2. P. Q. 4.
3. P. Q. 4. 3. P. K. 5 (a).
4. P. Q. B. 4 (b) 4. K. Kt. B. 3.
5. Q. Kt. B. 3. 5. K. B. Q. Kt. 5.
6. Q. checks. 6. Q. Kt. B. 3.
7. B. Q. 2. 7- li. x Kt.
8. B. x B. 8. Castles.
9. Q. Q. Kt. 3. 9. B. K. 3.

Io. Q. x Q. Kt. P. Io. Q. Q. 2.
il. P. Q. B. 5- 11. Q. R. Kt. sq.
12. Q. Q. R. 6. 12. Kt. Q. Kt- 5.
13. B. x Kt. 13. R. x B.
14. P. Kt. 3. 14. B. Kt. 5.
15. B. Kt. 2. 15. Q. B. 4.
16. Q. B. sq. 16. Q. R. 4.
17. P. B. 3(c) 17. P. x P.
IS. B. x P. 18. R. K. sq.
19. K. Q. 2 (d) 19. Q. Kt. 4.
20. K. B. 3. 20. R. (Kt. 5) Kt. sq.
21. R. K. sq. 21. R. x P. (ch).
22. R. x R. 22. Q. x R. (ch).
23. Q. interp 23. Q. B. 8 (ch).
24. Q. interp 24. Q. R. 6,
25. B. x B. 25. Q. Kt. 5 (ch).
26. K. Q. 3. 26. Kt. x B.
27. Kt. B. 3. 27. R. K. sq.
28. Kt. K. 5. 28. Kt. x Kt. (ch).
29. P. x Kt. 29. R. X P.
30. R. Q. sq. 30. P. Q. B. 3 (e)
31. Q. B 3 (f.) 31. R. K. 6 (ch).
32. Resigns.

NOTES To GAMES 18.

(a) We dislike this move.

(b) Correct reply.

(c) Imprudent. Kt. to K. 2nd seems far
preferable. Move in the text leaves whites K. P.
to be assailed in the future with the K. R., also
the Kt. at the ugly square of Kt. 5th.

(d) Now White is in for the storm, and all
owing to premature advance of B. P.

(e) Very tame. Proper move was P. to Q.
5 threatening make next move.

(f) A blunder, but the game was irretrievably
lost owing to the nature of the position.

PROBLEM No. ii.

J. I. Blackburne, Esq., the celebrated
English player.

BLACK.

White to play and mate in three moves.

4.7 8 CHESS.



CHESS.

We clip the following from the September
nUmTber of the We8tminster Papers. It is doubt-
1 t

CHESS WAIFS.
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• A. Howe.........

• Sandersono.........

E. B. Holt ..........

. W hite.............

J. Henderson.........

J. W. Shaw .........

E. T. Fletcher .......

. H. Hicks ........

• Pope..............

. D. McLeod.......

C. D Bradley .......
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u ofle of the most eccentric it flot the 1 We regret to learn there is to be no immediate
extraordinary chess problem on record. award of prizes, owing to a little misunderstand-

ing occasioned by certain games having been
PROBLEM No. 12. won and lost by default (absence of one of the

BLACK. players). There is talk of a protest having been
made by one of the Quebecers. We trust, how.
ever, ere the issue of our next number, the

matter will receive adjudication at the hands Of
the President of the Association satisfactory to

all concerned.

/47 Mr. Bird's book is expected out in November.

The shilling stake 'practice of playing chess

at the Divan and clubs in London, is about be-

ing abandoned.
The rooms of the Montreal Chess Club have

J resumed their wonted lively appearance on club

nigbts.

The Anderson Tubilee was a great success.

There were 27 entries in the Problem Tourney.

The festivities concluded with a match between

WHITE. the great master and Paulson (5 games to wifl).

The conditions of the above Six King Problem Result : drawn, i. Anderson won 3 ; Paulsor

are White to play and mate the six Kings simul- won 5.
taneously in seven moves.

CANADIAN CHESS ASSOCIATION.

The meeting terminated duing the first week of Septemnber. We now give :-

TABLET representing Score of Games played in Canadian Chess Association Tourney, held in

ABLE reresetin Scoe o GaesC Y28th August, 1877.
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